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Et cette révolution écologiste, tout le monde peut y participer à sa manière. L'action de
ceux qui vivent discrètement en économie douce, en pratiquant l'écosociété, est aussi
essentielle que l'action de ceux qui militent et paraissent être au coeur de la lutte. Il faut
bien qu'il y ait des gens qui 'vivent' la révolution écologiste pour que d'autres puissent en
parler!
Michel Jurdant, Le défi écologiste 1984b, 418.

The way things ehange is because lots of people are working ail the lime ... wherever they
happen to be, and they're building up the basis for popular movements which are going ta
make ehanges. That's the way everything has happened in history. Vou know, whether it
was the end of slavery or whether it was the democratic revolutions or anything yau want,
you name it, that's the way it worked.
Noam Chomsky, from the film Manujacturing Consent (Aehbar & Wintoniek 1992).
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AB8TRACT

This qualitatively-oriented thesis explores, describes, and inlerprels lhc
emergence of Quebec's environmental movemenl, placing Il in ils proper
historical and socio-polilical setting. Analysis is undertaken in light of lhe
many variables suggested by resource mobilization theory, new social
movement theory, and Inglehart's approach; description is aided by
exploring links with conservation and urban sani tation movemenls of lhe
past, by sorne eomparisons with environmental movements elsewhere, and
through comprehension of the different ideological strands that eharacterize
contemporary environmental thought. The environmental movement was
one of the myriad of new social movements that arose in the 1960s and '70s
in western nations. Although it transcended national boundaries,
development of environmental movements in Europe and North America
differed, just as they did at more regional levels, depending on cultural
distinctions, the structures of opportunity, and the amount of available
resources, arnong other things. With ils Quiet Revolution, Quebec society
gained a new pluraIism, secularism, and liberalism that gave the rising
middle class and the large proportion of educated youth a greater say in
deeisions and fostered the development of public interest groups, such as
environmental groups. These were aided by government grants that became
available after the October Crisis in 1970. Between 1970 and 1980,
environmentalism in Quebec becarne a legitimate societal eoncern as various
associations and individuals began working separately and together on
urban air and water pollution problems, recycling projects, and
transportation and energy issues, arnong others. The impetus to acl on
behalf of the province's environment was due in part to the severily and
distribution of pollution problems and to the moral and ideologieal
convictions of group leaders and core members of environmental groups.
InformaI social and communication networks, sueh as the counlerculture,
the antinuclear movement, and health-food coops provided the burgeoning
environmental movement with ideologies, members, and solidarity. Unlike
its parallel in the United States, Quebec's movement had few historical or
ideologicallinks with efforts to preserve wilderness and it developed socialrather than nature-protection principles.
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RÉSUMÉ

Cette thèse est une recherche qualitative qui décrit et interprète la naissance
du mouvement écologiste québecois, le replacant dans son cadre histop'~I'1C
et socio-politique. L'analyse se fait à la lumière de plusieurs variaL':es
suggérées par la théorie de la mobilisation des ressources, la théorie des
nouveaux mouvements sociaux et l'approche d'Inglehart. La description est
facilitée par l'exploration des liens avec les anciens mouvements de
conservation de la nature et d'hygiène urbaine, par des comparaisons avec
les autres mouvements écologistes et par la compréhension des diverses
tendances idéologiques qui caractérisent la pensée écologiste contemporaine.
Le mouvement écologiste fut l'un des très nombreux mouvements sociaux
qui se sont développés dans les pays occidentaux pendant les années 60 et
70. Même s'ils débordaient les frontières nationales, les mouvements
écologistes européen et nord-americain distinguaient, tout comme aux
niveaux plus régionaux, à cause des différences culturelles et sociales et des
quantités de ressource disponibles, entre autres choses. Avec la révolution
tranquille, il s'est développé au Québec un nouveau pluralisme, un
mouvement laïque et un libéralisme qui a permis à la classe moyenne
émergente et à la majorité de lajeunesse fortement scolarisée de prendre une
plus grande part aux décisions, favorisant ainsi le développement des
groupes d'intérêt public, comme les groupes écologistes. Après la crise
d'octobre 1970, des subventions gouvernmentales vinrent appuyer ces
groupes. Entre 1970 et 1985, l'écologisme au Québec est devenu une
préoccupation sociale légitime à mesure que différentes associations et
individus ont commencé à s'attaquer aux problèmes de pollution de l'eau et
de l'air, de transport et d'énergie, et de recyclage. L'urgence d'agir pour
protéger l'environnement de la province était dictée d'une part par la
sévérité, l'étendue et la diversité des problèmes de pollution, et d'autre part
par les convictions morales et idéologiques des leaders et membres influents
des groupes écologistes. Les réseaux de communication informels, comme
la contre-culture, le mouvement antinucléaire, et les coopératives d'aliments
naturels, ont fourni au mouvement écologiste naissant ses idéologies, ses
membres et sa solidarité. Contrairement au mouvement environnemental
aux Etats-Unis, le mouvement québecois n'a eu que peu de liens historiques
et idéologiques avec les efforts pour conserver la nature et il a développé
une demarche vers un nouveau projet de société.
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PREFACE
Public concern for environmental quality grew with unpreccdented spccd and urgcnc)' in
almost every industrialized country during the 1960s and '70s.

From awarcncss to

apprehension, this concern for the deteriorating state of thc natural world quickly cvolvcd
into a social movement in which organized groups of people lobbicd public officiais 10
rnake amends, pressured major offenders to cease polluting, and educated thc larger
population regarding the human-environment relationship.
1 first became interested in the environmental movement as a social phcnomcnon whcn 1
retumed to Montreal after a ten-year experience living in the country. Likc man)' othcr
baby-boomers reaching young adulthood in the late 1960s, 1 had chosen to 'drop out' and
go 'back to the land' to grow organic vegetables and to tune into nature. On my rcturn to
the city in 1980,1 joined Ecosense, a local environmental organization that was lobbying
the municipal government to star! recycling in our neighbourhood.

Ecoscnsc was not

alone. There appeared to be a plethora of groups of concerned citizens working throughoul
the city ta improve the quality not only of their own surroundings, but of the larger global
environment. 1 began to hear about ozone depletion, global warrning, and deforcslation
and linked these problems to the slogan 1 was noticing at group meetings: think globally,
act locally. 1 also began to read about the history of the environmental movemenl in North
America, noting that there was a dearth of studies about environmentalism as a social
movement in Canada and Quebec.
Given the opportunity to write a master's thesis, coupled with my involvement and
interest in environmentalism, 1 chose to document the emergence of collective action
towards protecting nature and natural resources in this province.

This thesis, then,

attempls to tell the story of Quebec's environmental movement. The focus is on placing it
in ils proper historical and sociopolitical setting, describing and analyzing ils emergence
between 1970 and 1985, and noting those characteristics that distinguished it from other
similar action.
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Scholars of environmentalism use different terms to label the contemporary popular
movement 10 protect the planet: green, ecology, orenvironmental movemenl. ln Quebec, it
is called le mouvement écologiste rather than le mouvemelll ellvirollllemelllai. The latter
has a stricter interpretation, refering to a pragmatic and reformist strand of
environmentalism. The term 'environ mental movement' is the most popular one in the
English language, however, and was chosen for this work as a convenient way of referring
to ail the different strands of this nebulous movement.
The thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 reviews social movement theories
and describes the methodology. Chapter 2 provides the broad historical and global context
within which to set the emergence of Quebec's environmental movement. Il describes the
origins, evolution, and characteristics of environmentalism and the environmenta1
movements in several western nations. Chapter 3 follows with a description of the Quebec
example, focusing on the years between 1970 and 1985, and chapter 4 presents the data.
At the macro level, the latter documents the social context within which environmentalism
arose in Quebec. Presentation of six case studies provides the meso-level data. At the
micro level, the values, motivation, and socioeconomic background of sorne of Quebec's
environmenta1 activists are presented. In chapter 5, the analysis links the results to the
theoretical constructs outlined in chapter 1 and highlights the distinctiveness of Quebec's
environmenta1 movement. A short Epilogue brings the situation up to date and speculates
about the future of environmenta1ism in this province.
Many people helped me with my research. 1 am especially grateful to the activists and
informed observers of Quebec's environmental movement who, despite their busy
schedules, generously submitted to extended interviews, let me peruse the files of their
organizations, and provided me with useful contacts. Although their comments are cited in
the thesis, for the Most part they remain anonymous. A list of their names, however, can
be found in appendix 1. 1 am also indebted to Professor Maurice Pinard, whose insights
on social movement theories were extremely helpful; to Professor Gail Chmura for her
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good counsel; :md to Professor George Wenzel. for his constructive commenls and
encouragement. Finally, without the financial assistance of a scholarship from thc Fonds
pour la formation de chercheurs et l'aide à la recherche (FCAR), 1 would nol have bcen
able to undertake titis project; 1am grateful for their help.
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1: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
INTRODUCTION

The specifie objectives of this thesis are the following:
1. to describe the origins and emergence of Quebec's environmental movement;

2. to discover why and how a popular movement concerned with protecting the
environment emerged in Quebec; and
3. to discern the distinctive characteristics of this burgeoning phenomenon.
The thesis, therefore, seeks both to describe and to analyze the emergence of Quebec's
environmental movemenl. It is a qualitative and interpretative research, the aim of which is
to understand and ;0 explain the nature of a specifie social reality and its context. Lowe and
Rüdig (1986, 537) justified this type of research: "[i]n the past, surveys have grossi y
neglected the situational context of environmental attitudes and action. To redress this
requires the revival of more qualitatively orientated research methodologies". Qualitative
research does not try to test precise hypotheses but rather to discover important processes
and relationships and to describe the phenomenon in a holistic fashion (Marshall &
Rossman 1989). The following assumptions guided the research and were used as a
framework for generating questions and searching for patterns:
1. the contemporary environmental movement in Quebec is the result of a combination of

factors that are elucidated through social movement theories; and
2. Quebec's environmentaI movement exhibits a distinctive pattern of growth and
development related to social features particular to Quebec history and culture.
ln the 1960s and '70s there was an upsurge of social protest throughout the
industrialized world that manifested itself in a myriad of social movements such as those
for peace and women's rights and those against war and the destruction of the
environment. There is a wealth of literature, most of it in sociology, that describes and
analyzes collective social action and, more specificaIly, the new social movements of the
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post-World War II era. As a review of this literature shows, the research focus set forth
here is strongly linked to larger theoretical constructs and concerns.
ln the first part of this chapter, 1 define social movements, provide a brief ovcrviel\' of
the evolution of social movement theories, and critically examine those thal attempt to
explain the rise of new social movements in the postindustrial world. ln the seconù section
1 describe the methodology and its rationale, showing how the data were collecled.
managed, and analyzed.
SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

Definition
Wood and Jackson (1982, 2) defined social movements as "unconventional group attempL~
to produce or prevent change". Such movements often challenge "social norms, values, or
existing patterns of behavior" (ibid). Because social movement goals are not routinely
recognized by society, participants usually engage in non-routine action to advance their
objectives. When a movement's interests become institutionalized - that is, when society
recognizes and enforees the movement's goals as rights - then it no longer needs to press
for change outside the established order (Hannigan 1985; Fitzsimmons-LeCavalier &
LeCavalier 1986): "[s]uccess is thus quite compatible with, and indeed overlaps, the
disappearance of the movement as a movement" (Scott 1990, lO-ll).
Sorne theorists argue that social movements do not seek state power. Touraine (1981)
equates integration into the mainstrearn with social movement l'ail ure, arguing that social
movement activity takes place outside politics. Fuentes and Frank (1993, 144) point out
that in this perspective "not seeking -let alone wielding - state power is a sine qua non of a
social movement". They conclude, however, that there are many kinds of social
movements, most of which seek autonomy l'rom the state rather than state power. More
pertinent, however, is the fact that sorne groups within a movement may find expression in
political parties but the movement usually has broader goals than its constituent associations
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and is always vigilant concerning the dangers of integration (Wtlde 1990). Thus social
movements fill a void "where the state and other social and cultural institutions are unable
or unwilling ta act in the interests of their members" (Fuentes & Frank 1993, 147).

Classification
Social movements can he descrihed by classifying them according to various criteria: for
example, thcir orientation, political stance, size, and the constituency they represent. Thus
social movcments may he value-oriented or norm-oriented (Smelser 1963); they may he
self-interested or focusing on the good of the community; they may be left wing, nonpolitical, conservative, or right wing; and they may he movements primarily of gender,
race, ethnicity, age, or class. They also vary in size and in the amount and type of
resources at their disposai. Further, social movements exhibit varying degrees of structure
and organization. They may be spontaneous, informai and loosely organized, or formai
and highly structured. They also range from radical to reformist in their demands. Radical
movements seek fundamental changes in the social system, while reformist ones pursue
Iimited changes within the established order (Wood & Jackson 1982; FitzsimmonsLeCavalier & LeCavalier 1986).
Social movements are represented by social movement organizations (SMOs) such as
interest or pressure groups.! An SMO is the "complex, or formai organization which
identifies its goals with the preferences of a social m-Jvement ... and attempts to implement
these goals" (McCarthy & Zald 1977, 1218). An interest group is "an organized group
which attempts to influence government decisions without seeking itself to exercise the
formai powers of government" (MoDdie & Studdert-Kennedy 1970, 60). Like social
movements, interest groups can also he studied by classifying them into types. 2

Those

representing businesses, industry, or occupations are often oriented towards defending
1 British authors use the term 'pressure' group for such organizations.
2 Van Loon and Whittington (1987) constructed a typology of inlerest groups by organizing them into four
more-or-less independent continua based on their orientation, structure, origin, and degree ofmobilization.
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their own economic interests and are usually weil structured. They may be, howcvcr,
either autonomous or government-sponsored and either categorie (meaning they mobilizc if
the right issue presents itself) or active. Public interest groups or voluntary associations,
on the other hand, usually represent wide, maini y non-economic concerns, and arc onen
loosely structured, autonomous, and categorie. Non-governmental organizations (NaOs)
are the latter 'type' of interest group. This term covers non-profit organizations that opernte
at local, national, or international levels and that are often involved, for example, in
researeh or advocacy, in lobbying governments, and in offering services that governmenls
are unable or unwilling to provide (Starke 1990).
Classification systems such as these help to describe social movements, but they do not
answer the fundamental questions of why and how social movements arise and why they
operate as they do. To solve this problem, 1 turn to what is known as social movement
theories. There is a large body of social science and, especially, sociological liternture
addressing social movement theory. A brief examination and a critical discussion of lhese
theories will explain the appropriateness of the present approach to such an apparently
historically-derived phenomenon.
SOCIAL MOVEMENT THEORIES

Classical Theories
Classical or traditional theories of collective behaviour were initiated by the ideas of leBon,
a nineteenth-century French analyst whose notions were based on the behaviour of the
crowd in the French Revolution. He saw the crowd as an entity composed of a1ienated and
marginal individuals that possessed a collective unconscious and irrational mind (leBon
1952 [1896]; 1970). lnfluenced by LeBon, Blumer (1957) thought that feelings of
restlessness in a crowd setting become contagious, causing a circular reaction of increasing
tension. In his 'natural history' approach to collective action, he identified four stages or
cycles: social unrest, popular excitement, formalization, and institutionalization. Blumer
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(ibid, 22) defined elementary collective behaviour as "incipient and primitive forms of
human interaction".

LeBon's and Blumer's assumptions stereotyped crowds as

homogeneous masses of insecure, alienated, and unstable people of low social status and
little

~ducation

who thought and felt alike and were amorphous and highly suggestible

(Turner & Killian 1972). The individual was seen as an "irrational puppet manipulated by
crowd conditions and demagogues and carried along by the forces of history" (Hannigan
1985,440).
There are theoretical limitations, however, to understanding collective behaviour as
descri bed by LeBon and Blumer. Most importantly, no distinction was made between
irrational group outbursts and social movements. Sorne traits attributed to crowds are
limited to describing mass hysteria or elementary collective action rather than organized
social movements. Furthermore, traits do not explain what motivates collective action
(Couch 1970). Several theories emerged in the 1960s and 70s that attempted to account
for motivation.
Sorne theorists posited that personality complexes are the basis of collective behaviour.
They focused on how individual characteristics help ta determine the degree and nature of a
person's participation in social action (for examples, sec Keniston 1968; Feuer 1969; and
Yinger 1982). Another approach, emergent norm theory, emphasized how social pressure
against non-conformity motivates collective social behaviour: actors do not necessarily
share motives or feelings but react to the existence of a new norm that is diffused through a
collectivity by symbolic communication rather than by contagion (Turner & Killian 1972).
Yet another explanation focused on relative deprivation. Absolute deprivation refers to
obvious material disadvantages while relative deprivation has to do with the inconsistency
between the ideal and the actual practices in society (see Davies 1962; also Gurr 1970).
Traditional theories, then, stressed the irrationality of social protest, the importance of
grievances and deprivation, and the motivation derived from the actors' feelings or state of
mind.

6
ln the early 1960s, Smelser (1963) developed a more complex framcwork for the
analysis of collective action. One of his major contributions is that he recognizcd that social
movements do not follow a linear sequence of stages but are determined by thc intcmction
of many variables (in a 'value-added' process), such as strain, the conducivcness

or

the

societal structure, beliefs, mobilization, and social controls.
As social movement theory developcd, il become evident that social movcmcnts arc not
irraliollal attempts to change society, nor are they cornprised of marginal and alienatcd

individuals, as posited by LeBon (Kornhauser 1959; Oberschall 1973; Klandcrmans
1984). The 1960s and '70s saw the rise of a new type of social movement for which
classical theories of collective action could not adequately account: participants in thesc
movements, for example, were not aggrieved groups l'rom economically-deprived scctors
of society. Distinct theories arose in the United States and in Europe to cxplain the
emergence of rational social protest concerned with non-economic goals, such as women's
rights, nuclear disarmament, peace, and the protection of the environmenl. In the United
States, resource mobilization theory,
shifted attention l'rom deprivation to the availabilit)' of resources to explain the rise
of new social movements ... [while] ... in Europe the 'new social movcmcnt
approach' focused attention on the growth of new protest potentials resulting l'rom
the developing postindustrial society. (KIandermans 1986, 14)
The following section summarizes the tenets of these two approaches to the study of social
movements.

Resource Mobilization Th.wry
Resource mobilization theory (RMT) emergcd in the 1970s and is regarded by sociologists
as "the dominant theoretical framework for analyzing social movements" (Buechler 1993).
It shifts the unit of analysis l'rom the individual to the movement organization and

emphasizes the importance of the availability of resources and existing organizations and
networks as weil as the ability of the movement's adherents to organizc, pool their
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resources, and wield them effectively (Wood & Jackson 1982; Jenkins 1983; Ferree &
Miller 1985; Klanderrnans 1986).
Resource mobilization theory rejecls the notion that grievances are an important
deterrninant of social movementactivity. Because discontent is regarded as a constant and
because of the fact that many people share longstanding grievances but have never engaged
in social movement activity to alleviate them, this theory downplays the role of disconte:1t
and deprivation (Hannigan 1985; Buechler 1993). RMT also considers social movement
activity to be entirely rational.
The 'utilitarian logic' or rational, cost-benefit analysis of collective behaviour, as
initiated by Oison (1965) and Oberschall (1973), became a central element of RMT.
McCarthy and Zald (1977) and Tilly (1978) first extended Olson's logic to the realm of
social movements (Pichardo 1988). Cost-benefit analysis assumes that individuals
supporting social movemenls do so for personal and collective advantages and that they are
allracted by tangible incentives.
Tilly (1978, 84) summarized his perception of collective action as,
joint action in pursuit of common ends .., a group's collective action is a
function of (1) the extent of its shared interests (advantages and
disadvantages likely to result from interactions with other groups), (2) the
intensity of ils organization (the extent of common identity and unifying
structure among ils members) and (3) its mobilizalion (the amount of
resources under ils collective control).
Tilly's approach is also a 'political-interactive' model of RMT because it recognizes the
effect of the surrounding structure of opportunities or hindrances in the presence of political
entities that may affect the challenging social movement. According to Tilly, "the
emergence of social movemenls depends on the relative openness of the political system to
incorporate the interesls of new groups" (Canel 1992, 41), which seek not entry in the
polity, but access to decision-making.
Another variant of RMT, the 'organizational-entrepreneurial' model proposed by
McCarthy and Zald (1977, 1987), emphasizes the role of existing networks and of the
various new kinds of resources, bath human and material, that became available to social
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movements in the affluent em after World War II. This version of RMT maintains that two
of the conditions that were conducive to the emergence of new social movcments were the
rise of an affluent middle class who were able to help finance social movements, and the
considerable funding power of foundations, churches, industry, and govcrnment bodies,
which contributed to areas of critical sociaI problems. In other words "RM theorists argue
that state agencies facilitate mobilization by providing resources - money, labour, facilitiesto grassroots/organizations through community development programs" (Canel 1992,39).
Furthermore, RMT maintains that many potential leaders now found timc to devotc lo
causes through the discretionary juggling of their flexible schedules and thal sorne
professional full or part-time leaders and organizers made careers in leading social
movements because institutions paid them to do so. Indeed, RMT stresses the importance
of leadership in the rise of social movements: "[l]eaders identify and detïne grievances,
develop a sense of groupness, devise strategies, and aid mobilization by reducing its costs
and taking advantages of opportunities for collective action" (ibid, 40).

Resource

mobilization theory also notes the significant role of the mass media, which had aequired
improved technologies and were able to manipulate images betler in order to involve
outsiders and to influence decision-makers (McCarthy & Zald 1987). As weil, RMT
stresses the continuity of organizational forms and action l'rom previous social movements
and their organizations. Not only are 'old' movements seen as similar in the form and
content of their actions, but new causes often emulate the strategies and tactics of their
predecessors.
Resource mobilization theory emphasizes that the modern social movements depend on
centralized, formally-structured social movement organizations (SMOs), rather than
informaI and decentralized ones, in order to mobilize resources and to mount sustained
challenges (Jenkins 1983). Sometimes an SMO integrates another association into its body
through en bloc recruitment. Social movement organizations are led by professional
entrepreneurs who are able to define grievances in new terms. In short, RMT characterizes
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contemporary social movements as professional organizations "with outside leadership, full
time paid staff, small or nonexistent membership, resources from conscience
constitucncies, and actions that 'speak for' rather than involve an aggrieved group"
(Jenkins 1983,533).

New Social Movement Theory
Ncw social movement theory (NSM), like RMT, also emerged in the 1970s to explain the
rise of a myriad of new forms of social protest. Developed independently on the other side
of the Atlantic to account for the European peace, anti-racist, immigrant, lesbian, and gay
rights movements, the Green Party, and student rebellions, among others (Kemp et al.
1992), it maintains that new social movements replaced social-democratic parties and tradeunions as the "bulwark of opposition to conservative parties and politics" (Buttel & Taylor
1992,214).
New social movement theorists place new social movements into a broad historical
context (Eyerman & Jamison 1991). The long-term structural, political, and cultural
transformations that accompanied the developments of postindustrial society are thought to
have created new sources of confiict and enhanced the potential for the emergence of
collective identities (D'Anieri el al. 1990; Scott 1990; Buttel & Taylor 1992; Canel 1992).
Unlike industrial society that is based on machine technology, postindustrial society is
shaped by intellectual technology (Bell 1976, xiii). The latter is characterized by a change
from a goods-producing to a service economy, by a preeminence of the professional and
technical occupations, and by the production of 'intellectual technology' (ibid; Touraine
1%9). Struggles between the proletariat and those who own the means of production are
no longer characteristic of society. Rather, confiict between bureaucratic authority in ail
sectors - political, economic, and social - and those who have no decision-making power
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and who press for "distributive shares and social justice" (Bell 1976. 119) is an essential
feature of postindustrialism. 3
N8M theory suggests that new grievances resulting l'rom postindustrial change play a
major role in the rise of new social movements. Discontent over the unwelcome sprcad of
intrusive stalc control into private life and the lack of 'postmaterial' nccds - those intangible
'quality of life' requirements for personal and collective freedom and responsibility - arc the
major underlying causes of new collective social protest (Melucci 1980; Touraine 1985;
Offe 1987). Thus, discontent expanded l'rom the realm of work to othcr social l'oies such
as those of the citizen, consumer, or client (CaneI1992).
The marxist school ofN8M theory posits that the invasion of capita,ism inlo privalc lifc
is the cause of grievances, whereas the non-marxist view is that postmatcrial nccds are nol
being met among the better-educated and those whosc jobs are not lied 10 market
mechanisms. New social movement adherents reject the values and ideology of advanccd
industrial society that equate growth with progress and technical-burcaucratic
modemization (K1andermans 1986). Touraine (1985, 782) said that they oppose a
'programmed' (rather than postindustrial) society that is characterized by the "tcchnological
production of symbolic goods which shape or transform our representation of human
nature and of the extemal world". New social movements attempt to gain control of the
processes of symbolic production and to redefine social roles.
According to N8M theory, new social movements dil'fer l'rom the old, post-World War
II paradigm of "post totalitarian welfare capitalism" (Offe 1987,68) in Ihat their issues,
values, modes of action, and actors are characteristic of what Offe (ibid) calicd a new, 'way
of life' paradigm. The following is a composite of the characteristics associated with new
social movements as posited by N8M theorists.

•

3 Bell (1976, 118) described and analyzed postindustrial society. He declared that "major social change
brings a majorreaction" and that the srudent revolts of the late 1960s werc, in part, a reaction to the
"organizatiooal baroesses" of postindustrial society.
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Issues: the environment, civil or human rights, peace, student concerns, women's issues,
anti-nuclear protes!. Many of the new movements' concerns focus on the centrality of the
body and sorne conlain a "regressive utopia with a strong religious component" (Melucci
1980,222).
Values: participants in thC1le movements seek personal autonomy and identity; they calI for
individual and collective freedom and responsibility; and their goals are oriented to the
provision of collective, universal, non-partisan, and intangible goods that will benefit aIl
membcrs of society (Klandermans 1986; D'Anieri etai. 1990).
Modes of action: Offe (1987) divided action into internaI and external action. The former
describes the groups' organization.

New social movement associations are usually

informai, sponlaneous, decentraiized, small-scale, non-institutionalized, democratic, nonhierarchicaI, and they involve self help and direct participation (Melucci 1980; KIandermans
1986; D'Anieri etai. 1990; Wilde 1990). Extemal action refers to the the movement's or
group's laclics: "protest politics based on demands formulated in predominantly negative
terrns" (Offe 1987, 73) and non-conventional actions such as mass rallies, sit-ins,
dernonstrations, and other novel lactics.
Actors: the constituency of new social movements is class aware, but not class specific. It
is cross cultural and cuts across class and traditionalleft-right cleavages. According to Offe
(ibid), it is made up of socioeconornic groups acting on bchalf of "ascriptive collectivities".
More specifically, NSMs are constituted of the new middle class - those who are weIl
educated, economically secure and often employed in service sectors - as weil as the old
middle class (ihose whose concems coincide with or are easily penetrated by those of the
NSMs), and what Offe (ibid) called the peripherally involved. The latter are powerless
groups that are sensitive to the negative results of industrialization and modernization,
whose time is often flexible, and who may share institutional space with the middle class

•

(Klandermans 1986; Offe 1987).
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As Melucci (1994) noted, by definition N8M thcory is a provisional idca dcviscd to
stress the differences between class-rooted movements and thc ncw class 'unconscious'
ones. The 'old' social movements protested on behalf of a particular class for thc right to
specific goods (higher wages, safer working conditions, voting rights) whilc N8Ms arc nol
class oriented and seek the provision of collective or intangible goods (D'Anicri

el

al.

1990). Thus, the new movements are concerned with morc symbolic issucs, qucstions of
identity, and qualitative values: "[t]hey advocate the values of equality and participation,
autonomy of the individual, democracy, plurality, and difference, and thc rcjection of
manipulation, regulation, and bureaucratization" (Canel 1992,32).
As weIl, D'Anieri etaI. (1990,446) showed that goals are ncw in that previous social
movements "fought to secure political and economic rights from thc statc and othcr
institutional actors" whereas new social movements "target their activities away l'rom thc
state". No longer within the political sphere, social connict shifted to thc cultural rcaJm and
to civil society (Canell992). The postindustrial movements are also differcnt in that thcy
inherited organizational and leadership skills from the old labour movemcnts, political
parties, and other organizations (Fuentes & Frank 1993).
There is a debate, however, regarding the 'newness' of the contemporary social
movements. Fuentes and Frank (1993,131) argued that "[t]he 'new' social movemcnts arc
not new, even if they have sorne new features". The movements of social protcst that
emerged in the post-World War II west, they suggested, arejust new forms of social
movements that have existed throughout history: "peasant, localist community,
ethnic/nationalist, religious, and even feminist/women's movements have cxisted for
centuries and even millennia in many parts of the world" (ibid, 132). Fuentes and Frank
suggested that of the so-called 'new' social· movements, only the environmental and pcacc
movements can be called 'new' because they are the result of recent technological
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developments. Furthermore, these observers declared that it is the 'classical' movcmcnts
that are relatively new and are perhaps temporary in that the working-class movements datc
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from the last century only and that lhey seem to be a "phenomenon related to the
development of industrial capitalism" (ibid).
Melucci (1994) pointed out that the debate about the 'newness' of NSMs is
meaningless because one ean always find something the same in the pas!. Both 'old' and
'new' movements, no matter how they are labeled, share "individual mobilization through a
sense of morality and (in)justice, and social power through social mobilization against
deprivation and for survival and identity" (Fuentes & Frank 1993, 131). This last quote
sums up NSM theory, which emphasizes the importance of grievances, deprivation, and
ideology as determinants of social movement action and links them to structural changes in
advanced postindustrial society.
Inglehart's Theory: A Third Approach
Another attempt to account for the rise of social movements in the 1960s and 70s is made
by Inglehart (1977, 1987, 1990), who gathered twenty years of data on emergent social
movements in various western countries. Inglehart's main contribution is that he showed
that there has been a shift towards postmaterialist values amongst the youth and
intelligentsia that is part of a recent trend of intergenerational culture change since the end of
World War II and that these values correlate with new social movement activity.
ln his studies, Inglehart explored Maslow's (1943) theory of need hierarchy according
to which an individual seeks the gratification of successively 'higher' needs on a scale from
physiological and safety needs, through love, belongingness and esteem needs, to those for
self-actualization. Inglehart hypothesized that materialist values are associated with the
physiological needs on the lower end of the hierarchy and postmaterialist ones with social
and self-actualization needs at the upper end.
Inglehart's hypothesis is that the unprecedented prosperity from the late 1940s to the
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early '70s in western society led to a substantial growth in the proportion of
postmaterialists in the population. Inglehart assumed that children born into financially-
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secure families of the rising middle class tended to value self-actualization and 'quality of
life' goals over economic and safety ones. He maintained that a fundamcntal valuc changc
takes place gradually as a younger generation replaces an older one in the adult population:
there is thus a time lag before an age cohort born in prosperous times becomes innuential in
society.
Inglehart (1990) conducted a eighteen-year cohort analysis to distinguish bctwccn aging
effects, cohort effects, and period effects. Aging implies thatthe young arc inherenlly less
materialistic than the old but as they age they become more so; the cohort effect implies that
postmaterialists will gradually permeate older strata neutralizing the relationship between
values and age; and period effects are external factors such as patterns of declining
confidence in economic outlook, followed by recovery. Inglehart's results show no
indication of age effects but an underlying process of intergenerational change that
continued to function throughout the period despite eeonomic crises (the oil crisis in 1973,
for example) and that renects an evident net shift toward postmaterialist values.
Furthermore, Inglehart (ibid) argued that values are the most important predictors of
behavioral intentions and actual behaviour. He tested the latter hypothesis in an empirical
study of participants in the ecology and antiwar movements and concluded that
postmaterialist values underlie most new social movements. Several other researchers have
used Inglehart's methodology to test the explanatory power of value change in the rise of
environmentalism. 4 Inglehart's approach "has yielded surprisingly consistent results over
more than Iwo decades of use and across several countries" (Bakvis & Nevi tte 1992, 149)
and it has confirmed the link between the rise in concern for the environment and the rise in
postmaterial values.
Although values are an important determinant, Inglehart (1990) concluded !hat
participation in these new movements is the result of the existence and interaction of the

4 See the research conducled by Walts and WandelSforde-Smith (1981); Colgrove (1982); Milbrath (1984);
and Bakvis and Neville (1992).
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following factors: objective problems; social networks or political organizations that
coordinate the actions of members; values and ideologies that motivate participants; and
certain skills among the actors. His analysis, then, emphasized values but incorporated
sorne of the variables from bath resource mobilization theory and new social movement
theory.
A Synthesis

Sorne scholars have called for an overarching model that would provide a more satisfactory
explanation for the emergence of the social movements in Europe and North America over
the past twenty years (see Pinard 1983; Klandermans 1986; Canel 1992; and Buechler
1993). Indeed, "the complementary strengths and weaknesses of the RM and NSM
theories make a certain amount of synthesis bath possible and desirable" (Carroll 1992, 8).
There are several reasons for the synthesis of the two theories. One of the main aims of
such an effort is to reconcile the question ofwhy social movements arise with how they do
so - NSM theory appears ta focus on the former and RMT on the latter.
Klandermans (1986) and Melucci (1989) pointed out that by concentrating on showing
how action occurs, RMT lacks an understanding of why social movements arise.
Mobilization, Klandermans emphasized, is the dependent variable; il takes place before
action and it has to he explained. On the other hand, the NSM perspective (as does
Inglehart's approach) asks why people are moved to participate but ignores how action is
initiated. Both Klandermans (1986) and Pinard (1983) concluded that the role played by
internal motives - deprivations, aspirations5 , and moral obligation - should he integrated
inta a new approach in addition to the (external) motivational factors suggested by RMT.
Another aim of the synthesis of approaches is to recognize the possible coexistence of
continuity, emphasized by RMT, and discontinuity, which NSM theory tends to favour
(Canel 1992). New social movement theory highlights discontinuity by focusing on the
5 Pinard (1983) defined deprlvations as those goods an actor feels are denied mm or her. and aspirations as
those not denied. but not possessed.
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differences between contemporary and traditional collective action whereas RMT focuscs
on the continuity between organizations in the past and the present. A third reason for
integrating these two models is to study the historical and structuml contcxts in which the
movement arose as weil as the social movement organizations thcmselves.
The obvious conclusion is that any analysis of the emergence of new social movemcnts
must consider the complex interrelationship of a great number of factors among which arc
grievances and deprivation, ideology, psychological factors, formaI and informaI networks
and organization, cultural setting, societal structure, political opportunities and hindrances,
human and material resources, continuity and discontinuity, and the broad historicai
context. "The relative weight of eaeh of these factors ... varies across movements and
across eountries and can only be determined through careful empirical researeh" (Canel

1992,49).

STUDY METHODOLOGY
This research did not altempt to test an)' (or ail) of the perspectives outlined in the social
movement literature, nor did it seek a new model for the study of new social movements,
bath of which are beyond the scope of this work. Rather, the social movement theories
were used to guide the research: they suggested the variables 1 needed to investigate in
order to answer how and why the environmental movement emerged in Quebee. For
example, to describe the movement 1 needed to ask the 'how' question as docs RMT, and
to analyze its emergence, 1needed to ask the question 'why' as does N8M theory. 1 also
chose to examine the historical origins and the structural context of the phenomenon in
order to describe and explain it in a holistic fashion.
To study the social movement in a systematic manner, 1 organized the research into
three Ievels of analysis that incorporate the many variables:
1. The macro level (structural context): the broad historical, political, social, cultural, and

environmental context in which the movement emerged.
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2. Thc mcso Icvcl (mobilization and organization): thc human and material resources and
organizational structure of somc of the tirst environmental groups to emergc in Qucbec.
3. Thc micro level (motivational factors): thc idcology, values, attitudcs, and gricvanccs of
somc of the environmental activists who participated in thc birth of the movemcnt as
wcll as thcir sociocconomic backgrounds and experience.
1'0 mcet my objectivcs 1 relicd on the largcly subjective techniqucs used by ccrtain

social scicntists and historians. Bccause the study was so wide-ranging, it was not
appropriate to undertakc a "traditional social science rescarch that tests thc relationships
among variables without regard for the complexitics of sociocultural context" (Marshall &
Rossman 1989, 29).

Rather, 1 chose a qualitative approach that is exploratory,

intcrprctativc, and dcscriptive in naturc and whose purpose is to document, explain, and
analyze thc phenomenon and processes in question. 1'0 come to grips with thc the
complcxity of the social reality 1 am interested in, 1 adopted a 'multiplc rescarch strategy'
(Eyles 1988) that involved both primary and secondary sources. Data was obtained from
documents and in-depth interviewing.

Documents
Scveral typcs of writtcn materia1 provided the data necessary to answer my questions:
scholarly literaturc, archives of environmental non-governmental organizations (ENGOs),
informai documents printcd by sorne of thesc groups ('fugitive' literature), and newspaper
reports. 1 also studicd thrce master's theses that describe sorne aspects of Quebec's
cnvironmcntal movement 6
The wider contcxt was examined by a perusal of historicalliteraturc that informcd me
about Quebec society in the 1960s and 70s. This data enabled me to establish the contcxt in
which the environmental movcment emerged and it provided a background prior to
intcrviewing participants. The literature on environmental history gave an overview of the
6 These works either cover limited periods of lime or address aspects of the movementlhat complement but
are dislinctly different from those examined in Ibis thesis.
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history of environmentalism and of the evolution of the North American and European
environmental movements (chapter 2).

1 had hoped to obtain achival material from sorne of the first ENGOs to form in Quebcc
in which 1 could find data pertaining to funding sources, membcrship numbers, budgets,
minutes of meetings, lists of activities etc., but in most instances the newly-fom1ing
associations were lax in recording such information or material had becn deslroyed.
Despite the lack of detailed information, 1 was able to find enough d,lta from six groups 10
sketch a picture of how these organizations functioned as they began 10 work on their
cause. They do not, of course, form a representative sam pie of Quebec's environmental
groups. The purpose of collecting this kind of data was to explore the meso-Ievel of
analysis and ta describe sorne of the characteristics of the emerging movement. Vignettes
of the following ENGOs appear in chapter 4: the Society to Overcome Pollution (STOP), la
Societé pour vaincre la pollution (SVP), les Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québec (AT), Ecosense,
l'Association québécoise pour la lutte contre les pluies acides (AQLPA), and Le monde à
bicyclette (MàB). The data came from their archives, from brochures and newslctters,
from newspaper clippings that they had compiled over the years, from other research and,
as shown below, verbally, from intensive interviews with founding or 'core' membcrs.
The weakness with group surveys, such as those 1 conducted on the six ENGOs, is
that there is a tendency to focus on well-established associations while ignoring the more
informai, ephemeral, and temporary ones (Lowe & Rtidig 1986). This was ovcrcomc, in
part, by the fact that one of the vignettes describes a group (Ecosense) that is no longer
active and may be representative of the more ephemeral ENGOs.

In-Depth Interviews
Qualitative research "values participants' perspectives on their worlds ... and relies on
people's words as the primary data" (Marshall & Rossman 1989, 11). The second
component of the research, therefore, was in-depth interviewing of environmentalists who
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wcre active in the first ENGOs to appear in Quebec. One of the aims was to prod their
memories about the groups' founding and first years of operation in arder to complement
the archival investigations for the case studies. 1also sought to record sorne of their values
and attitudes, and to find out about their socio-demographic profiles, their membership in
other organizations, and their motivation for social action - in short, to relate the individual
cases to the broader theoretical perspectives.
1devised a questionnaire in both French and English and arranged it into four sections
(appcndix 2).

In the first part 1 used Inglehart's (1990) battery of twelve

materialistlpostmaterialist questions. 1modified it in one way: the fourth question of card A
in Inglehart's original asks about the value of environmental quality and 1 preferred not to
introduce this element into the questionnaire as this (postmaterial) concern was already
apparent. 1 replaced it with a question relating to peace. The second part deals with
grievances, membership in other arganizations, the motivation far environmental activism,
time and financial contributions to the movement, and objective knowledge about
environmental problems. The third part of the questionnaire regards the demography and
socioeconomic status of the individuals. The last section attempts to elicit sorne insights
and opinions about the rise of Quebec's environmental movement from the interviewees.
The time schedule of the interviewing was as follows:
I. During the summer of 1993, 1 conducted two pilot interviews based on open-ended

questions. The first was with an historian in Ottawa and the second was with one of the
first members of Ecosense. Based on the results of these two interviews, 1 devised a semistructured, in-depth questionnaire. In February 1994, 1 tested il in another pilot interview
and revised it.
2. From March to May 1994, 1 conducted 21 interviews. Most of these were with
individuals representing environmental groups in Montreal. Three of the interviewees were

•

from Quebec City, one was from a group in St. Bruno, and another from an association
based in the Beauce.
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There was no attempt made to collect a representalivc sample of Quebec's tïrsl
environliientalists; 1 was searching, rather, for three 'types' of individuals: 1) founding
members of ENGOs; 2) members and participants in the environmental movement
(adherents rather than leaders); and 3) observers or informants - persons with

SOl\lC

analytical perspective on the rise of Quebec's movement. 1 relied on networking and the
'snowballing' effect of collecting names of individuals l'rom each contact. The result was
that 1 compiled a list of Quebec's elite environmentalleaders - for the most part, persons
who have been leaders of environmental groups in this province for the past ten to twenty
years. Those who had simply adhered to the movement, therefore, wcre not part of the
research as 1 was unable to find such participants. A list of the interviewees can bc found
in appendix l.
As the elites are not only the most prominent and influential members of the
environmental movement but the most weil informed, 1 considered their contri bulion to bc
the most valuable. The wealmess with relying on these informants is that bias may bc
introduced. On the other hand, it must be remembered that more objective material about
the movement, written by sociologists and historians, was also consulted.
One of the shorteomings of the research methodology is that interviewees were asked

10

recall the past. There is no doubt that there is sorne question as to the reliability of people's
memories (Jackson 1988). In an attempt to reduce the impact of this problem, 1 was
particularly vigilant during the interviews in reminding the interviewees about the period of
time that interested me, that is l'rom 1970 to 1985.
Another problem is that the insights and opinions offered by interviewees relating to the
nature and characteristics of Quebec's environmental movement (in the fourth section of the
questionnaire) are strictly personal views. Due to the scope of this study, it would be
ambitious to attempt to come to any conclusions regarding the distinctiveness of Quebcc's
environmental movement without sorne reinforcement l'rom authoritative observcrs and
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participants. As weil, as noted above regarding bias, this shortcoming was off-set by the
combination of interviews with other methodologies.
The following ehapter traces the development of environmentalism and presents a short
history of environmental movements in western nations. It provides the global context in
whieh to set Quebec's story.
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2: ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENTS:
HISTORICAL ROOTS AND EMERGENCE
INTRODUCTION

Scholars interested in the history of environmenta1ism in North America agree that if therc
is a year in which the conternporary environmental movement was barn. itwas 1962. the
year Rachel Carson's Si/elll Spring was published (see Humphrey & Buncl 1982; Mitchell
1989; Kuzmiak 1991; Dunlap & Mertig 1992). Even though a concern for the cnvironmcnt

appears only recently to have evolved within society, environmentalism is not a new
phenomenon.

Indeed, most environmental historians recognize links between the

philosophies of modern environmentalism and ancient worldviews. Many also si tuate the
origins of the conternporary environmenta1 movement in conservation efforts of the carly
nineteenth eentury. By tracing sorne of its roots, tlris ehapter provides the background and
broad historical context for an analysis of the emergence of environmentalism as a social
movement in Quebee.
Also included here is a brief description of when and how environmental protection
became a social priority elsewhere in the industrialized world, foeusing on the North
Ameriean and European examples. Although this thesis is not coneerned with comparing
and contrasting environmenta1 rnovements, awareness of the chameteristies specifie to the
Quebee exarnple supposes knowledge of the situation elsewhere.
Elucidation of the various historical and descriptive elements of this ehapter requires a
three-part approach. The firs! section defines 'environmenta1 movement' and presents the
different ideological strands it represents. The contempomry environmental movement's
historical roots and precedents are the subjects of the second section, and the third part of
the ehapter describes the emergence of environmentalism as a new social movement in
North America and in Europe.
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DEFINING THE ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT

Il is gcncrally taken for granted that environmentalism is a major social phenomenon and
onc of thc most important trends of our time. (See Loye & Goyder 1983; and Buttel &
Taylor 1992). Indeed, Touraine (1981) said that environmentalism is a notable component
of thc new social movements of postindustrial society. Gagnon (1993), howcver, in his
analysis of environmental groups in Germany, France, the United States, and Canada,
rel"rained from calling this phenomenon a social movement. He argued that there is too
much controversy in the sociologicalliterature regarding the criteria for defining social
movements. He implied that action on behalf of the environment remains the work of
individuals and uncoordinated groups. Similarly, Paehlke (1989, 4) suggested that in
practice the environmental movement "has not usually been more than a loose coalition of
interest groups", a1though he acknowledged its existance. Furthermore, Gagnon (1993)
argued that environmental organizations, particularly in the United States, are too weil
organized and integrated into political structures to be defined as social movements. 7 My
review of literature, however, suggests that social movements need not be outside the
mainstrearn and that their integration into politics may simply rellect a measure of success.
Moreover, as evident in chapter 1, many sociologists do not question the application of the
term 'social movement' to contemporary environmentalism. Indeed, it has been called a
prototype or the epitome of a new social movement (Buttel & Taylor 1992).

Definition
The modern environmental movement can be defined as "an episode of collective
behaviour, whose formai manifestations are the separate environmental groups" (Lowe &
Goyder 1983, 9) and whose primary concern is over the changing state of the environment
(Lowe & Worboys 1978). The meaning of the word 'environment' largely depends on the

7 The tille of Gagnon's work. Échec des écologistes (1993), rellecls the conclusion of his thesis.
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perceptionofmovement participants. For sorne individuals it refers only to natureS while
others include the human-built milieu. The movement also consists of the attentive public individuals who share the same eoneern as environmental groups - and it is "an expression
and indication of changing values in society" (ibid).
Like other social movements, the eontemporary environmental movement expresses a
discontent with the attitudes and values of the dominant social paradigm (Cotgrove & DuiT
1981).

More speeifieally, it finds fault with the prevailing vision of the human-

environment relationship (Cotgrove 1976; Taylor 1992). The environmental movemenl
opposes a western capitalist worldview that includes a moral imperative to foster 'ail cost'
growth and development and to harness the natural environment to that end. Coneerned
about today's environmental problems - pollution, thinning of the ozone layer, rain-forest
destruction, the loss of biodiversity, global warming, depletion of fossil fuels, and
overpopulation, arnong others - environmentalists express the need to move from "the
immature, rapaeious exuheranee of earlier times to a more eomprehending, sober, and
eonserving view of the future" (Caldwell 1990,5).

Classification
The eontemporary environmental movement, in faet, represents disparate ideologies,
values, and goals. O'Riordan (1977) identified two dominant modes of thought that have
endured within the movement ecocentrism and teehnocentrism. The ecocentrie view is of a
nondualistie universe in whieh humans are part of an interrelated whole and nature is
intrinsieally valuable (Cotgrove & Duff 1980; O'Riordan 1981; Pepper 1984; Taylor
1992). 1t also assumes that process, not parts is primary, that the world is dynamie, and
that the balance of nature ean he upset by human intervention (Moos & Brownstein 1977;
Cotgrove 1982; Merehant 1989).

8 'Nature' and 'natura!' are a!so slippery words. Scholars of the environment agree that therc is no place on
earth that remains 'natura!' in the sense of being prisline and untouched by the impact of humans.
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O'Riordan (1977) depicted two strands of ecocentrism. One is bioethics, in which
natural ecosystems are seen to have an intrinsic right to existence. Bioethics has also been
called 'radical ecology' (Cotgrove 1982), the 'vanguard' of environmentalism (Milbrath
1984); and 'ecologic' (Petulla 1980) or 'principal' (Loye & Goyder 1983)
environmentalism (Marangudakis 1991). The other strand of ecocentrism, which is
sometimes called communalism (Bowlby & Lowe 1992), proposes the establishment of
small, self-reliant communities and participatory democracy.
Marangudakis (1991) suggested that, since the 1970s, the environmental movement has
matured and the two lines of ecocentrism have evolved into 'deep' and 'social' ecology.
The former includes notions akin to James Lovelock's (1979) Gaia hypothesis. Gaia is the
Greek Goddess of the earth and the hypothesis is that the ecosphere operates as a single
living organism that strives to maintain the optimal conditions for the survival of life. Deep
ecology (a1so known as ecophilosophy, foundational ecology, or new natural philosophy)
is radical in that it calls for the abandonment of civiiization as we know it today and the
making of a new one composed of small decentralized communities based on reverence and
moral dutY towards nature (Marangudakis 1991).9 Social ecology, propounded most
explicitly by Murray Bookchin (1991), aiso calls for the establishment of small, selfsustained communities. These, however, are human- rather that nature-based. The
purpose is to advance "a holistic, socially radical, and theoretically coherent alternative to
the largely technocratie, reformist, and single-issue environmental movements ... " (ibid
1991, xiii). Ecocentrism (represented by deep and social ecology) is found on the radical
pole of the spectrum of environmental ideals. Extreme radicals, like the organization Earth
First!, advocate 'guerrilla' tactics to protect the earth from spoliation. 1 0
On the other end of the spectrum are technocentrics (also known as cornucopians
(Cotgrove 1982), expansionists (Taylor 1992), or shallow ecologists (Naess 1973)).

9 For the tenelS of deep ecology, see Naess (1973); Devall (1980); Devall and Sessions (1985); Sessions
(1987); and Devall (1992).
10 See the wrilings of Earth Firsters! Abbey (1971), Foreman (1985), and Roselle (1988).
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Humans are viewed as being fundamentally different l'rom othcr lifc fonns and
environmental problems are thought to he solvable given "the prudent application of
knowledge and technology, administrative procedure, managcrial ingenuity and abovc al!.
governmental competence" (O'Riordan 1984, 395). Technocentric cnvironmcntalists
promote conservation, which implies utilitarianism: the environmcnt is scen as a rcsourcc 10
he used and transfonned by people to produce the greatest good for the grcatcst numbcr of

people (Oelschlaeger 1991). Technocentrics are reformists: thcy do no! qucstion thc
present structure of society but seek incremental refonns that will ensurc the rational usc of
resources.

Atkinson (1991, 25) pointed out, however, that extrcme cornucopian

technocentrics are not environmentalists at all "but rather expressions of the convcntional
view that economic growth is right and good".ll

Hc also notcd thal thc lincs

distinguishing different strands of environmentalism are not easily drawn: many radical
environmentalists, for instance, engage in refonn initiatives when it is advantagcous to
accept sorne trade-offs in order to advance their cause (see also Wilson 1992). ln short,
there is a continuum of views within environmental thought that ranges l'rom refonnistlo
radical (see Schnaiberg 1977; McCloskey 1983; Caldwell 1990).12

Most of the idcas

outlined above are rooted philosophically in the past.
HISTORICAL ROOTS

Environmentalism, or "[t)he philosophies and practices which inform and Oow from a
concem with the environment" (Johnston 1986, 136), is an ancient concept. Thc Grccks
and Romans, indeed people throughout recorded history, worried about environmcntal
problems such as deforestation, the extermination of species, and soil crosion and
Il Callon and Dunlap (1980) eall the eonventional approaeh the 'dominant western worldview'. ln this
worldview, humans are "exempt from ecological principles and from environmental influences and
constraints" (ibid, 25) and thos adbere to the 'human exemptionalism paradigm'. The authors cali for the
adoption of a 'new ecological paradigm', which acknowledges that humans arc not exempt from eeological

•

constraints.
t 2 Along Ibis continuum, Sehnaiberg (1977; 1980) classified environmentalists into four categories:
cosmelologists, meliorists, refonnists, and radicals. Sec also Porrill (1984). who suggested three varieties
of environrnentalists.
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salinization (Girard 1992). The significance of humans as agents in altering their
cnvironmcnt, howcvcr, often was not understood (Ekirch 1963). Indeed the first meaning
of the ward 'environmcntalism' ignored the notion of human impact: environmentalism
was synonymous with environmenta! determinism or the idea that humans are subordinate
ta nature and that causallaws determine ail empirical phenomena (James 1973). With the
cvolution of culture, however, humans gained new powers over their natural sUIToundings
as weil as recognition of their impact; the philosophy of environmental determinism
declined in inOuence (Lewthwaite 1966; Johnston 1986). Recently, the acknowledgment
thal human actions are onen malignant rather than benign and that the planet's resources are
finite has led to a reappraisal of environmental causation. The meaning of the term
environmentalism has swung back towards the ancient notion that nature limits human
ambitions and achievements (Moos & Brownstein 1977; Caldwell 1990). The following
section shows that many more ideas that ar.imate contemporary environmenta! action also
have historical roots.

A Brier History or Environmental Thought
As shown above, the tenets of contemporary environmental philosophy include the ideas
that humans and nature are part of a whole and that the universe is a living organism.
These are ancient and universal beliefs. The unity of nature, for example, was expressed
by Plato (Glacken 1967), and by Eastern philosophies (Barbour 1980) as weil as by
aboriginal peoples (see Taylor 1992; Fertig 1970; Bryde 1971; Kidwell 1976; and Callicott
1982). Even as c1assical science was emerging in the seventeenth century, there was a
parallel popular belief in natural history, which espoused holistic and vitalistic beliefs. 13
The uni verse was seen as an active organism permeated with living physical, mystical, and
spiritual forces that linked everything in nature, including humans (Merchant 1980; Pepper
13 Cosgrove (1990) referred to the coe:<islenee of these Iwo incompatible views of the workings of the
uni verse (classical and natural science) as 'renaissance environmentalism'. The doctrine of vitalism asserts
that "there is a vital principle 10 living things !hal cannol he redueed 10 physics and chemistry" (Pepper
1984, 114).
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1984). The fundamental view of the oneness of the universe took a new form in the l"irst
half of the twentieth century, first as 'holism', a word eoined by Smuts in 1926, and then
as general systems theory, expounded by philosophers Bertrand Russell, Samuel
Alexander, and Alfred North Whitehead (Oates 1989).
Holism came into prominence in Britain and Europe after the industrial revolution when
romantic literature, music, painting, and drama beeame the expressions of a revoit againsl
rationalism, the enlightenment, and industrial eapitalism (Merehant 1980; Pepper 1984).
This movement was paralleled by American transcendentalism in the early nineleenth
century. Ralph Waldo Emerson, for example, transcendentalized nature by making it a
symbol of universal consciousness (Opie 1971). Henry David Thoreau, a contempomry of
Emerson, spent most of his life writing about the natural world around him and his
transcendental ideals (Kuzmiak 1991). Hisjournals later became valuable to naluralisls and
his bookWalden (1906) became a bible for some youthful 'nalure-lovers' in lhe 1960s and
'70s.

Eeocentrism has raots in preseientifie worldviews, Eastern philosophies,

romantieism, transcendentalism, and holism.
The raots of eontemporary enviranmentalism can also be found in a more seienlific
appraaeh to the human-environment relationship: the science of eeology.

The word

eeology cornes from the Greek oikos meaning 'home' and the term firsl appeared in the
German biologist Ernst Haekel's studies of plant life in 1868. Since that lime, lhe field of
ecology broadened to include animais'! 4 Tansley introdueed the concepl of an eeosyslem
in 1935: he depicted nature as a multitude of intereonneeted physica1 systems (Oales 1989;
Merehant 1993).
Ecology evolved into the "study of the interrelationships which exisl belwccn
organisms and their environment" (Parker 1984). In their erusade lo proteel nalure, many
modern environmentalists propose to apply eeologieal concepts to their understanding of

•

14 The American chemist Ellen Swallow expanded the term to human ecology in a book on sanitary
chemistry. published in 1910 (Merchant 1993).
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the human-environment relationship, in part to lend scientifie ri gour to their argument
(Lowenthal 1990). They recognize, for example, the finite nature of the earth's resources,
they urge humans to respect nature's limits, and they advocate a path towards ecological
slability.15 To many environmentalists, however, the meaning of the word ecology
extends to a philosophy of nature through the incorporation of the ancient idea that the
"cosmos is an organic entity, growing and developing from within, in an integrated unity
of structure and function" {Merchant 1980, 100).16
But the history of attitudes towards the natural world is also one of human arrogance
and superiority. Sorne of the precepts of cornucopian technocentrism have their historical
roots in a 'postscientific' paradigm (Pepper 1984). The scientific worldview that arose in
the seventeenth century was based on Francis Bacon's thesis that humans are meant to use
nature's laws of cause and effect to their betterment and on René Descartes' conception of a
separation belWeen mind and matter and between nature and humans (O'Briant 1974; Hart
1980; Hargrove 1989; Oates 1989). The metaphor for the earth changed from an organism
and a mother to a machine. These ideas pervaded the next centuries and justified human
domination and exploitation of nature.
Sorne scholars maintain that religious ideals are at the root of the environmental crisis.
White's (1967) hypothesis is that Judeo-Christian teachings were the driving force behind
science and technology in the western world, the marriage of which triggered increased
technological potential for environmental impact. Christianity, he maintained, set up the
dogma of "man's transcendence of and rightful mastery over nature" (ibid, 1206). Several
other scholars pointed to the Bible's edict to use the earth's resources for human benefit as
the cause of environmental degradation (see Black 1970; O'Briant 1974; and Attfield 1991).
Another interpretation of the Bible's message regarding the human relationship to the earth,

15 Demeriu{t994, 32), noting!hat environmentalisls have relied "on the scientific authority of ecology" to
provide a check on human action, pointed out that their foundationai authority is being revised as
"[r]evisionisls in ecological science have repudiated the idea of stable, holistic ecosystems".
16 See Worster (1977) and Bramwell (1989) who wrote seminal works on the origins and development of
the science and philosophy of ecology.
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however, is that of stewardship (See Bonifazi 1970; Black 1970; and Passmorc 1980).
Many modem environmentalists adopt this stance in relationship to nature.
Toynbee (1972) did not confine the postscientific world view of domination over nature
to the Christian tradition and the west, but pointed out that the stance is one adoptcd by
monotheism in general, which also spread to non-monotheistic cultures. Furthermore,
according to sorne authors (see Tuan 1968; Moncrief 1970; and Dasmann 1976) the
limiting factors to human-induced degradation are not religious convictions but lack of
human numbers, of central administration, and of new and more powerful technologies.
They suggest that once a society has the means to enhance its power over the environment,
it tends to do sa regardless of its belief system.
Indeed, the increased impact on the environment in the western world was accompanied
by several related phenomena: population increase, new technologies, the introduction of
private ownership, European expansion into the New World, and surplus wealth, among
others (Bennett 1976). As humans began to notice that their actions were threatening the
viability of the natural world, so sorne people began to Lake measures to protect it from
further damage. The next section brielly outlines the conservation movement and urban
health and sanitation movements, bath precursors to modem environmental protection.

Precursors to the Environmental Movement
Conservation
The study of natural history became popular among the middle classes of England, France,
and Germany in the eighteenth century.

In Britain it grew into an interest in the

preservation of nature and of rare or important species. The countryside and the protection
of rural environments also became fashionable during the romantic period as urban areas
became polluted by industrial processes and more people sought to emulate the upper
classes by buying country properties (Bowlby & Lowe 1992). Access to the countrysidc,
for example, was the mandate of the Footpaths Preservation Society, formed in 1865.
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Because of ils population density, the long history of seulement, and the private ownership
of most of the countryside, however, wildemess conservation did not become as relevant
an ideology in Britain as it did in North America (Dubasak 1990).
In the United States, environmental degradation proceeded at a rapid pace after the Civil
War when industry 'barons' began to exploit the country's natural riches for private profit
(Humphrey & Buttel 1982). Concem over the effects of unmitigated exploitation mounted
as Americans began to see the changes wrought by urbanization and industrialization and as
they recognized the "Ioss of abundant resources on a frontier they were now told was
gone" (Foster 1978,36).
One of the earliest wamings about the dangers of human use of a finite earth came from
George Perkins Marsh, who as early as 1864, foresaw the scope and gravity of
indiscriminate exploitation of environmental resources (Marx 1972).17

Olwig (1980)

called Marsh the father of American ecology because he saw the interre1ationship of
humans and their environment. President Theodore Roosevelt and his chief conservation
officer, Gifford Pinchot, were influenced by Marsh's works (Cunningham & Saigo 1990).
Pinchot believed that forests should be used to their full capacity under scientific
management and on a sustained-yield basis. He developed forestry practices that protected
wildemess areas whi1e they were being exploited for the needs of the growing nation. As
chief of the Forest Service, he created policies on numerous federaI waterways and
conservation commissions (Opie 1971). He represented the conservationist interest in the
Progressive Conservation Movement that flourished in the United States between 1890 and
1920. lt was characterized by a struggle between the utilitarian conservation ethic that
advocated the wise use and management of resources for long term human interest, and the
ethic of altruistic preservation or 'righteous management', which maintains that nature has
the right 10 exist for its own sake, whether or not it is of use to humans. Preservationists

17 See March's seminal work Man and Nature ([1864]1965), which became an American elassic by the
1870s (Kuzmiak 1991). The hislorian Lewis Mumford called Marsh "the fountainhead of the conservation
movement" (cited in Cunningham & Saigo 1990,248).
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were led by writer-naturalist John Muir who opposed Pinchot's inOuence and policies. His
transcendentalist philosophy included the belief in the sanctity of nature as a place of refuge
untouehed by civilization (sec Fox 1981; Taylor 1992). By the middle of the century, Muir
was making wildemess preservation into a national crusade (Opie 1971). He founded the
Sierra Club in 1892, "an organization that spearheaded the drive for more national parks
and more wildemess reservations" (Foster 1978,33); he was instrumental, for example. in
establishing Yosemite, General Grant, and Sequioa parks.
Muir was also a major player in one of the greatest struggles belween conservation and
preservation ideals - the decade-long battle over the damming of Helch Helchy Valley 10
create a reservoir for San Francisco. Although preservationisls losl the baule, the
controversy led to debates that ended in the creation of the Nalional Park Service in 1916
and the establishment of wildemess as a national value (McPhee 1971; Dubasak 1990;
Gottlieb 1993). Major organizations and interests promoted conservalion during lhe carly
1900s. These included the American Forestry Association, the Sierra Club, lhe Audubon
Society, and the Boone and Crockett Club, ail of which were powerfu1 organizations
engaged in protecting wildemess spaces and wildlife (Humphrey & Buttel 1982).
President Roosevelt, a dedicated outdoorsman and naturalist, devised policies lhal
attempted to accommodate both conservationists and preservationisls and lhal provided
greater govemmental control over both the private and the public domain (Nicholson 1970;
Opie 1971; Humphrey & Buttell982). Roosevelt's initiatives, which included the crealion
of fifty-one wildlife refuges in six years and the addition of five more national parks lo lhe
five that already existed when he was elected in 1901, encouraged others, such as Aldo
Leopold, and "took conservationists out of the realm of the 'lunatic fringe' in the American
way of life" (Kuzmiak 1991,269).
Leopold became one of the great figures in the American conservation movemenl. He
not only helped to pioneer the science of ecology and wildlife biology but he also wrOle
about ecology as a comprehensive system of values. His Sand County Almanac (1966),
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published posthumously, became a conservation bible and his idea that land has intrinsic
value over and above its use to humans became a key tenet of bioethics and deep ecology
(Opie 1971; Kuzmiak 1991).
The history of conservation in Canada differs in several respects from that of the United
States: conservation goals were established later in Canada, they were less oriented to
preservation, and they were initiated largely because of civil servants rather than because of
public pressure (Foster 1978; Dubasak 1990). The government of Canada and its
conservation policies in the late nineteenth and carly twentieth centuries were influenced by
the American experience and example (Dubasak 1990) - "the loss of the frontier, the impact
of civilization with its resulting decline in wildlife numbers, and the establishment and
success of American national parks" (Foster 1978, 14). The first American parks were
established weIl before Canadian ones: Yellowstone, created in 1872, was set aside about
fourteen years before Banff, Canada's first national park (Paehlke 1981).
The Canadian govemment's goals in the nineteenth and ear1y twentieth century were
c1earlyexploitative. t8 The Canadian national parks were created primarily for utilitarian
motives; mining, hunting, caule pasturing, hay fields, and timbering, for instance, were
permiUed or actively encouraged in many reserves. Furthermore, national parks became
oriented to tourists, to the cementing of the Confederation, and as an incentive for building
the railroads (Dubasak 1990, 24). Although industrial pursuits were eliminated from
Canadian parks with the implementation of the National Parks Act of 1930, "recreational
values were given precedence over preservation" (ibid,33).
Canada's efforts at conservation were not prompted by public pressure as they were to
a grcat degree in the United States. Canada had no powerfu1 conservation organizations as
did her neighbour. The growing number of field naturalists' clubs in the early twentieth
century were devoted to the study of local natural history rather than to campaigning for
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18 Foster (1978) explained !his tcndency by showing the influence of the following: myths about the
infinite abundance of natural resources; the promise of an ever-new frontier; the National Policy of
economic expansion; the division of powers under the British North America Act; and the lack of
knowledge about Canada's wildiife andnatura1 resources. See also Brown (1%9) and Woodrow (1980).
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conservation.

Sorne efforts were

made, however, to protcct forests from over-

exploitation: the Canadian Forestry Association was created in 1900 to reconcilc protection
and exploitation interests (Hébert 1991). The main source of conservation ideology and
action, however, was govemment officiais. Major strides for stricter wildlife preservation
were taken by a small group of dedicated civil servants whose conccrted efforts led to
dec1ared government policy.

One of these people was James Harkin who, as

Commissioner of Dominion Parks in the early 1900s, made changes to afford more
protection for fauna (see Foster 1978 and Nicol 1969).
At about the same time, Prime Minister Wilfrid Laurier created the Conservation
Commission. This body owed its origin to the North American Conservation Convention
of 1909. Canada, the United States, and Mexico each agreed to form commillees to study
the environmental effects of rapid exploitation of the continent's natural resourccs.
Canada, the only one to follow up on the recommendation, began innovative studies on
solar and wind energy, on the effects of chemical fertilizers, and on the environmental
impacts of deforestation and cod fishing in the Atlantic. The onset of the first World War,
however, changed the country's priorities and the Conservation Commission folded in
1921 (Lemieux 1993).19
Conservation was also promoted early in Canada's history by several private citizens.
Charles Fothergill, a philosopher, naturalist, artist, and newspaper publisher in Upper
Canada in the first decades of the nineteenth century made an important contribution to the
knowledge of the eountry's fauna through his essays (Theberge 1988). Naturalist Charles
G.D. Roberts became known for his bestselling nature stories later in the century and into
the next (Woodeock 1989). Also a writer of nature tales, Ernest Thompson Seton made
important contributions to natural science through his works on animal behaviour and he
actively promoted conservation measures in his Canadian lectures (see Wadland 1978 and
Anderson 1986). Grey 011'1, who was born in England but who adoptcd a nali ve19 See Girard (1992) for a docloral dissertation on the rise and fall of the Conservation Commission.
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American persona, was also an ardent conservationist who fought for the preservation of
wildlife and wildlands within Canada's national parks (see Polk 1972; Dickson 1975; and
Smith 1990).20
During the interwar years, Canadian national park administrators were influenced by
scientific debates taking place in the United States. The Wildlife Division of the United
States Park Service was conducting ecological field studies on predators and prey. Their
research justified absolute protection of intact ecosystems and the cessation of predator
elimination. Almost ail Canadian wildlife scientists were educated in the o.S. and and they
began to incorporate an ecological approach into park policy.

This change was "a

precursor of a more generai environmental consciousness ... " (Dunlap 1991, 140).
ln the 1930s and '40s, several national conservation organizations based on public
interest in natural history and in the conservation of game habitat emerged in Canada:
established in 1938, Ducks Unlimited Canada focused on protecting wetlands; the
Audubon Society of Canada was founded in 1948 to promote public education programs in
conservation 21 ; and in 1947 the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) was founded as a funding
front for the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources
(lUCN) (Barber 1991). Conservation efforts in Canada, however, did not evolve into a
full-fledged movement as they did in the United States, neither were any strong
preservationists ideals expressed.
Traditionally, interpretations of the environmentalism of the past have focused on
wilderness conservation as the precursor to the contemporary environmental movement.
Gottlieb (1993), however, offers a broader approach. He also considered the carly urban

20 Some of the other major figures who promoted conservation in Canada during the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries were Clifford Sifton, Elihu Stewart, Judson Clark, Bernhard Femow, Howard Douglas,
Maxwell Graham, Gordon Hewill, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, Major William Wood, Percy Tavemer, and Jack
Miner (Foster 1978; Paehlke 1981; Macdonald 1991).
21 This organization has carlier roots in a children's magazine cal1ed CanadianNaJuTe, which was purchased
by the Audubon Society of Canada (ASC) at its founding. The society was an offshoot of the (American)
National Audubon Society. In 1961, The ASC became the independent Canadian Audubon Society and in
1971 it was rebom as the Canadian Nature Federation, a national umbrella for regional naturalists' groups
(Canadian Nature Federation n.d.).
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movements that addressed the hazards of the city and of industrial life, linking thcm

10

the

pollution and quality-of-life issues that became the focus of modern environmentalism.
The urban movements "provide a different though essential lens through which a camplcx
social movement with diverse roots and contending perspectives can best be understood"
(ibid 1993,46).

Urban Health and Sanitation
The growth of the industrial city was accompanied by hcalth problems duc

10

environmental pollution as weil as by efforts to improve sanitation and to control air and
water quality. But even as early as the late Middle Ages mcasurcs were taken to reducc
London's air pollution and to restore the quality of the Thames River (Thomas 1983).
EarlYefforts to reduce environmental threats to human health include the measurcs Lakcn la
provide sorne form of sewage disposai to cities after plagues such as the fourtcenth-ccntury
Black Death (Macdonald 1991).
Modern health legislation in England in the late 1800s was due to growing population
pressures, increased scientific knowledge, and the public's greater awareness of the causcs
of i\lness. The installation of sewage treatment systems in European cilies lcd to lower
death rates from typhoid and North American cilics soon followed suit in providing
elementary sewage facilities.
Industrialization and urbanization in North America during the first decades of thc
twentieth century were accompanied by the growth of problems related to watcr and air
quality, the generation and disposai of sol id and hazardous waste, and occupational and
public health issues.

Gottlieb (1993) pointed out that these problems gcnerated

professional and reform groups in cities that paralleled the conservationist and
preservationist movements of the same period. Associations dedicated to causes such as
certifying milk, eradicating hookworm and tuberculosis, providing child heal th care,
instituting adequate garbage collection, and diminishing air and water pollution werc
established. The Chicago 'settlement', the 'garden city', the 'city beautiful', and the urban
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planning movements are examples of popular and professional efforts during the early
1900s to make the environment of industrial cities in the United States safer, cleaner, and
more pleasant. Gottlieb (ibid, 59) noted, however, that as the public pressed for better
water quality, so professional sanitary and civil engineers narrowed the issue to one of
pollution control, technical solutions, and efficiency: "[m]anaging and controlling the byproducts of industry rather than changing its processes and outcomes" became standard
practice during the 1950s.
The same was true of Canadian urban reforms. Sewer systems in cities discharged
effluent into sources of drinking water until public debates were held over the expenditures
required to treat the water. Subsequently, during the 1930s, treatment plants began
operating in large municipalities and chlorination of drinking water was gradually
introduced. When it was recognized that pollution has secondary, long term, and far
reaching impacts, municipalities and provincial governments instituted reforms that laid the
foundations for further and better pollution control regulations (Macdonald 1991). But, as
Gottlieb (1993) noted regarding practices in the United States, pollution control too often
was seen as a basic engineering problem that "can be solved without regard to any larger
political, social, or economic questions" (ibid, 87). This tendency would be questioned
only with the advent of the modern environmental movement.
EMERGENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENTS

North America
Confronted with an increase in air and water pollution problems associated with modern
industrialization, conservation groups in the U.S. - whose main concern had been the
protection of wildlife and habitat - as weIl as a plethora of new ENGOs that sprang up
throughout North America, began to focus on a broader range of concerns. 22 They fought
22 Faich and Gale's (1971) survey of the Puget Sound Group of the Sierra Club in the early 1970s showed
how the club's priorities shifted from a concem for saving the nature the members themselves enjoyed to a
concem with protecting the environment, whether they partook in it or not. The emphasis became general
environmental quali ty.
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for the quality of common-property resources as weil as for their quantity, for the hcalth of
urban areas as weil as for wilderness, and for the recognition of second-generation issues
(those involving delayed or subtle consequences and difficult-to-prove causes) as weil as
for first-generation ones, those concerned with specifie places or spccies, and involving
direct, unambiguous causes (Mitchell et al. 1992). Environmentalism overtook and
absorbed conservation (Dubasak 1990). Observing the changes in the U.S. movement
during the 1960s, O'Riordan (1971, 161) called this new trend the 'third conservation
movement'. the theme of whieh was the "survival of man and the maintenance of the world
ecosystem" .23

Links With Other Social Movements
Most historians link the modern environmental movement in the U.S. direetly ta the earlier
conservation movement. One of the most significant contributions made by the latter to the
modern environmental movement was the infrastructure and organizatianal capacity of
sorne major national conservation associations.

These organizations transformed

themselves into environmental groups, attraeted huge memberships, and side by side with
newly-forming ENGOs, made enormous strides towards furthering the public's awareness
of ecological issues (Humphrey & Buttel 1982; Mitchell 1989). Furthermore, the United
States' Congressional committees and governmental agencies that had already been set up
for conservation purposes provided a 'ready-made' legislative

infra~tructure

for new

environmental regulation (Bowman 1975). Because Canada's conservation organizations
were small and not as powerful as those in the U.S., however, they did not have sueh a
great influence on the emerging environmental movement in Canada.
The introduction of a scientific, eeological approach to the management of American
and Canadian national parks in the 1930s laid the foundations for fundamental changes in

23 According to Q'Riordan (1971), there were three distinct conservation movements: the first emphasized
developmentand took place between 1890 and 1920; the second,from 1933to 1943, was characteri1.ed by
the New Deal and Roosevelt's resource planning and policies; and the third is characterized by modem
environmentai thought.
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the way wildlife and habitat were treated and provided a link between conservation and
environrnentalism in both countries. Park planning became more coherent and was based
on representing natural ecosystems and respecting the biological parameters of the
cnvironment (Bourdageset al 1984).

New, ecological concepts gave environmental

problems scientific credibility and for sorne conservationists, the holistic spirit of
ecocentrism imbued environrnental thought with aesthetic and spiritual viewpoints.
The contemporary environmental movement also has ties with generational protest
movements in North America after the second World War.

The youth of the

counterculture, for example, appreciated nature and were concerned about environmental
degradation and pollution. The counterculture can be defined as an attempt "drastically to
reorganizc the normative bases of order" (Yinger 1982, 6) and the youthful uprising has
been called the most significant event in the 1970s (Keniston 1971). lt had connections
with other such movements of the past: outbreaks of utopianism in American history; the
romanticand transcendental movements; and the beat generation (Feigelson 1970; Jamison
& Eyerman 1994). North America's countercultural revolution began in the 1960s and was

made up of the "educated, privileged children of the American dream, who found the
society they were to inherit failing and flawed" (Keniston 1971, vii). They sought freedom
from what they felt as repressive rationality, and from bureaucratization, authoritarianism,
corruption, 'technocracy' (the reHance on technology), and traditional values (Roszak
1969; Feigelson 1970; Yinger 1982).24 Sorne of the more sophisticated and activist of tbis
generation became protesters in the new social movements of the time: the anti- Vietnam
war, feminist, student, antinucle<lf, and environrnental movements.
Because "[clounter-culture movements have claimed and claim ... a society that ...
secures individual rights and material well-being ... within nature, not beyond it and in
harmony \Vith nature, not in spite of it" (Eder 1990, 39), it \Vas natural that
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24 See Reich (1970) and Roszak (1969 and 1973) for in-depth presentations of the grievances of two
sophisticated radical dissenters and Feigelson (1970), Keniston (1971), and Yinger (1982) for analyses of the
lmdergrmmd orcounterculture.
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environmentalism become one of the conccrns of the countcrculturc. Oates (1989. 25)
daimed that "the environmental problem seemed to encapsulate all that was wrong with
modem life: its urban artificiality; its industrialization; its dchumanizing focus on profits
and power; the war abroad; racism at home" and Manes (1990, 50) called the emcrging
environmental movement "the baisterous theater of cultural discontent".
The environmental movement in the United States \Vas also linked to earlier and parallel
protestations. The civil rights movement was the first to involve substantialnumbers of
eollege students and its

techniques of passive resistance were emulated by

environmentalists (McCormick 1989). The antiwar, student, new left, and antinuclear
movements, however, have even doser ties with the environmental movemenl. During the
1960s and carly '70s, groups representing these conccms Oourished on U.S. campuses
and they played a pivotai role in shaping the eontemporary environmental movement in that
country (Humphrey & Buttel 1982). First, the various groups shared ideologies. They
shared the "critique of daily life addressing bath values and institutional changes, with
environment (referring to bath daily environment as weIl as the natural environment) an
increasingly central focus" (Gottlieb 1993,95). The antinudear movement, for example,
increasingly mobilized around environmental issues sueh as radioactive fallout from nudear
weapons testing (ibid).

Second, these other movements provided the emerging

environmental groups with a cadre of activists who were already trained in leadership and
organization and who were familiar with new forms of action such as civil disobedience,
demonstrations, sit-ins, hearings, and staging manifestations and 'events' (Roszak 1969;
Fischler 1974; Schnaiberg 1977; K1andermans 1986; Freudenberg & Steinsapir 1992).
Following the U.S. lcad, the youth of the eounterculture and university students provided
the first Canadian environmental groups in the carly 1970s with individuals who fclt
dissatisfied with the way society was moving and were motivated to bring about change
(Mowat 1990).
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Environmental Writings
The role of Rachel Carson's book, Si/ent Spring (1962), as a catalyst in the emergence of
the environmental movement in the United States cannot be underestimated. Indeed, Gore
(1994, xv) ventured to say that "without this book the environmental movement might have
been long delayed or never have developed at ail" and Gottlieb (1993,81) pronounced it
"an epochal event in the history of environmentalism". The inf1uence of Carson's work is
due to a number of factors. First, it appealed to many organized groups and interests preservationists, farmers, hunters, fishermen, public health professionals, the chemical
industry, and the environmentally-aware youth. Second, it was taken seriously because of
its scientific rationale. Third, it was accessible to the ordinary person because the
language, although cast in scientific terms, was comprehensible, and because it dealt with
one issue rather than the whole gamut of environmental problems. Fourth, it proposed
alternatives to chemical pesticides and advocated political action to stop pollution. Finally,
the book was one of the first popular works to question the prevailing assumptions about
the human-environment relationship (Schnaiberg 1977; Humphrey & Buttel 1982; Mitchell
1989; Paehlke 1989).
ln the wake of Earth Day 1970, sorne other popular publications stirred up public
concern for the state of the environment across North America. The Club of Rome's

Limits 10 Growth (Meadows et al. 1972a) predicted ecological collapse unless population
growth and pollution abated. Adherents to the burgeoning environrnental movement
c10sely followed a debate that developed between Commoner (1971), who, in The Closing

Circle maintained that faults in the use of productive technology were the greatest
contributors to environmental problems, and Ehrlich, who blamed overpopulation. Ehrlich
had presented his hypothesis in The Population Bomb in 1968, which became a best-seller;
it was followed by Eco-Catastrophe in 1970. In 1974, Brown and Eckholm's publication

•

By Bread Alone took a pessimistic view of the food-production capacity of the planet.
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Although accused of fear-mongering by sorne joumalists, thc neo-malthusian slant of this
literature forced readers to think about the limits thc natural world sets for human actions. 25
Although they never became as widely popular as this latcr doomsday litcmturc, thc
writings of several social theorists during the early 1%Os had already attracted the attcntion
of a small audience of intellectuals and activists (Roszak 1969; Gottlieb 1993). Hcrbcrt
Marcuse, the German philosopher, social critics Paul Goodman and Norman Brown, and
the anarchist-ecologist Murray Bookchin focused on what would become corc issucs for
contemporary environmentalism - the critique of production, consumption, urbanization,
and science and technology, as weil as the need for social change and a new relationship
with nature) 6
Environmental issues were also popularized in periodicals such as Elll'irolllllellla/

Quaüty and Catalyst, which vulgarized their material for a larger audience. Underground
literature, likeMother Earth News, Envirollmelltal Action Bulletin, Making Do, lhc WILOle

Earth Catalogue, and Ha"owsmith 27 fed the counterculture's hunger for knowlcdgc of
practices such as organic gardening and alternative technologies and "conlribulcd
significantly to popularizing ecology concepts within both the counterculture and lhe New
Left" (Gottlieb 1993, 100).28 As weil, North American youths began to rediscover lhc
writings of Thoreau, Whitman, and Leopold (de Nicolay 1974).

Public Awareness and Concern
The U.S. public began to nurture a dramatic and even startling interesl in environmenmlism
in the 1970s. Humphrey and Buttel (1982, Ill) noted that "[f]rom 1965 to 1970, the issue
of air and water pollution grew from a concem of only a small minority of thc public lo lhc
25 Neo-malthusians took up the debate about the capacity of lbe fini te earth to produce enough food am
resources for a population growing exponentially, slarted by Thomas Malthus in 1798 (sce Malthus 1964).
26 See Herber - Herber was Bookchin's nom-de-plume (1%2); Goodman and Goodman (1960); Marcuse
(1966). Hill (1994) suggested!hat the environmental movement is not dated from Bookchin's book, which
was published in lbe same year as Rachel Carson's Si/ent Spring, because unlike the latter, it did not
address a single issue in an easy-to-read manner.
27 The latler was a Canadian publication.
28 Gottlieb (1993, 99) noted !hat publications such as the Whole Earlh CalaJog and Mother Earth News
reached audiences of as many as one million readers.
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second most important concern of Americans, next to crime reduction". Indeed, by 1970
conservation was being volunteered as one of the most important national problems facing
thc United States nation (Wood 1982). In Canada, on the other hand, the environment was
third after unemployment and inflation as a cause of concern to Canadians in 1972 and it
was not until 1987 that poIls began to note that Canadians volunteered 'the environment' as
an important problem (Dubasak 1990; Bakvis & Nevitte 1992).29
ENGOs
By 1970 there were already about 3,000 ENGOs in the U.S. (de Nicolay 1974). Six of the
country's ten mainstream associations were founded before the 1960s, indicative of the
significance of these early associations, which grew from smaIl wilderness-protection clubs
to large national ENGOs, their total membership increasing aImost sevenfold by 1%9. The
Sierra Club, for example, which formed in 1892, had 15,000 members in 1960 and grew
tenfold by 1974. The National Audubon Society was founded in 1905 and counted as
manyas 214,000 members by the mid-70s. The Wilderness Society, founded in 1935,
doubled ils membership between 1%5 and 1971 and The National Parks and Conservation
Association (1919), the lzaak Walton League (1922), and the National WiIdlife Federation
(1936) also grew in numbers in the 1970s.
The 1960s and '70s also saw the founding of what would become large national
associations such as the Environmental Defense Fund (1967), the Natural Resources
Defense Council (1970), and the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund (1971). In 1969 Friends
of the Earth (FoE) fonned in the United States and had 25,000 members by 1974. Total
membership in conservation associations was about 124,000 in 1960 but by 1983, eleven
national ENGOs boasted a total of 1,994,000 members (Mitchell 1989; Dubasak 1990).

29 Gregg and Posner (1990. 90-2) stated that "for the beller part of the 1980s. Canadians were generally
sanguine about the environment" but that by the end of the decade, "ecology bad become the central
preoccupation ofCanadians". The authors divided the decade into three distinct phases characterlzed in order
by awareness, concem, and action.
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The country's mainstream ENGOs worked together during the 1980s and were aided
by funders such as Robert Allen of The Kendall Foundation, Ford, the Rockefellers, the
Stem and Mott Family Funds, and Marion Edey of the League of Conservation voters.
These financiers helped to create professional ENGOs with expert staff and sophisticated
lobbying abilities so that Olby the end of the 1970s, mainstream environmental groups
would become both a part of the environmental policy process and its watchdog" (Gottlieb
1993, 126).
ln Canada, it was largely during the late 1960's and early '70s that ENGOs began
forming in the major cities. One of Canada's first significant associations was Pollution
Probe, a "mainstay of the Canadian environmentai movement" (Macdonald 1991,97),
which was founded in Toronto in 1969. It began as an group of students with no hierarchy
and no money, assisted by entomologist Dr Donald Chant. 3o A few years later there were
400 to 500 people working for the group during the summers and many of the founders
had given up their studies to devote their time to solving the pressing problems of
pollution. Pollution Probe was assisted by the Canadian Environmental Law Association,
formed bya group of Toronto law students to provide legal advice to the group and to other
ENGOs (Barber 1991; Macdonald 1991).
Canada was the birthplace of Greenpeace, one of the world's most renowned
international environmentai groups. It began in Vancouver with a small group of peace
activists and environ-mentalists protesting the United States' underground testing of
nuclear explosives on Amchitka Island in 1971. The group experimented with nonviolent
resistance tactics pioneered in the civil rights movement.

Greenpeace soon became

renowned for its media-grabbing stunts and its renegade activities. It quickly spread to the
U.S. and elsewhere. It also became involved in a broad range of issues including marine

30 Chant (1970) edited the book Pollution Probe, which was the first comprehensive Canadian rcader on
pollution. Lawrence, a native of Britain, wrote The Poison Makers (1%9), which also introduced rcaders to
the problems of pollution and the need for conservation in Canada. Another carly warning about pollution
in Canada came from the Canadian Society of Zoologists (1%9), which published The Rape of the

Environment: A Slatemenl on Environmental Pollution and Destruction in Canada.
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ccology, toxic pollution, and papermaking, while remaining active in the areas of wildlife
protection, hazardous waste disposai at sea, and atmospheric pollution (Barber 1991;
Macdonald 1991; Shabecoff 1993).31
The Nature Conservancy of Canada is another national association that was founded
early in the history of contemporary Canadian environmentalism. Incorporated in 1963
through the initiative of the Federation of Ontario Naturalists, which wanted an
organization devoted to land acquisition, it attempted to protect natural areas by buying
them and transferring them to local groups and conservation authorities (Mowat 1990;
Barber 1991). The National and Provincial Parks Association of Canada (NPPA) and the
Canadian Arctic Resources Committee (CARC) were founded in 1963 and 1971,
respectively (Pimlott 1973; Dubasak 1990). The foundation of Canada's environmental
movement was also enhanced by the Yukon Conservation Society, established in 1%8, the
Conservation Council of New Brunswick (1969), and the Ecology Action Centre (1970)
(CEN 1994). Table 2.1 provides a list of environmenta! organizations in Canada in 1973.
During the mid-I97Os there was an increase in the number of new ENGOs forming in
Canada. One of the reasons for this surge in organized action was the funding made
available by several federal government departments.

One of them, the Canadian

Environmental Advisory Council (CEAC), financed several national meetings of
environmentalists out of which emerged two coalitions: a National Steering Committee of
ENGOs and Friends of the Earth Canada (FoE). The former evolved into the Canadian
Environmenta! Network (CEN), incorporated in 1986. The latter, FoE Canada, was linked
to the international entity and represented about thirteen groups at its inception in 1978.32
Sorne of the first issues receiving its attention were the use of pesticides, forest
management, and alternative energy policies, concerns the coalition carried to federal-level
politics. Under FoE's auspices Soft Energy Pathsfor Canada, a ground-breaking energy
31 See Hunier (1979) and Brown and May (1989) for the slory of Greeopeace.
32 Although ooly one naûonal FoE orgaoizaûon was allowed per naûon, excepûons were made for Canada
and Belgium where there was the possibility for separate French or Remish groups.
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analysis, was researched and written. This document was published in t\Velvc volumcs in
1983 by Energy, Mines and Resources and Environment Canada, which subsidizcd thc
work. Il is still being used to develop strategies to combat elimate change (CEN 1994). In
the 1980s, FoE Canada was being funded by its national direct-mail campaigns and by
contracts with the federal govemment (Brooks 1993).

Table 2.1
Environmental Organizations in Canada, 1973
Provincerrerritory

Number of Groups*

Yukon
Northwest Territories
British Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario

Quebec
New Brunswick
NovaScotia
Prince Edward Island
Newfoundland

3
4
77
44
15
10
120
31
19
11
2

Number of 'Pollution'
Groups**
1

1
53
7
3
2
29
5
7
3

4

2

*This list includes naturalist, fish and game, alpine, youth hostel, conservation, wildcrness
preservation, and pollution organizations.
**This lists those groups that had a specifie interest in pollution, as indicated by such
words as 'environment', 'ecology', or 'pollution' in the title.
Source: after Macdonald 1991,99.

Phases
April 22, 1970 - Earth Day - was a landmark event that signaled the arrivai of the
environmenta1 movement as a major force in North American life.

Il was also the

culmination of a process of rising environmenta1 awareness and student social activism
(Mitchell etaI. 1992; Shabecoff 1993). 1t is claimed that "it united more people concemed
about a single cause than any other global event in history" (Cahn & Cahn 1990, 17) and
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that it was "one of the most remarkable public events in American political history" (Manes
1990,54). Altogether about 20,000,000 people participated; 250,000 people gathered in
Washington, D.C. alone to support decisive action on environmental issues (Manes 1990;
Dunlap & Mertig 1992; Shabecoff 1993). The event was much less well-attended in
Canada than it was in the U.S.
The recession in the early 1970s and the oil crisis in 1973 led to a decline in public
interest in environmental issues in the United States. But the movement in the U.S. braved
this dip in concern as ENGOs continued to work for public support and political
changes. 33 Local ecological disasters such as Love Canal, Three Mile Island, numerous oil
spills, and the various backyard ecological problems that forced ordinary citizens to become
involved in community action contributed to the persisting popularity of environmentalism
as a social issue. Environmental concern was roused during the mid-1980s by a new
awareness of the global nature of problems such as deforestation, greenhouse wanning,
desertification, acid rain, ozone depletion, the failure of many Third World development
schemes, and by a new focus on energy problems. 34
The main problems addressed by Canadian ENGOs changed over time as they did in
the United States. Generally speaking, the 1960s saw preservationist ideals appear as
groups like the NPPA and the Algonquian Wildlands Leagues fonned and others fought for
the protection of wilderness areas such as South Moresby Island. and the Carmanagh
Valley. In the 1970s, pollution and energy issues were the major concerns while acid rain
became the important problem in the 1980s.

During the 1970s, the Canadian

environmental movement had been successful in severa! areas ranging "from the control of
specific pollutants to quantum changes in the attitudes and perceptions of the society in
33 The environmental movement's continued momentum contradicts Downs' 'issue·attention cycle', which
posils!hal the American public's inleresl in social problems is short-lived. Lowe and Morrison (t984), for
example, showed the stability of environmental attitudes. Sec Downs (1972) for a description of the model,
which includes five stages in the cycle, and McCormick (1989) and Kuzmiak (1991) for critical discussions
of ils application to the environmental movement
34 Sorne observers bave noted !hat there bave been different periods in the environmental movement, each
cbaraclerized by a focus on specific issues and problems. Sale (1993), for instance, suggested four coherent
periods and Hays (1989) proposed three.
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which we live" (Chant 1981, 3).

Accomplishments included stridcs madc in thc

introduction of recycling, the preservation of certain parklands, the establishment of
provincial and federal environmental departments, the introduction of environmcntal studics
in education, and the acceptance of ENGOs as a legitimate part of society (ibid).

Europe
The environmental movement evolved in a different way in the countries of Europe, with
organized concern for the quality of urban and natural surroundings being "launchcd on thc
shoulders of massive social movements" (Hawkins 1993, 194) and finding expression in
political green parties.

The Greens
In the 1970s, the European environmental movement embraced the causes of fcminism,
leftist-politics, libertarianism, antimilitarism, and antiindustrialism (Manes 1990). Thesc
forces were brought together in the mass protests against nuclear power. Although thc
antinuclear movement in France saon faded35, opposition in the rest of Europe intensified
and evolved into the green movement. Green parties became poles of attraction for, and
gave coherent expression to a variety of struggles whose practices were oriented towards
local grassroots and direct-action initiatives on single issues. Green parties adopled an
ideology grounded in holism, pacifism, and feminism (Boggs 1986; Biehl 1993).
Founded in 1973, Britain's Ecology Party (which later became the Green Parly) was
Europe's first political party dedicated ta environmental ideals. Il remained a weak force,
however, divided between the conventional environmentalists, and the decentralists and
countercuituralists. The green parties that emerged later on the continent, on the other
hand, grew and flourished in the 1980s. European environmentalisls were able 10 win

35 Il was traumatized because of the violent police response 10 a manifestation of 60,000 people at Malville
inJuly 1977 thatleftone demonstralordead and bundreds of others injured (Manes 1990).
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enough support to enter politics and eventually to send representatives to bath several
national parliaments and the joint European Parliament (Manes 1990).
The most dynamic green party in Europe was the West German Greens. In 1983, two
years after its formation, it won enough votes (five percent of the national vote) to enter the
West German Bundestag with twenty-seven seats. In 1985, Die Grünen won ten percent
of the national vote (Boggs 1986; Cunningham & Saigo 1990; Manes 1990; BoreIli 1993).
The particular appeal of the German greens was due ta,
a unique convergence of developments and issues: the absence of German
national sovereignty, concentration of the arms race in Central Europe,
intensive urbanization, the legacy of fascism, and the extreme closure of the
West German party system. (Boggs 1986,58)
The German Green Party also held a universal appeal because it fused disparate
traditions - it has been characterized as "a gathering of movements" (ibid, 20). This fact,
however, may have contributed to the internaI division that grew over whether or not to
work with the ruling centrist party. The 'realos' or realists (realpolitik) believed they could
be more effective by becoming institutionalized, but the fundamentalists (jundi) wanted to
avoid compromising their principles. The latter's goal was "an eco-socialist alternative feminist, pacifist and anti-authoritarian" (Kemp et al. 1992, 4). In the early years, jundis
were in the majority, but later in the 1980s the realos had gained dominance. Greens in
Germany, as weil as in many other west-European countries, became "Iargely professional
politicians and their parties routine parliamentary parties with an environmentalist cast"
(Biehl 1993, 159). The basic realo-fundi struggle was repeated in Italy, for example,
where the green movement was rapidly transformed into a traditional political party (ibid).
Part of the reason for the moderation of the green's message was the ebb in support for the
other extraparliamentary movements (Hawkins 1993). The green movement in Western
Europe, however, despite its contradictions, was the clearest political expression of the
groundswell of new social movements in the 1970s and 80s (Boggs 1986; Cunningham &
Saigo 1990; Kemp etai. 1992; Fuentes & Frank 1993).
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ENGOs
Although green politics was the strongest arena for environmental activism, ENGOs in
Europe also attracted significant followings in the early 1970s. In France, Friends of the
Earth (FoE) was founded in 1970 and had sorne 5,000 members in 1977. !ts strcngth lay

not in its absolute numbers, but in the fact that the core group of members was extrcmely
militant and efficient in their public campaigns and in their pressure poli tics (Vadrot 1977).
ln 1974 the agronomist René Dumont of Les Amis de la Terre de Paris and author of
several successful books about social ecology36, became a presidential candidate winning
1.32 percent of the vote (Pronier & le Seigneur 1992). Two of France's largest groups of
the period were Pollution Non, founded in 1970, and la Fédération française des sociétés
de protection de la nature, which fonned a coalition of local nature groups in 1968, sorne of
which had existed for decades (Vadrot 1977). Beginning in the 1970s, there was an
explosion in the numbers of small ENGOs in France37, many of them ephemeral grassroots
associations devoted to a local issue, but sorne of which endured to becomc regional
catalysts for the coalition of numerous small groups (ibid).
ln Britain, the largest ENGO in the 1970s was the Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds, with 60,000 members. The Noise Abatement Society, the League Against Cruel
Sports, and Transport 2000 were aIl founded in the early 1970s. Friends of the Earth
(FoE) came to Britain from the United States in 1970 and had 20,000 members by 1974. Il
represented broad environmental concerns, taking a global philosophical approach based on
opposition to technological 'fixes' and to economic growth at the ex pense of the
environment (de Nicolay 1974).
Large international associations representing broad environmental interests became
successfully established on the continent in the 1970s. FoE groups formed in France,

36 Social ecology, as shown earlier in the chapter, "presupposes radical changes in our relationsbip with the
natura! world and in our mode of social and politicallife" (Roussopoulos 1994,8).

37 Vadrot (1977, 456) defended the use of the word 'explosion': "... l'explosion (le mot n'est pas Irop fort)
du nombre des petites associations de défense à partir de 1970".
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Sweden, the Netherlands, and ltaly, where the struggle against nuclear energy was the
major campaign. Greenpeace had national branches in Denmark, Germany, Great Britain,
France, the Netherlands, and Switzerland by 1983. Another international organization
operating out of Europe was the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), which was founded in 1961
by Max Nicholson and was concerned primarily with nature conservation (Pearce 1991;
Van der Heijden et al. 1992).

Many traditional associations as weil as umbrella

environmental groups belonged to the International Union for the Conservation of Nature
and Natural Resources (lUCN), founded in 1948 and representing 114 countries (ibid).
As in North America, the evolution of organized action for the protection of the
environment in Britain and in Europe followed a pattern characterized by a change from
local conservation issues in rural areas to the broadening of environmental concerns to
include global problems and urban pollution issues. Conservation was the dominant
environmental ideology at the end of the 1960s in Europe and Britain, but as the movement
burgeoned, conservation groups remained local and regional in character and interest,
unlike the large national conservation organizations characteristic of the United States.
Membership numbers, however, increased significantly and new ENGOs were formed by
the hundreds (de Nicolay 1974; Vadrot 1977; Van der Heijden etai. 1992).

This chapter provided sorne tools to classify environmental ideology, reviewed the
historical background of modem day concerns for the environment, and illustrated
situations in the industrialized world with which to compare Quebec's case. With an
understanding of the historical and global context within which Quebec's environmental
movement arose, 1now turn to a description of ils emergence and evolution.
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3: THE EMERGENCE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT IN
QUEBEC
INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes Quebec's environmental movement during thc first years of its
existence. Il introduces the important evenls, individuals, and groups that signaled its birth
and describes sorne of ils characteristics. The main focus is the period between 1970. in
which several of the most prominent environmental groups were founded, and 1985, by
which time the movement had become a legitimate force in Quebec society.38 Il also briel1y
highlights the development of conservation, urban sanitation, and ecology in Qucbcc,
precursors to modern environmentalism. The chapter begins by defining the movemcnt
and presenting ils various strands.
DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION

Between 1970 and 1985, environmentalism in Quebec became a legitimate social
movement. In 1982, Vaillancourt (p. 126) defined il:
Le mouvement écologiste québécois est un ensemble disparate
d'associations, de groupes et d'individus qui ont surtout été intéressés,
depuis le début des années soixante-dix, par les problèmes de la poli ution de
l'air, de l'eau et des sols, par la question du gaspillage et de la pénurie des
ressources naturelles (surtout énergétiques), par le danger de la
contamination radioactive, et, plus récemment, par les problèmes des
déchets toxiques et des pluies acides, en somme, par les questions
fondamentales de la qualité de la vie et, de plus en plus, de la simple survie
de l'humanité.
Ils members were organized into various representative groups that wcre noninstitutionalized and that engaged in unconventional activities oriented towards producing
change. These associations represented the concerns of a large num ber of adherents as
weIl as a significant proportion of the public. The ENGOs challenged the norms, values,

38 This chapter draws extensive1y from Jean-Guy Vaillancourt's articles and books about Qucbec's
enviromnental movement (see Vaillancourt 1979, 1981, 1982, 1985a, 1987a and b, 1992).
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and cxisting behaviour in society and sought to affect decisions without themselves seeking
stalc power.
Chapter 2 depicted thc various ideological strands within the environmental movement
in general. The Quebec example was no less diverse. Indeed, it has been called a
"nebuleuse écologique" to stress the diversity and variety of approaches that existed within
the movement during the period of this study (Vaillancourt 1985a, 39; Corriveau &
Foucault 1990, 19).3 9 Several observers analyzed its diverse tendencies and attempted to
classify them (see Rogel1981; Vaillancourt 1981, 1985a; Jurdant 1984b; Hamois 1986;
and Coniveau & Foucault 1990). Generally speaking, environmentalists in Quebec in the
1970s and early '80s represented the range from reform to radical and fell into the
following categories: counterculturalists, polilical or social ecologists, conservationists, and
reform environmentalists. Vaillancourt's (1981; 1985a) scheme is more detailed: he
divided the movement's adherents into two categories depending on whether they
advocated cultural or socio-political solutions. Each category comprises conservative,
moderate, and radical constituents. Environmentalists who advocate cultural changes are
those who cali into question the values of a consumer and wasteful society and who
propose alternative lifestyles. Those advocating sociopolitical changes range from
reformists focusing on improving the physical protection of the environment to more
radical environmentalists who criticize the basic structure of society. Vaillancourt (1992)
cautioned that these are ideal types and that individuals and ENGOs often take action on
bath sociopolitical and culturallevels at the sarne lime.
Ecocentrics in Quebec are écologistes .40 They are social rather than deep ecologists
who believe that the environment will only be saved by global social and political changes.
They envision a convivial society based on, among other things, decentralized political

39 It appears tbat this term was fjrst used by the French joumalist Michel Bosquetto describe Quebec's
environmental movement (see Rogel1981, 126). Vaillancourt (1992, 7'17) called the ENGOs tbat make il
up "une ralUle très diversifiée",
40 French terms. snch as écologiste, écologism. projet de société etc. are explained in the G1ossarY.
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power, participatory democracy, and soft technologies characterized by theirconviviality-ll:
they are smail in size, cost, and energy use, and simple, accessible, and respectful of
ecological principles. Écologistes practice écologisme, which was describcd by Jurdanl
(l984b, 68-9) as,
un mouvement, un comportement, une façon de vivre, une philosophie, une
éthique, une théorie politique, un projet de société ou tout cela à la fois, qui
propose et expérimente de nouveaux modes de vie, sur les plans individuel,
économique, culturel et politique, qui garantissent l'épanouissement et la
souveraineté à la fois de tous les écosystèmes et de tous les êtres humains de
la Terre.

Écologistes promote a projet de société, which refers to a restructured society that is
socially and environmentally sound. The ward ellvirollllmelltalîsle is usually reserved for
teehnocentric environmentalists.
PRECURSORS TO THE CONTEMPORARY ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT

Conservation and Ecology
Natural history and scientific associations were actively involved in promoting conservation
in Quebec in the nineteenth century and many of them still exist today. In 1827 a natural
history society forrned in Montreal and ils journal, the Callodiall Naluralisl and Geologisl,
encouraged readers to proteet wildlife populations. One of the most influential carly
associations was la Société protectrice des animaux, founded in 1870. Il promoted the
humanitarian treatment of wild and domestic animais and helpcd to improve the public's
awareness and appreeiation of nature. Founded in 1877 by Pierre-Étienne Fortin and
Henri-Gustave Joly de Lotbinière, the Société de géographie de Québec's major
preoccupation was the study and protection of natural resources.

Another carly

conservation group was l'Association forestière québécoise, founded in 1882 (Hébert
1991).
41 "In other words, human beings will be able to approach, understand, and culturall y possess the t001s of
theirtrade (the means of production)" (Ami(e)s de la terre de québec 1986, 151). The term 'conviviality' in
reference to t001s was lirst used by lliich (l973a. Il) who wrote that il designated, among other things, "the
opposite ofindustrial produetivity".
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During the twentieth century, yet more conservation associations were established,
among them La société Provancher (1923) and La société linnéenne du Québec (Linnean
Society, 1929). The former was devoted to the study and protection of birds and to
teaching nature education to children. It also took action to protect the Lazades Islands, a
ncsting site for migratory birds in the Saint Lawrence River. The Linnean Society
conducted research and established scientific links with other Canadian and international
naturalists and scientists. It is still an important conservation organization in Quebec
(Hébert 1991). One of the oldest non-profit conservation groups that still exists in Canada
is the Quebec Society for the Protection of Birds, established in 1917.
Erforts to protect wilderness areas in this province were also influenced by the
American parks movement and by the subsequent development of national parks in
Canada. At the end of the nineteenth century, the government of Quebec decided to set
aside large tracts of land as natural parks. Between 1894 and 1937 two provincial parks
were established, le parc du Mont-Tremblant and le parc des Laurentides, but these areas,
like the national parks of the era, privileged commercial exploitation of forest and mineral
resources and allowed hunting, fishing, and a number of other recreational activities. This
spiri t animated park policy in the province until the end of the 1970s (Bourdages et al.
1984).

About 1970, sorne civil servants began to see the necessity for parks that lived up to
international cri teria The Ministry of Tourism, Hunting and Fishing began to prepare new
laws, but it took until 1977 for them to come into force. The laws allowed for the creation
of two types of parks, one for conservation purposes and the other for recreation, and
made no provision for resource exploitation. The laws governing existing parks were also
revised so they conformed ta the new policy and they stipulated public consultation for any
creation, abolition, or change in provincial parks. Unlike Canada's national park policy,
which considered the forest vegetation as weil, Quebec's was based solely on an
understanding of landforms and geology (Bourdages etaI. 1984).
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Pierre Dansereau helped to introduce the science of ecology to Quebcc in thc 1940s.
He was part of a group of people who were influenced by Frère Marie- Victorin and his
work at the Botanical Gardens in Montreal and he becarne an internationally-renowned
ecologist (Dumesnil 1981; Vaillancourt 1981). He also bccame a mentor and teacher to
students of ecology in the 1960s and to a new wave of young environmentalists in this
province in more rceent years. The 1950s and early '60s produced yet other prccursors to
modern environmentalism in Quebcc: groups of scientists and students who werc opposed
to nuclear explosions for environmental rcasons and some tenants' groups that formed to
protect their urban homes and surroundings (Vaillancourt 1981).

Urban Sanitation
As suggested in chapter 2, urban health and sanitation improvements, although not al ways
prompted by organized pressure from citizens, are the predecessors of modern pollution
control and prevention. Vaillancourt (1981) noted that the first law against air pollution in
Canada was adopted in Montreal in 1872. In 1931 the city created a special department to
inspect smoke elimination facilities and in 1950 a more general air pollution law came into
effect. The 1960s saw the adoption of more severe pollution control legislation, which
caused 1,800 of the city's private incinerators to close down. The provincial government
also forrned a water pollution committee, whieh was replaced by the Régie d'épuration des
eaux in 1958 (Vaillancourt 1981). The president of the Régie in 1960 was Guslave
Prévost, a biologist, who saw the dangers of water pollution, alerted the public through the
press, and put pressure on politicians to recognize the government's responsibility.
Prévost bcgan an anti-pollution league and for some fifteen years worked to sensitize the
public about environmental degradation and pollution (Côté 1991, 31). Il was not until
1978, however, with the Programme d'assainissement des eaux du Québec (PAEQ) that
the province systematically began to build water purification plants in the province (Dubois
1994).
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THE BIRTH OF QUEBEC'S ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT

The Beginning of Organized Action
Observers agree that 1970 marks the beginning of the organized movement dedicated to
saving Quebec's environment from desecration (see Vaillancourt 1981; also Jurdant
1984b). The major rcason is that two of the province's first ENGOs, both of which are
still foremost in Quebec's environmental movement, were founded that year: la Société
pour vaincre la pollution (SVP) and the Society to Overcome Pollution (STOP): "ils sont
quasiment à l'origine du mouvement écologiste" (Mattei & Moreau 1983, 28) (Chapter 4
includes vignettes of bath these organizations). The Conseil québécois de l'environnement
(CQE) was also incorporated in 1970. It was the result of a Symposium for Conservation
held in the fall of 1969, which was attended by severa! provincial ministers concerned with
natural resources (CQE 1970). Most of its active members were trained in biological
sciences and concerned with ecosystem preservation (Gignac 1982). Survival, an interprofessional movement largely made up of scientists, also came together in 1970 in
Quebec. It addressed the problem of weapons of mass destruction as weil as the global
poisoning of ecosystems that threaten human survival. It became an international group
that published a journal by the same name and had subscribers in thirteen countries. As
weil, a citizen's organization protesting the air pollution from Union Carbide in
Beauharnois was formed in 1970 and the first (and only) issue of Écologie-Québec was
published (Rogel 1981; Vaillancourt 1981). But 1970 was just the beginning: throughout
the 1970s ENGOs were forming in cities, in small communities, and on university
campuses throughout Quebec.
A study of 44 groups directly related to environmental protection that were formed
between 1929 and 1985 found that almost half (twenty) of them were created between 1970
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and 1979 (Harnois 1986). In a larger study of 437 ENGOs that emerged between 1917
and 1983, Harnois (ibid) noted that 82 percent were founded between 1972 and 1983.
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Another eount, done by Quebee's environrnent ministry, found that between the end of the
1960s and the beginning of the '80s, sorne 500 ENGOs had been ercated (ibid). Table 3.1
illustrates the rate of inerease in ENGO formation during the 19708 and '80s.

Many

associations arose to respond to local problems and disappcarcd once the issue was settled.
Ail these groups, however, were the manifestation of a rising eoneem about and action on
behalf of the environment among Quebecers.

Table 3.1
The Founding of Environmental Groups in Quebec: 1963·1983*

Year
1963-65
1966-68
1969-71
1972-74
1975-77
1978-80
1981-83

Number of Groups Founded

9
18

26
46
75
112
100

"This table does not include those groups that ceased their aetivities before 1984.
Source: after Gagnon 1990, 89.

Another indication, and one that is stressed by observers of Quebee environmentalism,
is the faet that sorne of the youth of the eountereulture were turning to a more 'natural' life
through organie gardening, reeycling, health food, and self-suffieient living off the land. 42
Throughout the 1970s and into the '80s, environmentalism in Quebec was developcd to a
great degree through the eountereulture's promotion of new, sustainable life-styles and
eeologieal alternatives (Mattei & Moreau 1983). Baek-to-the-Iand movements, alternative

42 Although the literature on the environmental movement in the V.S. a1so points to its links with the
ideologies of the counterculture, little has been wrillen about whether the 'ecological' lifestyles
experimented by sorne of the youth contributed to the development of environmentalism. Vaillancourt
(1981), Mattei and Morreau (1983), and Jurdant (1984b), on the other band, emphasize the importance of
alternative life-styles ID the growth of the environmental movement in Quebec.
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ments, alternative communities and communes, community gardens, and housing and art
cooperatives were ail emerging (Jurdant 1984b). In 1970 a vast network of natural food
cooperatives was set up: Le Réseau des coopératives d'alimentation saine. Several large
suppliers furnished coops with bulk produce. 43 Indeed, organic agriculture in Quebec
could not keep up with the demand for organically-grown food. It is estimated that about
10,000 people were involved in the coop movement (Mattei & Moreau 1983). Jurdant
(l984b) noted that the stores, the three documentation centres, and the coop magazine, Le

Rézo, served as a communication network for organic farmers, other coops, and militant
environmentalists. Le Rézo is an example of the counterculture's underground literature
that

wa~

a significant source of information about the environment at a time when radio,

television, and newspapers were not yet reporting on this issue.

Environmental Writing
Quebec's counterculture was influenced by the underground or alternative Iiterature that
began to appear in the late 1960s and early 70s, much of it clearly influenced in turn by the
'fugitive' American press (Moore 1973; Duchatel 1981; Proulx 1982). Alternative
magazines such as La vie douce, Le temps fou, Biosphère, le Noyau and Mainmise began
publishing. The latter enjoyed enormous success between 1970 and 1978.44 Apart from
its encouragement of drug use and sexualliberation and its rejection of traditional values
and mores, one of the main themes of this magazine was the notion that humans are part of
nature and must return to the land to find their lost intuitive and creative faculties. It
advocated a faith in alternative, soft technologies and self-sufficiency, encouraging its
readers to reduce their energy use and consumption of goods because of the finite nature of
the planet's resources. It also proposed severe legislation for polluting industries (Moore
1973; Duchatel 1981). Another popular underground publication was le Répertoire
43 These were LaBa1ance in Montreal, l'Engoulevent in Quebec City, and Alentour in Sherbrooke.
44 After Oclober 1971, il had a regular distribution of sorne 26,000 copies (Raboy 1984). See Moore
(1973) and Duchalel (1981) for analyses of the ideology and influence of Ibis magazine.
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québécois des outils planétaires, modeled after the American Whole Earth Cataloglle. Both
advocated alternative technologies that are benign to the environment. Alternative radio
began broadcasting about environmental themes in the late 1970s. In 1979, for example,
the major environmental and antinuclear groups took turns producing an hour-long
program each day on Radio Centre-Ville (Vaillancourt 1981).
Mainstream environmentalliterature also came over the border and many inOuential
books, such as those by Carson, Commoner, Bookchin, Meadows el al., and lllich were
translated into French. These came a cireuitous route via Paris where the French versions
were published, however, making them available to the francophone audience several years
later than they were to anglophones. 45 French books on the environment and the ills of
modem society by authors such as René Dubos, Paul Duvigneaud, Brice Lalonde, Philippe
Lebreton, Michel Bosquet (alias André Gorz), Jean-Marie Pelt, and René Dumont also
reached educated Quebec audiences.
Literature by Quebecers also began to appear on bookshelves in the 1970s. Chaput and
LeSauteur's Dossier pollution was published in 1971 and became a best-seller and
Quebec's equivalent to Si/ent Spring. Written in a language that was accessible to the lay
person, it not only showed explicitly the dangers associated with local and global pollution
but made suggestions for solutions and demonstrated to concerned readers the power of
citizen action. The authors were cognizant of the pollution problems already faccd by the
United States and declared that "la pollution est la pire menace que l'humanité ait connue de
son histoire" (ibid, 22). The book was proclaimed by the Quebec press, which urged its
audience toread it(see Lefebvre 1971;Poupart 1971). Ten years later, Rogel's (l981)Un

paradis de la pollution appeared, deseribing the lamentable state of Quebec's environment.
The province's seientific journals and magazines, sueh as Québec-Science and De IOllte

urgence, also started devoting spaee to cnvironmental issues in the 1970s. ln January

45 For the translated versions, see Carson (1963), Commoner (1969; 1972), Bookchin (1976), Meadows el
al. (1972b); and nlich (1973b. 1973c).
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1972, the journal Critère dedicated a special edition to the environment. 46 Many ENGOs
started to publish their own newsletters so that by 1985 there were sorne 97 groups
regularly publishing bulletins (Gagnon 1993). In the fall of 1983 the magazine Idées et

pratiques alternatives was founded by a group promoting an alternative movement in
Quebec. 47

Sorne ENGO publications eventually became respected environmental

magazines. Franc-Nord (changed to Franc-Vert in 1991), for example, was started in 1984
by the Union québécoise pour la conservation de la nature (UQCN).
The mass media was slower in showing an interest in environmental matters in the
1970s. Sorne reporters, however, were attentive to the issue. In February 1972, for
example, Desrochers published a series of four articles about pollution, recycling,
transport, energy, phosphates, and pesticides in La Presse.

Furthermore, several

anglophone newspaper journalists in the 1970s expressed their personal opinions in
support of environmental protection. The Montreal Star was particularly sensitive to stories
about the environment and ENGOs in the 1970s. It was not until the beginning of the
1980s, however, that major French newspapers such as Le Devoir, La Presse, and Le

Soleil, began publishing articles related to the environment on a daily basis. Television
was also slow to air environmental messages. One of the first programs, a series of halfhour teaching films by Pierre Dansereau, was televised in 1982 (Vaillancourt 1982).
In the mid-1980s, several of Quehec's environmental activists professing different
views of the ecological crisis and its remedies published books. In 1984, Jurdant's Le deji

écologiste appeared posthumously. Called a monumental work by Vaillancourt (1985b), it
outlined the ideology of a new society based on the principles of écologisme - diversity,
self-discipline, moderation, and fairness. Jurdant called for a cultural and social revolution
in which political power would he decentralized, the right to a decent income and useful
46 Il published the proceedings of a mlÙtidisciplinary conference held in November 1971 at the Collège
Abunsic called "Education et problèmes d'environnement", The first part of the edition is devoted to
pollution - air pollution, heavy metals, noise pollution, A short text by Pierre Dansereau precedes the
second part, which focuses on environmental philosophy and etbics.
47 Some of these publications disappeared after a few years, usually due to lack of funds. Alternatives
lasted until 1986.
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work would be entrenched in the constitution, the economy would be locally-based, and
technologies would be small, convivial, and accessible. Gagnon, much less radical and
advocating political solutions, published L'Écologie, le c/iaÎllolllllallqualll de la politique in
1985. He was running as the environmental candidate in the Parti Québécois leadership
race and presented his view of a société écologiste. Thus, an awakening of interest in
environmental matters is reflected in the amount of information that gradually became
available ,., the public during the 1970s and '80s.
The Movement's 8irth: 1970-1975
The emergence of environmental consciousness in Quebec society is also evident in the
establishment of govemment bodies and regulations and in the continued appearance of
new environmental groups throughout the period. The 1970s saw the introduction of
several measures by the provincial govemment to protect its natural resources. Radical
environmentalists criticized these efforts as being merely ways to clear the conscience of
officiais who were being pressured by ENGOs but whose main interest was in staying in
power and in solving industry's problems, not those of the whole society (see Jurdant
1984b). In 1971 les Services de protection de l'environnement (SPE) was created for
municipal affairs, witha budget of $4,000,000. This was raised to $12,000,000 in 1972
and $17,000,000 in 1973 (Vaillancourt 1981). The national assembly also created the
Conseil consultatif sur l'environnement in 1973, an initiative that was prompted by
pressure from ENGOs (Rogel 1981; Vaillancourt 1981; Corriveau & Foucault 1990).
By 1973 the environment ministry employed about 300 people and the Minister, Dr
Victor Goldbloom, had gained a reputation as being genuinely concemed about and active
in improving environmental legislation (Desrochers 1972). It was not until 1978,
however, that the province gave the public sorne capacity to participate in the decisionmaking process regarding environmental problems: it adopted la Loi sur la qualité de

l'environnement. Two years later, le Réglement général relatif à l'évaluation et à l'examen
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des impacts sur l'environnement and les Régies de procédure relatives au déroulement des
audiences publiques were adopted (Cotnoir et al. 1991). These enabled the institution, in
1978, of le Bureau des audiences publiques sur l'environnement (BAPE), a consultation
agency to which the public could present briefs and take claims that could influence the
outcome of projects in bath the public and private sectors. By 1984 Quebec's environment
rninistry counted sorne 1,200 employees (Jurdant 1984b).
Environmental groups had been requesting forums for public participation in
governmental decisions regarding the environment since the early 1970s. Public protest
over the James Bay hydroelectric development project manifested itself in the formation of
the James Bay Committee in the autumn of 1971 in Montreal. Premier Robert Bourassa
announced his intention to develop hydroelectric power.from rivers flowing into eastern
James Bay in April 1971, before the Cree living in the territory were notified or
environmental impact assessments had been done. The James Bay Committee, composed
of mostly anglophone activists, supporters, and ten to twcnty ENGOs and aboriginal
associations, asked the government to hold public hearings on the project, commissioned
their own ecological study, produced and distributed a position paper on the potential
consequences of the project, and published a 4O-page booklet about the situation. They
also called for a moratorium on construction until the social, economic, and environmental
implications had been investigated (Paehlke 1980). Paehlke (ibid, 133) noted that intense
protest against the James Bay project signaled a shift in the environmental movement's
focus "from pollution to a more multi-dimensionaI concern with the broad and complex
interrelationships between economy and ecology". Vaillancourt (1982) aIso suggested that
the movement took on a more radical and popular bent at this time, particularly after the
1973 oil crisis.
The year 1975 saw the founding of the Mouvement pour une agriculture biologique
(MAB), Le Monde à bicyclette (MàB), l'Association québécoise contre les pluies acides
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(AQLPA), and the Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility (CCNR).48 The laller, a
national organization, was begun in Montreal by sorne of the provi nce's foremost
environmental and anti-nuclear leaders including Hélène Lajambe, Solange Vincent, and
Gordon Edwards. MAB was started by a group of organic farmers who wanted to
promote this form of agriculture so it would attain the same recognition il enjoyed in
Switzerland, France, and West Germany (Mattei & Moreau 1983). By the 1980s, MAB
was supported by more than 120 health food cooperatives (JurdantI984b).
In 1975 a eottager's association formed a federation. Sorne 215 self-help organiz.ations
carne together as the Fédération des associations pour la protection de l'environnement des
lacs (FAPEL). FAPEL was kind!ed by Tony LeSauteur, one of the pioneers of Quebcc's
environmental movement. LeSauteur, a ehemieal engineer who was hired by the Régie des
eaux in 1964, began advocating a change from a 'philosophie du robinet', in whieh
pollution control was eonfined to filtering and ehlorinating drinking water, lo a
'philosophie du milieu', whieh meant solving the problem at its source (Cités ct Villes
1969). He speke out about his perception of the apathy and ineffieienty of civil servants.
ln the late I%Os, he gave conferences throughout the province on the problems of
pollution and began helping cottage-owners form associations to pressure the govemment
into preventing water pollution in their lakes. 49 As a result of his eampaign, by 1970
thirty-seven lake-dwellers' associations had formed and more and more lakeside residents
were requesting information about the clean-up and proper installation of their septic tanks
(Ferrante 1970). LeSauteur's team included specialists such as forestry engineers,
geologists, and town planners, who helped the umbrella group, FAPEL, to provide
information to its member associations.

By 1981 its membership had doubled

(Vaillancourt 1981).

48 MàB and AQLPA are the subjecls of vignelles in chapter 4.
49 Between July 1%9 and July 1970, LeSauteur made 64 speeches, gave interviews on thirteen televi,ion
and six radio programs, prompted the writing of 37 newspaper and magazine articles, and wrotc 35 himself
as weIl as an encyclopcdia and a pamphlet, aIl on pollution (Grescoe 1970).
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LeSauteur became president of La Fédération québécoise de la faune (FQF), a
conservation association that was founded in 1945 and had 70,000 members in 1971 when
he was elected. In 1969 LeSauteur had been influential in redirecting FQF's aims from
those that safeguarded the interests of hunters and anglers to those that protected nature
(Hunter 1969). Once he became president in 1972 he convinced the club to adopt a new
constitution that decentralized and democratized the organization. He also estabIished four
Opportunities for Youth (OFY) projects in 1972. In one, students studied the flora and
fauna in and around the islands between Longueuil and Sorel for the project 'Un Reuve,
Un Parc', a plan to set aside 110 islands in the Saint Lawrence River between Montreal and
Sorel as recreation parks and wildlife reserves50 (Pagé 1972; Richard 1972). In 1971,
LeSauteur became the lïrst Quebecer to win the prestigious White Owl Conservation prize.
He was also instrumental in the founding of severa! of the environmental organizations that
sprang up at the beginning of the 1970s. Young enthusiasts acknowledged his expertise
and welcomed his role as advisor and consultant to their fledging groups.
Thus the first phase of modem environmentalism, which took place between about
1970 and 1975, was characterized by the Quebec pubIic's awakening to the existence of
environmental problems and the beginning of organized action to remedy them, including
govemmental legislation. Generally speaking, the focus of this period was on local and
regional issues such as water pollution in lakes, air pollution in the cities, and hydroelectric
development in the James Bay. ENGOs at the beginning of the 1970s also devoted their
energies to the management of urban spaces, public transport, and to a criticism of
consumer society (Vaillancourt 1981). 1ndividual and community efforts were also being
made by the youth of the counterculture to make their lifestyles more benign for their
environment. Gradually, during the 1970s,
[ulne vaste mouvement vert, plutôt diffus mais fort diversifié, s'est formé,
avec des tendances et des positions variés, qui s'expriment à travers des
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50 See Côté's (1991) cbrooicle of LeSanteur's tight for the islands. When the project was tirst announced,
ooly seventeen islands were prolected Today there are more !ban SO, thanks to the work of LeSanteur.
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groupes, des revues, des ouvrages et des porte-paroles de plus en pl us
sophistiqués, et une opinion publique de mieux en mieux informée.
(Vaillancourt 1985b, 7)

Revitilization: 1975-1980
Jurdant (l984b, 72) declared that 1977 represented "le départ de l'écologisme québécois".
Indeed, as Vaillancourt attested (1979; 1981), the environmental movement gained a new
momentum in that year because a great number and variety of the province's ENGOs and
anti-nuclear groups were brought together by the nuclear issue.

Hydro-Québec was

planning to build 35 nuclear-energy plants along the Saint Lawrence River.

At a

Parliamentary Commission in February 1977, several non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) presented memoirs voicing concern about the technical, economic, and moral
implications of the plan and proposed conservation, recycling, and soft energy measures as
alternatives. Subsequently, about fifteen ENGOs and antinuclear groups formed a coalition
- un front commun antinucléaire (FCAN) - to force the closure of the nuclear sites at
Gentilly l, to hait work on Gentilly II, and to oppose the completion of the heavy water
plant at La Prade. They organized a demonstration and on 22 October, 1977 between 800
and 1,000 people carne together at Gentilly, nearly 100 kilometres northeast of Montreal. 51
This event triggered the formation of l'Alliance Tournesol, a decentralized antinuclear NGO
whose mandate was live in an ecologically sound manner in harmony with nature and, in
collaboration with other ENGOs, to inform the public about ecological solutions to
environmentaI problems (Mattei & Moreau 1983). It was a1so at this event that FCAN
decided to create a new coalition of Quebec's environmental groups (Vaillancourt 1981).
In 1978 FCAN's organizing committee sent a letter to 180 groups and hundreds of
environmental activists throughout Quebec. It invited them to a week-end colloquium the
purpose of which was to,

51 Their demands were partiaUy met as only one of the sites was built
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lay the base of a large Québec Ecological Movement, decentralized yet
united, whose goal will be to create a socio-political force that will
revolutionize globally and radically the productivist, hierarchical and
destructive society in which we live, by challenging its choices and its
underlying values, and by proposing an alternative ecological society in
harmony with the ecosphere of Planet Earth. (Vaillancourt 1979,5)
About 200 people attended the event, which took place at Lac Saint-Joseph near Quebec
City (Vaillancourt 1981', Jurdant 1984b). At this meeting the regroupement écologique
québécois (REQ), "a loosely knit coalition of progressive ecology groups and ecologically
minded individuals" (Vaillancourt 1979,5) was formed. This umbrella group took over
the work of an earlier and similar effort at unifying the diverging tendencies of the fledging
environmental movement: le Regroupement québécois pour l'environnement (RQPE),
which formed in 1976 and folded a year later because of lack of funds (Gignac 1982).
REQ opened a café in which écologisme was the main issue of discussion until the political
tendencies of this effort were engulfed by the countercultural ones. The seeds for Les
Ami(e)s de la Terre du Québec were also sown at the Lac St-Joseph event. Subsequently
an ecology manifesto stating the goals and demands of the militant members of the coalition
was written and distributed by the REQ.52
Efforts to unite the disparate environmental and nuclear groups were pari of a trend
toward coalition-forming that characterized the end of the '70s. The Regroupement pour
un Québec vert, for example, was a coalition that brought together ecologists, écologistes,
conservationists, and more moderate environmentalists to demand the democratic and
ecological management of the province's forests and ta fight against companies that were
exploiting them unsustainably in the name of profit (Vaillancourt 1985a).
One of the most enduring umbrella groups to emerge after Lac St-Joseph (and in
reaction to the disaster at Three-Mile Island), was the Front commun pour un débat public
sur l'énergie (The Coalition for a Public Dehate on Energy).53 Created in 1979 out of one
52 Sec Vaillancowt (1979), who was an active memberof REQ, for his presentation of and commentary on
Ibis manifesto, and Gasselin and Lapainte (1983) and (Les) Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québec (1986 and 1988)
for updates ofit.
53 This coalition endured because government promises for a public debate never materialized. Two
parliamentary commissions were held about energy and the White Paper of 1978 recognized the need for a
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of the Société pour vaincre la poIlution's (SVP) commitlees led by Pierre Lacombe, it
bccame a coalition of about 80 groups whose mandate, as suggested by its name, was lo
demand that the provincial govemment hold public debates about Quebec's energy needs
with a view to establishing an energy policy. It also demanded a moratorium on aIl nuclear
projects (and, later on, ail hydro projects) until a debate had been held. Il strove to educate
the member groups on energy issues and to coordinate and diffuse information. 1n
February 1981, the coalition organized a conference and an 'energy week' atthe University
of Quebec at Montreal (Gendron 1992). The Réseau québécois des groupes écologistes,
whieh officially began in 1982, is another umbreIla group that facilitated the exchange of
information among its member groups.54
Thus the movement experieneed a renewal in the late 1970s and early '80s with new
action toward unity and concerns about the provinee's energy uppermost on the agenda,
especially within the more radical arm of the movemenl. The period was also characterized
by an enormous diversity of issues and causes. Despite the attempts at forming a vasl
eohesive movement, there was evidenee of growing fragmentation, especially in the rift
between écologistes and more reformist environmentalists, which often hindered eoncerted
and coherent action (Gagnon 1985). Examples abound: Vaillancourt (1981) noted that a
significant schism developed within the REQ between conservative and countercultural
tendeneies, and the more radical and politieized elements; Michel Jurdanl, representing the
radical wing, criticized FAPEL's actions because they protected the interests of people who
owned land around lakes, places Jurdant thought should remain accessible to the public;
and a schism also developed between Les Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québec (AT) and the

debate, but despite the coalition's efforts, none was beld (VaiUancourt 1982; Jordant 1984b). Fin.Uy,
because environmentalists, economists, and Hydro planners expressed radically different views aboul energy
demands during the 1990s impact assessments for the proposed Great Wbale bydroelectric projccl in the
James Bay, the govemment promised to bold a public debate on Quebcc's future energy supply in the spring
of 1995 (Derfell994).
54 StiU active at the present, il publisbes Le Bouquet écologique, produces a repertory of Quebcc's ENGOs,
and bolds annual general assemblies. These activities are financed in part by bath provincial and federal
environment ministries (VaiUancourt 1985a).
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Association québécoise de lutte contre les pluies acides (AQLPA) because the former
considercd the latter too willing to rely on technological fixes.

The Golden Age?: 1980-1985
As the new decade began, momentum seemed to Oag as the movement reached a sort of
plateau at the beginning of the '80s. Vaillancourt (1982, 130) saw "un certain essoufnement" due to the reeession and to people's eoncern for the economy and their own personal
needs, to the fears of a third World War, and, perhaps to the fact that ENGOs were less
confrontationai.
During the 1980s, however, environmentalism did not die, indeed it appeared to be
here to stay although the movement was changing and evolving. Environmentalists in
Quebec, as they did elsewhere, became aware of global problems such as desertification,
deforestation, global warming, and depletion of the ozone layer (Gagnon 1993).
Consciousness of global issues aise manifested itself in the new interest ENGOs expressed
in forging ties with international peace movements and in Third World issues such as
hunger, overpopulation, resource depletion, and inequality (Vaillancourt 1982). At local
levels, the '80s saw many urban-based ENGOs working on establishing recycling
businesses and educating the public about sorting their recyclables at the source. Quebec's
Environment Ministry granted $600,000 to recycling groups, creating 130 jobs (ibid).
Other such groups concentrated on pressuring their municipalities to institute large-scale
door-to-door recycling. Their success took recycling out of the hands of community
organizations, placing the responsibility on municipal governments and the products in the
hands of industry (De Guise 1994). The movement was still mobilized on the question of
energy, but acid rain came to the fore as the major environmental problem. Pollution, in
the form of toxic chemicals from agricultural practices, forestry, and industry was still a
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major preoccupation and hazardous waste became a new one (Vaillancourt 1981).
Environmentalists also expressed views against the use of urea-formaldehyde for insulating
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houses. The main province-wide conservation issues at the time were the uncontrollcd
spraying of the spruce budworm, which ENGOs opposed, the loss of agricultural land,
and the creation of five new conservation parks (Mattei & Moreau 1983; Lauzon 1994). In
Quebec City environmental and community activists became mobilized to save the port and
prevent the construction of the Dufferin autoroute through the old city. In Montreal thcrc
was a eoncerted effort on the part of militant cyclists to force the city to provide more and
better facilities (Vaillancourt 1982; Lauzon 1994).
The countercultural tendencies within the movement becamc more professional during
the '80s as the concern for health and 'natural' food turned into a more organized
alternative movementadvocating holistic or preventative medicine, excrcisc and fresh air,
and vegetarianism. Health food stores, vegetarian restaurants, and small alternative
medicine practices sprung up across the province (Vaillancourt 1982).
The '80s also brought a new wave of adherents and activists to the movcmcnt: young
people, most of them educated in the sciences. Environmental groups devoted to the
interests of youth, like ENvironnement JEUnesse and les Jeunes naturalistes formed on
university and CEGEP campuses (Vaillancout 1982). ENvironnement JEUnesse was
formed in 1979 when a faction within Quebec's 4H Club55 in Trois-Rivières wanted to
broaden the association's aims to a more global environmental perspective. The new
group's goal was to sensitize young people to ecological concepts. lt organized its
members into different committees responsible for themes such as outdoor recreation,
food, feminism, recycling, transport, gardening, energy, and pollution. The association's
bimonthly newsletter turned into a 44-page quarterly journal published since 1980 as

L'ENJEU (Mattei & Moreau 1983; Beauchemin 1994; Gagné 1994).
Another change in the 1980s was the increasing politicization of the movement.
Environmentalists were questioning the role of multinationals, of the United States

55 The province's 4H Clubs were founded in 1942. They are the youth wing of l'Association forestière
québécoise.
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(especially in the acid rain debate), and of government projects. They were proposing
alternatives to projects that were not environmentally sound. The movement had become
more concretc as weil as more involved with other progressive social movements such as
the union movement and feminism. Numerous labour councils established effective
environmental committees (Walsh 1988). The CSN (Confédération des syndicats
nationaux), for example, created an 'ecology' committee in 1980, whose mandate was to
inform its members about health and job safety as weil as air and water pollution, acid rain,
recycling, and energy problems. Two democratic socialist groups (le Comité des 100 and
le Regroupement des militants socialistes) also expressed interest in environmental matters
(Mattei & Moreau 1983; Vaillancourt, 1981; 1985a). Sorne ENGOs declared themselves
officially in favour of certain political parties. In 1980, for example, many ecologistes said
'yes' to an independent Quebec and in the elections of April 1981, la Société pour vaincre
la pollution (SVP) and le Monde à bicyclette (MàB), among others, supported an
independent candidate who presented écologiste, feminist, independent, and socialist ideals
(Gignac 1982).
The 1980s also saw the publication of Jurdant's influential book, Le défi écologiste
(1 984b). Jurdant played a significant role in the emergence of the environmental movement
in Quebec. He was a militant activist with a reputation for being outspoken and radical,
with an 'unusual' style. He passionately promoted and defended ecologicaI life styles.
Qui tting his job of 22 years with Environment Quebec, he began teaching Geography and
écologisme at Laval University where he influenced a new generation of potential

environmentaIists. Before he died on 6 November 1984, Jurdant had helped found Les
Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québec.
During the early 1980s, the movement was being solidly implanted in diverse regions
of the province as ENGOs emerged in ail corners of Quebec (Vaillancourt 1982). Severa!
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mainstream groups showed rapid development during this period, notably l'Union
québécoise pour la conservation de la nature (UQCN) and the Association québécoise àe
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lutte contre les pluies acides (AQLPA) (Gagnon 1993). Indeed, ENGOs had been growillg
in size and number during the first years of the decade. By 1984, there were sorne 820
NGOs whose specifie mandate was environrnental protection (Vaillaneourt 1985a).
Environmentalism had truly emerged as a legitimate soeietal concern by 1985. A
retrospeetive on Quebee's progress in defending the environment called 1984 "l'âge d'or
du mouvement écologique" (Franc-Vert 1994, 13). Indeed, in a poll donc by Consulation
Nadeau in 1985, 64 percent of the respondents feh that environmental groups were very
useful to society (Gagnon 1993). In the eyes of Jurdant (1 984b, 25), however, the
environmental movementof the mid-80s was still a marginal social force. He viewed the
movement as a refuge for frustrated people, a therapy group, a naturalists' club, "une
confrérie de rêveurs du paradis perdu", an association defending privileged interests or,
quite simply, a good collective conscience. He strove to help it beeome "un véritable

mouvement social, c'est-à-dire un mouvement capable de développer un projet de société
alternative" (ibid, emphasis in original). He deplored the loss of the eountercultural
elements in the movement, its co-option by teehnocrats in the government and industry,
and the tendeney of many aetivists to "cantonner dans l'environnementalisme" by
proposing teehnical and managerial solutions rather than by lrying to change the underlying
social rcasons for the erisis (ibid, 380). His aspirations for a projet de société were
evidently still too radical for mainstrearn environmental interests.
Luc Gagnon, another prominent environmentalist, was of the opinion that the
movement needed to move into a phase of constructive action, the realization of which

wa~

hindered by the existence of the radical utopian strand personified by Jurdanl: "[L)a phase
de l'avenir sera celle de l'éeologism constructif et non-utopique" (Gagnon 1985, 13). Il
appears, however, that despite their differenccs, bath Jurdant and Gagnon questioned the
strength and success of Quebee's environmental movement in the mid-'80s.
With hindsight, however, the mid-I980s may indeed have been the golden age of
Quebee's environmental movement. From its emergenee in 1970 to 1985 ENGOs had
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bcen successful on a number of levels.

Firstly, they had sensitized the public to

cnvironmental problems through their literature and public campaigns. Prior to 1970, the
Quebcc public was largely ignorant of the problems posed by pollution, but by 1978,
Quebecers were more concerned about the quality of their environment than other
Canadians (Gignac 1982). The Société pour vaincre la pollution (SVP), for example, had
produced a map showing the areas affected by acid rain, the Association québécoise le lutte
contre la pollution atmosphérique (AQLPA) had toured municipal councils to educate
citizens about the problem, the Fédération des associations pour la protection de
l'environnement des lacs (FAPEL) was educating thousands of cottagers, and l'Union
québécoise pour la conservation de la nature (UQCN) had started publishing the magazine

Franc-Nord.

Second, ENGOs had successfully forced legislative changes, FAPEL

regarding water quality and the Society to Overcome Pollution (STOP) in regulations about
toxic waste are examples. Third, they had organized hundreds of community activities,
such as a conferences, seminars, debates, and information sessions. Perhaps the fairest
evaluation of Quebec's environmental movement in 1985 is that made by Vaillancourt
(l985a, 46):
Il Ya une croissance constante et un enracinement plus grand du mouvement
dans son ensemble. C'est peut-être moins voyant, moins radical qu'il y a
quelques années, mais c'est plus large et c'est plus fort. On est passé de la
phase prophétique à la phase d'institutionalisation. Beaucoup plus de gens
sont rejoints, et de façon plus profonde.

•
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4: CONTEXT, MOBILIZATION, AND MOTIVATION
CONTEXT: DATA AT THE MACRO LEVEL

[f]he most significant development growing out of the changes taking place
in Canadian society since the Second World War has been the sudden
emergence of new large bodies of the population, what might here be called
publics, actively involving themselves in the political and social affairs of
the nation at large a larger population, bigger cities, more young people
going to university an avalanche of social changes. (Clark 1975,410)
It is within this context that the environmentai movement arose in Canada. Quebec also
went through similar changes, emerging from a closed, rural Catholic society during a time
known as the Quiet Revolution to catch up to the rest of North America's postindustialization. The following section highlights the changes the province went through
prior to and just as ENGOs began to organize to stop the pollution that industrialization and
urbanization had created.

The Social, Political, and Cultural Context
The Duplessis governrnent that prevailed in Quebec after the second World War was c10sed
and conforrnist, based on traditional religious and rural structures. Oppositional movements, however, began to seek social change and advocated ratlTapage - modernization to
catch up with social and economic development elsewhere. After 1955, "[l]e pouvoir
politique de la petite bourgeoisie rurale fut remis en question par une nouvelle petite
bourgeoisie urbaine, éduquée, avide de modernisation et de changements" (Monière 1977,
364).
With the death of Maurice Duplessis in 1959 and the victory of Jean Lesage's Li berals
in 1960 came a new openness to political and social change. Quebecers wanted to be
masters of their own destiny (Proulx 1982; McRoberts 1988). During the 1960s, the
authority that had been vested in the Church was overturned as the Quebec state became
predominant.

The Quebec government soon employed a large proportion of the

Francophone labour force and large enterprises and the public sector grew in importance.
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The most successful state enterprise was Hydro-Québec, which by 1963 had taken over
most of the power ulilities in the province and had become "a symbol of modem Quebec
achievement" (Sykes 1973, 181).
ln 1964 the Quebec Ministry of Education was established so that the Quebec
govemment took over full authority of private and public educalional institutions in the
province and within eight years the Quebec school system was completely remodeled.
Laval University expanded, new universities opened, and Collèges d'education générale et
professionelle (CEGEPs) replaced the system of church-run classical colleges. There was
greater equality among students, adult education became more widely available, and
financial assistance for post-secondary studies was improved (Simard & Baillargeon
1992a; 1992b). Quebec also increasingly took control of health and welfare activities and
access to justice became easier. As weIl, Francophone ownership in the Quebec economy
grew substantially in the 1960s and 70s. The province also changed its relationship with
the federal govemment, gaining more power to act in the economy (Thompson 1973;
McRoberts 1988).
These changes had far-reaching social and political repercussions: religion no longer
held reign over the family and sexuality: there was a decrease in fertility rates 56 , in family
stability, and in marriages, as weil as an increase in divorce. People of ail walks of life had
more leisure lime. 57 There was a huge increase in scholastic !evels in secondary and
college-level schools and more teenagers of modest means were attending university. 58 A
large number of francophone students were graduating with qualifications for white-collar

56 The annual population growth rate at the beginning of the 1950s was 2.5 percent bnt it began to level
off in the early 1%Os, which eventually resulted in rates !hat were lower !han those for Canada as a whole.

Household size also decreased considerably. In 1961 it was 4.53 persons and by 1975 it was 3.5 (Langlois
etai. 1992).
57 An approximate evaluation estimated that household spending on leisure activities increased from II
percentto about 22 percent from 1962-1978 (Bellavance & Fournier 1992).
58 By 1986, the percentage of fifreen to twenry-four year olds who had studied at university was four times
what it was in 1961 (Simard & Baillargeon 1992a). The number of general college dip10mas granted tripled
belWeen 1970 and the 1980s (Simard & Baillargeon 1992b).
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positions, more and more were trained in the sciences, and many of thc clcrgy's dutics
were taken over by educated social workers (Lazure 1970; McRoberts 1988).
This Quiet Revolution brought Quebec society" l'rom at least seeming rcligious
solidarity to rapid dechristianization, l'rom ignorance to mass education ... " (Dumont 1974,
3). lt also brought Quebec into line with other postindustrial societies: "[lj'anciennc société
traditionnelle, cléricale, repliée sur elle-même, cède le pas à une société post-industriellc
laIque, appartenant de plus en plus à la société nord-américaine" (Rochcr 1973, 11). Thcrc
was a spectacular rise in the tertiary sector59 , a greater percentage of the population was
working in professional jobs, both white-collar and those related to scientific and cultuml
pursuits, a new intelligentsia had formed in society, and there was a proliferation of public
interest groups. Organized groups and innovations were now emerging l'rom the grassroots
contrary to the pre-l960s period when social innovations tended to diffuse l'rom the top
down (Julien et al. 1976). Participation in voluntary associations, for example, increased
markedly between the 1960s and 1980s (Langlois 1992).
As French Canadians increasingly identified with Quebec as a nation rather than with
Canada as a whole, the goal of Francophone nationalists became "a highly efficient
technological society led by French Canadians and animated by a French spirit"
(McRoberts 1988, 129). Clandestine cells of the Front de liberation du québec (FLQ)
began setting off bombs. Young intellectuals - university students, artists, and poots publishing in PartiPris, called for a socialist, independent, and lay Quebec (Monière 1977;
Proulx 1982; Raboy 1984). Leftists used a colonial model to justify the liberation of
Quebec l'rom Canada and l'rom the influence of the United States as weil as of
"Francophone workers l'rom Francophone upper classes" (McRoberts 1988, 196).
Capitalism, whether English, American, or French, became the enemy. There was also a
growing sense of a need for political independence among the Francophone working class

59 By 1973, the tertiary sector accounted for 63 percent of jobs, having risen l'rom 41.6 percent in 1950
(JlÙien etai. 1976).
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during the late 1960s and the 1970s. For many, the Quiet Revolution had not mettheir
expectations and "Quebec sovereignty had become an all-encompassing symbol for
change" (McRoberts 1988,262). ln 1968, the Parti Québécois was founded. By 1970 it
had gained twenty-four percent of the vote and in 1973 it secured thirty percent of the vote
and six scats in parliamenl.
As part of the larger North American economy, Quebec experienced the depression that
peaked in the years 1969-71. The Quiet Revolution was over. There was high unemployment and economic stagnation which led to sorne connict, especially in Montreal. An era
of social protest began that slarted wi th the merging of nationalist and socialist movements,
with student protests, and with unionization (Proulx 1982). A new political liberty
emerged and intellectuals were inlluenced by the discovery of marxism and by the media
portrayal of the civil rights movement, the anti-Vietnam war protests in the United States,
and the European student movement that culminated in May 1968 in France. ln the fall of
the following year, the student movement in Quebec caused the closing of CEGEPs and
sorne universities (Lazure 1970; Huston 1972; Proulx 1982).
With the summer of 1969 came a rise in unemployment, demonstrations about lack of
work, and the challenging of the Quebec government's authority by well-organized unions
(Lazure 1970; Huston 1972; Proulx 1982). Added to problems in the job market were
growing urban problems related to poverty, housing, hea1th, and public services.
Furthermore, the city of Montreal's administration was costly and not interested in social
poli tics. These factors and the disillusionment with the Quiet Revolution led to the
emergence of groupes populaires (Lesemann & Thienot 1972; McRoberts 1988).
ln the mid-'60s, community organizers with socialist 1eanings began stirring up citizens
in the poorer quartiers of Montreal urging them to set up committees to challenge authority
and to protest the domination of the capitalist state. But the marxisl-leninist tendencies of
the social protest saon gave way to new social movements particularly concerned with the
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quality of social life as weil as the defence and promotion of neighbourhood and local
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interests: women's rights, environmental issues, urban issues, and sexual mallers joined
the more classical questions related tojobs and the work place (Raboy 1984). By 1968
community groups were less focused on protest and more oriented towards specifie
collective projects: citizen committees formed by animations sociale from thc early 1960s
were replaced in the early '70s by groupes populaires (Alsène 1983; Fréchet 1992a).
Members created consumers' coops and medical clinics in the Montreal neighbourhoods of
Saint-Henri, Pointe Saint-Charles, Centre-Sud, and Hochelaga, for instance. ln 1970 a
political action committee called the Front d'action politique des salariés (FRAP) entered the
municipal elections but was discredited when it was accused of being connected ta the
Frond de liberation du Québec (FLQ) during the October crisis (Raboy 1984).
This crisis was the culmination of political violence perpetrated by the FLQ si ncc the
early 1960s. Sorne FLQ terrorists kidnapped Pierre Laporte, a provincial cabinet ministcr,
and the British trade commissioner, lames Cross. The terrorists demanded total Quebec
independence and the freedom of exploited Francophone workers. The federal govemment
refused their demands and imposed the War Measures Act. Laporte was murdered by his
captors.
Federal and provincial govemments took steps to stave off social tensions. Several
federally-sponsoredjob-creation programs were instituted, for example. In 1971, the
Liberal govemment inaugurated Opportunities for Youth (OFY) or Perspecti ves jeunesse
(Pl) with a $14.7-million fund (Gwyn 1972).

Applicants >vere invited to submit

innovative projects that would create summer employment and they were awarded grants to
administer them and to hire student workers (Raboy 1984; Westhues 1975). For 1972, the
OFY budget was $35 million. Another $180 million was spent on a similar scheme, the
Local Initiatives Programme (LIP) or Projet d'initiative locale (PIL), a winter job-creation

plan. These projects were aimed at the educated unemployed - those who would have no
trouble preparing, organizing, and administering a social program (Gwyn 1972; Huston
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1972).

"ln the early 1970s, activist Canadian youth were no longer fighting the

govemment but accepting govemment paycheques ... " (Westhues 1975,403).
Parallel to the national movement and the mouvement populaire in 1960s Quebec was
thc counterculture. It diffused swiftly and easily into the province from the United States.
Draft dodgers brought it, the media covered il. Expo-67, the International Exposition in
Montreal, helped put into place the first underground networks of information (as weil as
the traffic of psychedelic and soft drugs) (Proulx 1982). The counterculture rebelled
against what they saw as a wasteful and profit-seeking society mesmerized by
consumption, and an enormous, weil oiled, and impersonal bureaucratic machine
orchestrated by technocrats. Lazure (1970, SO) saw Quebec's young people as "brimé,
captif, aliené". To cope, many of them, like their American neighbours, chose to 'drop
out': to leave society by refusing to live by its rules, by leaving the cities to live in the
country, by dropping out of school or quitting jobs, by becoming nomadic travellers, and
by taking drugs. Others, however, became involved in social change. For sorne, the state
of the environment became a eatalyst for their energies and they began to work towards
preventing its further deterioration by forming and joining ENGOs. The leaders and
activists of such groups were drop-outs, social animators, students, housewives,
intellectuals, and teachers, among others. But what was the state of Quebec's environment
in the 19608 that warranted their action?

The Environmentai Context
ln September 1969, the Canadian Society of Zoologists published The Rape of the
Environment: A Statement on Environmental Pollution and Destruction in Canada. The
Society had contracted different organizations to prepare environmental impact evaluations
of each province. Quebec, it appeared, was the worst offender. Untreated sewage poured
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into the waters around Montreal 6o, Lake Memphremagog was heavily pollutcd, roadsidcs
were soaked with weedkillers, and Montreal suffered from scrious air pollution. Thc
situation hardly improved in the 1970s. Up to 800 tons of sulphur dioxide a day wcrc
spewing into Montreal's air from industries, cars, and the combustion of heating oil. Toxic
industrial and agricultural wastes were pouring into rivers. L'Assomption Rivcr, for
example, was the recipient of millions of gallons of pesticides from the Lanaudièrc's
tobacco farms and the Quebec City incinerator at Limoilou treated but sevcn percent of thc
waste water it dumped into the Saint Lawrence. 1ndeed, in 1980, 95 percent of thc
province's municipalities were not yet treating waste water (Désy et al. 1980). Onc of thc
biggest polluters was the pulp and paper industry which was discharging about 632 million
gallons of waste water a day into rivers from which the province drew drinking water
(Vaillancourt 1979). Another was the copper-smelter plant in Rouyn-Noranda, which
injected 2,000 tonnes of sulphur dioxide into the air in 1976 (Desjardins 1976).
In 1981 Rogel published a warning about the slate of Quebec's environment in his
book Un paradis de la pollution 61, which announced that the province was cxperiencing
the same cauchemarécologique as other modern industrialized nations. He noted that morc
than ten percent of the province's lakes were acidified or biologically dead and forty percent
were being acidified. 62 He named Quebec's own 'Love Canals' as the dumps at Ste-Julie
de Verchères, at Mercier, and at Boucherville. The latter was illegally accepting toxic waslc
from Toronto (RogeI1981). There were other related problems in the 1970s that affected
people directly and heightened the public's awareness of environmental issues:
deteriorating living conditions in cilies, for example, and the evidence of health problems
associated with industrial wastes. One such danger was the presence of mercury and other

60 In 1971 Montreal was powing 300-500 million gallons of raw sewage daily into surrounding lakes and

rivers (STOP 1971). Richardson (1%9, n.p.) oummed up the situation in Montreal al the end of the '60s:
"in dealing with our sanitary wastes, we have moved one step forward since the middle ages when sewagc
ran raw in the streets. We have moved it underground. Otherwise we have achievcd nothing at all".
61 The title was coined by Ralph Nader, who called Quebec a pollution paradise whcn he was visiting
Montreal in 1971 (Rogel 1981).
62 Désy et al. (1980) estimatcd thatSO,OOOlakes were in danger of bcing acidificd.
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non-biodegradable poisons in drinking water in the Matagami and Saguenay regions.
Other problems were the health effeets of asbestos mining, and lead poisoning at Carter
White Lcad of Montreal (Vaillaneourt 1979). The list of Quebec's pollution problems goes
on: a typhoid epidemic broke out in the village of Bouchette due to the polluted waters in
the Gatineau River in May 1971; there was an urgent problem of water pollution at
Famharn in the Eastern Townships in 1972; in July 1973 two hundred tonnes ofoil were
spilied off the coast of Les Escoumins when two tankers collided; in the summer of 1974,
22 municipalities had to boil their water because it was contarninated and, as in previous
years, most of Montreal's beaches were closed to the public (Rogel 1981). Educated
young people were aware of many of these problems and sorne decided to take direct
action. The following section presents vignettes of six Quebec groups that took steps to
remedy environmental problems.
MOBILIZATION: DATA AT THE MESO LEVEL

Vignettes of Six ENGOs
Les Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québec
The initial impulse for the formation of a Quebec chapter of the international ENGO,
Friends of the Earth (FoE), carne from the charisma of Michel Jurdant and the spirit that
animated the Lac St-Joseph event in 1978 (see chapter 3). On 12 January 1978, about a
dozen people from diverse organizations gathered in Quebec City to establish Les Ami(e)s
de la Terre de Québec (AT). Many were concemed about local environmental problems
and expressed the need for a group that could coordinate political action against hydro
development in the Jacques Cartier Valley, an industrial park at St-Augustin, and the
incinerator in Limoilou, among other things. By the spring the group counted about 200
members and had obtained a provincial charter. Action in the first year was focused on
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organizing and giving information sessions regarding antinuclear protest as weil as on
promoting recycling and organic gardening (Gosselin & Lapointe 1983).
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Les Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québec (AT) was the first ENGO in the province \Vith a
clearly écologiste ideology. Although it dealt with local environmental issues, its vision
was broader than those issues: it stressed the linkages between science, technology,
society, and education and it sought to improve the quality of urban life through the
betterment of the physical, economie, social, environmenta!, and cultural milieu. Because
of ils social conscience, AT was linked to popular urban movemenls. Ils first goals \Vere lo
promote researeh and to experiment with alternative life-styles that improve geneml living
conditions while respeeting people and resourees. Il also spoke out about the need for
proportional representalion and for the equal representation of women in politics
(Chouinard 1990). AT deseribed itself as "un regroupement de gens sensibilisés aux
problèmes d'environnement et d'énergie, au respect de la personne et de son milieu, qui onl
une vision du monde découlant des principes de l'écologie" (Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québec
1988, Annexe 1).
The group's organization was a reOeetion of its philosophy of deeentralization,
grassrools participation, and equality. As one member put il: "we were againsl too much
organization, against hierarehy, against the established order". 63 There was a core group
of aetivists, sorne of whom changed l'rom year to year, which probably never exceeded
about ten.
In the beginning AT functioned with very liule money. Government funding, it
appears, was often denied it because of the group's radical bent. ln 1981, after a couple of
years in which there was little action, AT was revitalized by Michel Jurdant and JeanPhilippe Waaub. Starting in the mid-1980s it received sorne finaneing l'rom the government through Adult Education and the Environment Department. Slagières in social
services l'rom Laval University were paid by a grant to do community service wilh AT
because by that lime the ENGO was recognized as doing legilimate educational work.
Another source of finances was the royalties l'rom Michel Jurdant's book, whieh were
63 As a result, the groups archives were not kept very weU and more precise data was unavailablc.
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transferred to AT when he died in 1984. Sorne of the group's funds also came from the
popular front called le Fond de solidar:té. Monies from membership fees did not amount to
much. The group was never able to pay any permanent staff during thesc ycars ( 19781985). A letter dated May 18, 1984 from ATs founding father and prime mover, Michel
Jurdant, to the group's members was a plea for help. The core activists were 'bumt out'
and there was no money: "les AT ne sont pas subventionnés, sinon par eux mêmes!"
(Jurdant 1984a, emphasis in original).
ln 1983, the group published its Manifeste écologiste and distributed sorne 3,000
copies to individuals and other ENGOs.64

One of the goals was to encourage a

convergence of diverse groups and interests focused on a projet global de société

alternative. The manifesto called for "a genuine cultural and social revolution and the
rejection of our system of cultural, social, political, and technological domination" (Arni(e)s
de la Terre de Québec 1986, 145-6). !ts écologiste option was based on the following:
self-management, antiproductivism, soft technologies, the sovereignty of natural
communities, the autonomy of civil society, and solidarity with the Third World (ibid).
Opposed to both capitalism and traditional socialism, AT supported the forces of the 'new
Ieft'. It aiso pronounced itself in favour of 'soft' feminism ("feminism that does not seek
to transfer power to women but rather to destroy power through an intensive
transformation of the phallocratic order" (ibid, 157)). !t also supported Quebec
independence because it was a decentralizing move and seen to be a

~:~p

in the direction of

sovereignty for bioregions and neighbourhoods. In the same year the manifesto appeared,
Michel Jurdant initiated a course oased on his book Le défi écologiste (1984b) that was
offered through the Geography Department of Laval University. Taught by members of
AT, it was a credited course that was a1sa open free of charge to members of the public. 65

64 Prior 10 ils being published in 1983, four other manifeslos had been composed. Changes in the core
membershipof AT are reflectedin the changes made 10 each manifesto.
65 Belween 1983 and 1987, some 400 people look the course (Ami(e)s de la lerre de québec 1987). Il bas
eontinued as an acerediled course until the presenl, taugbl by graàuale slUdents who were influenced by
Jurdant
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Michel Jurdant, a native of Belgium, became a sort of 'guru' to the radical wing of the
environmental movement. He made his grievances known to the young and educated
Quebec public during the early '80s. In Le défi écologiste (1984b, 33,118) he protested
against "une consommation effrénée, délirante et injuste" and against industrialteehnological society characterized as "déreglée, destructive, violente, injuste, énergivore,
concentrée, stupide et hideuse". He blamed growth, as measured in terms of GNP,
industrial production, technological and scientific innovations, and the production of
goods, as not only responsible for increasing the destruction of the planet's resources, but
for the growth in inequalities between humans.
Les Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québec was active on many fronts during the period
examined here. To carry out its goal to educate the public, it gave workshops and
conferences and took kiosks into CEGEPs and Laval University during different events. lt
also published a large number of reviews in newspapers and its volunteers participated in
discussion panels, conferences, and public consultations.

In 1978, for example, it

presented briefs at the Federal Commission on the extension of the Quebec Port and at the
Parliamentary Commission on Quebec's energy policy. In 1982 it participated in public
consultations regarding the creation of Parc Saguenay. The group was particularly
energetic in helping found and animate the Coalition québecoise pour le désarmement et la
paix (CQDP) and the Mouvement régional pour la paix et le désarmement, Région de
québec (MAPDQ) (Jurdant 1984b; Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québec 1987).

Le monde à bicyclette
lnspired and animated by Robert Silverman, or 'Bicycle Bob'66, and by the journalist
Claire Morissette67, Le Monde à bicyclette (MàB) was founded in 1975 to remedy the
absence of amenities conducive to cycling in Montreal. The goal was to 'Amsterdamize'

66 He bas also beencalled the "Pape du vélo" (Manei & Moreau 1983,31).
67 Morisselle is author of Deux roues, un avenir (1994), a book aboat the history and philosophy of
cycling.
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the city. At that time there were no facilities such as bike paths, parking spaccs, or bicyclc
access to the metro or bridges in the city. Silverman invited intercsted rcadcrs to attcnd a
meeting that was announcecl in an article in The Montreal Star. A handful of cnthusiasts
attended and later prepared and published The Cyclist's Manifesto. In May 1975, lhey
organized a Bicycle Week: a bicycle was presented to Mayor Drapeau for the usc of the city
council, a race between two bikes, two cars, and two public transit units was held, (the
cyclists won) and a bike rally was attended by about 3,000 people (Morissette 1985;
Conseil d'administration du MàB 1994).
Influenccd by other militant eyclist's associations in Washington and Philadelphia, the
first core group formed a vision of a new urban society. They opposed whatthey saw as a
hierarchieal, domineering, and opportunist, way of life in whieh the automobile was
revered and nature and people's needs were ignored. The dominant ideology to emergc
from the founding convention, one that has endured over the years, was 'poeticrevolutionary' (ve1orutionnaire-poétique)(Morissette 1985; 1994).
In the beginning, MàB received funds from the sale of tee shirts and calendars, from a
Local Initiatives grant, and from a provincial job-creation program. One of the projccts
was to teach children safe cycling. Rent for a small office at the YMCA was paid in part by
seed money donated by a eitizen's association. Membership fees contributed a littlc and
volunteers did the work. The group was run in a fairly spontaneous way, one of the goals
being the eradication of the authority of hierarehical institutions; there was little organized
structure. Membership lists, for example, were never kept up to date (Morissette 1985).
One of the most suceessful taetics in whieh MàB engaged was guerilla theatre or what
Silverman calls 'cyclo-dramas' or commando théâtral. MàB militants demonstrated at the
annual Auto Show in Montreal. Arriving equipped with gas masks and stretchers, they
staged mock fatalities to illustrate the harm done to pedestrians and cyclists by cars
(Morissette 1985). In October 1976, about 100 enthusiasts staged a die-in on Saint
Catherine Street at rush hour. MàB also called for reduced transit fees, bus shelters,
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monthly passes, and pedestrian walkways and it undertook a battle against the banning (If
bicycles on bridges and the metro, a regulation which made it impossible for cyclists to
cross the ri ver. The press began to take note anù the group's theatrics often ma je headlines
(Morissette 1985; 1994).
The following is a summary of MàB's activities and aceomplishments in the first few
years of their existence.
oVers une Ville Nouvelle, the group's newspaper, started in 1976 and was published two
or three limes a year. 1t became Le Monde à Bicyclette, a free quarterly forum for
publicizing the group's pressure tactics as weil as articles. 1t was financed by members and
business announcements and volunteers distributed copies to various places il, the city
(Morissette 1994).
o

On Easter Day 1981, activist actors portrayed 'Moses' attempling to divide the waters of

the Saint Lawrence, ci ting the ten Bicycle Commandments: "thou shalt not kill, thou shalt
not pollute ... ". Bike racks were soon installed on the buses that crossed bridges.
o

Another example of MàB's theatrks was the manif spatiale in 1981: rudimentary

horizontal structures that had the same circumference as a typical car were rigged to
bicycles which then took to the main city streets at rush hour. Il was meant to demonstrate
the amount of space a lone car driver takes on the rood. 1talso attracted media attention and
was copied by other bicycle groups in Edmonton, Minneapolis, and London (Morissette
1994).

oln the summer of 1978, MàB activists painted their own north-south dividing line on city
streets to section off a lane for cyclists. Severa! group members were sent to prison for
similar offenses. Subsequently, a north-south bicycle path was officially inaugurated by
the city in 1983 (Morissette 1985).
• To detennine what large objects were pennitted on the metro, MàB members took on
ironing boards, ladders, toboggans, bicycles, and a bicycle disguised as a hippopotamus.
Only the latter two categories were stopped at the gates and several MàB activists were
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arrested. In the fall of 1981, the Supreme Court confirmed the de jacto right of cyclists to
use the metro, after Claire Morissette had been fined $15.00 for refusing to leavc thc mctro
with her bike (Gignac 1982). Cyclists soon gained access tG suburban trains and a ycar
later, to the metro. 68
Le Monde à bicyclette is a group devoted to advocating a change in lifcstyle to onc
members deem to be benign to the environment, but its goals are not just oricntcd to
environmental protection. Indeed, adherents insist thatto improve one's surroundings, onc
must attack the causes of their deterioration, not the effects. One of the causcs of today's
environmental predicament, they believe, is a lifestyle too dependent on consuming thc
world's non-renewable resources to the detriment of our survival; "[L]a bicyclcttc est unc
métaphore d'un monde plus simple, plus naturel, plus harmonieux" (Conseil
d'administration du MàB 1994). MàB members advocate the bicycle as a convivial tool
because they say it is it is cheap, accessible, personally and socially harmonious,
ecological, and healthy. MàB engages in direct action and humour to draw attention to thc
bicycle as an alternative means of transportation and to force municipal rcgulations to bettcr
serve cyclists. Indeed, it attracted considerable media attention: in 1975 alone, morc than
thirty-nine articles covering MàBs activities were published in seven Montreal daily
newspapers (Gignac 1982). During the 1980s il was one of the province's most popular
ENGOs. One observer concluded that MàB was one of the pioneers of the province's
ENGOs and perhaps the one that had the most members (Mattei & Moreau 1983).
Ecosense
Ecosense began in 1977 when Phil Van Leeuwen was awarded $30,000 for eleven months
for a Canada Works project to start recycling in the Montreal neighbourhood of Notre
Dame de Grâce (NDG). Two similar endeavours, one called Veilles Nouvelles in the town
68 The metro was opened to cyclists as a result of the court's decisiou, but there were numerous
restrictions, including the necessity for a special permit. In 1986 the Société de transport de la communauté
urbaine de montréal (STCUM) issued a press relcase announcing the less stringent rules of regulatiou CA3
!hal stipu1ated al what limes and in which cars bikes wowd he a1lowed on Montreal's metros (STCUM
1986).
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of autrement, and another in St -Laurent, were bcginning at about the same time. Three
young enthusiasts employed in the NDG projeet started 'R' days - a day, once a month, on
which glass and paper were picked up from three depots in the neighbourhood and then
taken to Consumer's Glass and Fibrex, which bought the material.

About twenty

volunteers supplied extra manpower on these days.
Until it incorporated in 1979 and bccame Ecosense, the group was known as the NDG
Resource Recovery Project. It had office space in the YMCA and was supported by the
NDG Community Council, which provided office supplies and services. A truck was lent
them by Tilden.
Several of the city's recycling groups collaborated on press releases, media action, and
other efforts, but each functioned differently, usually according to the vision of the leader.
Vielles Nouvelles, run by Tooker Gomberg, had a store front and took ail sorts of
recyclables, everything from elastic bands to plastic bags. Ecosense was more pragmatic
and inlluenced by similar successful recycling projects in Ontario. Van Leeuwen was also
preoccupied with social change and other local grassroots issues. Ecosense's stated goals
were to encourage conservation of resources at both personal and community levels, to
create a greater awareness of how lifestyles affect the planet's health and the quality of life
of eitizens locally and worldwide, and to search for practical ways for people to take an
active raie in protecting the environment. Ecosense was involved in many other activities
apart from the 'R' day collection: education, community events, networking, communication, social action, advocacy, and eounselling.
As one grant finished so Ecosense's board of directors applied for more to keep the
project going. With the additional revenues fram the sale of recyclables, these monies
enabled the group to continue 'R' days from 1979 to 1981 and to add curbside collection of
newspapers on garbage days as an additional service. Another federal job-creation grant
provided salaries for five people starting in September 1981, but by then it appears that
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some erstwhile enthusiasts were experiencing 'burn-out'. A new coordinator \Vas hircd,
but when the grant money was gone, 'R' days and curbside recyling in NDG disappeared.
New staff and another grant reanimated Ecosense in the mid-1980s. lt decidcd to
change its mandate. Convinced that it was the city's responsibility to collect and recycle
garbage, membcrs began to lobby the municipal government and Mayor Drapeau. They
attempted to persuade the city to integrate recycling strategies into their wastc management
system. Faced with opposition to the idea from the city council, Ecosense began pressure
tactics. One of .hese was the production of a video called MOl/treal, the City that WOI1't
Recycle, which the group showed at public gatherings to educate NDG citizens and to

embarrass city officiais. Ecosense continued operating on a shoestring budget from
member and corporate donations. After a change in city government, Montreal introduced
curbside and depot recycling in many of the city's neighbourhoods.
Ecosense folded its operations in 1991. As with most ENGOs, a small core group of
people had been responsible for breathing life into the organization. When recycling came
to sorne Montreal neighbourhoods, rather than continue its efforts on behalf of the
environment through the organization, the board of directors chose to retire and to redirect
their energies into other activities. 69

L'Association québécoise de lutte contre les pluies acides
While he was working on installing power lines near the James Bay in the mid-1970s,
André Bélisle and his workmates ate a lot of fish from the Caniapiscau River. When a
biologist in the group analyzed the catch, he found that it contained too high a level of
heavy metals. Perturbed, Bélisle set out to find out why and he learned about the
phenomenon of acid rain. He became a member of the Société pour vaincre la pollution
(SVP), hoping to be able to help solve the problem. Eventually, Bélisle founded the

69 The ~e Ecosense lives on in The Ecosense and Concordia University Alumni Association Bursary,
established in part with the small financial assels thal remained when the group WOUild down ils activities.
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Association québécoise de lutte contre les pluies acides (AQLPA).70 He quit his job to
devote six months ta the cause but became an environmental activist and has been involved
in AQLPA ever since.
Subsidized by a government grant, the group began to educate the public and the
government about acid rain. Il gathered scientific documentation about the phenomenon as
weil as testimony from people who noticed that their inaple trees were dying. They printed
pamphlets, held information sessions at CEGEPs and universities, and showed films, one
of which - À la croisée des chemins - was produced by the federal government.
A small core of activists found themselves 'playing the system' in the beginning in
order to keep the cause going. Sometimes Bélisle and co-worker Pierre Veronneau went
months without a salary while waiting the arrival of grant money. At other times they went
on social assistance to be eligible for other kinds of financing. Funds from grants arrived
cyclically: when money was available, the group was very active; when funding was
scarce, facilities were often reduced to a telephone line.
Eventually AQLPA had six offices in the province - in Montreal, Sherbrooke, Joliette,
Victoriaville, and Frampton in the Beauce, including a 'floating' team that travelled. Their
money came from fund-raising, from contracts, and from government grants.71 One of the
most significant projects that AQLPA engaged in was a 'caravan' on acid rain. A group of
activists, equipped with a bus emptied of its seats and containing an educational exhibit,
visited the municipal councils of 75 cities throughout Quebec. They presented their display
to the city mayors and asked them to support their demands for a U.S.-Canada agreement
that would begin to diminish the industrial emissions that cause acid rain.
One of Bélisle's innovations was the 'Arc en Ciel' project. Il was the matching of twin
cilies in Canada and the United States whose mayors signed a protocol promising to respect
certain air quality regulations. Working against organized industrial interests, AQLPA,

70 AQLPA laler became known as the Association québécoise de lutte contre la pollution atmosphérique.
71 A lire in 1987 destroyed much of the group's archives. Il was impossible 10 colleclmore concrele data.
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along with other ENGOs, campaigned until an agreement was signed bctween Canada and
the U.S. in 1991. 72 The result, however, was that the enviromi.ent ministry ccascd
funding the project. AQLPA continues to work at decreasing air pollution through public
education, research, and collaboration with other ENGOs.
STOp73
Concemed about the contribution citizens unwittingly make to pollution problcms. Carol
Farkas, an American living in Pointe Claire, decided to test the phosphate content of 35
detergems ;md to infonn consumers. She and her husband used their kitchen as a labo ln
January 1970, Farkas elicited the support of the community and saon a small group of
'housewives' were using the Unitarian Lakeshore Church as an office and its mimeograph
machines and mailing lists to start a group dedicated to stopping pollution. The associa'.ion
called itself the Society to Overcome Pollution or STOP and was incorporated on
September 15, 1970. Farkas broadened her concerns, started to leam about sewage and
other pollution problems, and began to speak on panels and at meetings and conventions
(Pascoe 1971b; Seligson 1973). Eventually Key Punch Services Ltd offered STOP rentfree office space (Pascoe 1971a).
ln August 1970, STOP and its francophone equivalent, La Société pour vaincre la
pollution (SVP), set up an environment kiosk at the Man and His World exhibition. Here
they displayed and distributed a map showing dozens of sites at which raw sewage was
dumped into the Saint Lawrence River and other Montreal waters (Seligson 1973;
Vaillancourt 1982).
By May 1971, STOP had about 2,000 members, a central caordinating committee,
sorne 20 chapters in the Montreal area, 24 schaol groups, and a monthly newsletter. 1t had

72 On March 13, 1991 the Canada-V.S. Air Quality Agreement was signed by Prime Minister Brian
MlÙroney and President George Bush. It commitled both countries to control the emissions rclatcd to acid
rain (Government of Canada 1992).
73 STOP's files were deslrOyed by fue in 1986. The following information was obtained from newspaper
clippings and a few early STOP Press editions !hat survived the lire or were subsequently donated by
members. as weil as from the recollections of Bruce Walker.
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also become visible in the press: it was called everything from a 'group of do-gooder
housewives' to 'a bunch of communists' (Pascoe 1971b).
With funds from an Opportunities for Youth (OFY) grant and a donation from Labatt
Brewerics, it hired twenty-two university students, eight of whom studied public
transportation whiIe eight others researched environmentallegislation in Quebec. Research
was also conducted on Montreal's air pollution ove! a three month period, on fluoride
levels in Montreal's air, food, and beverages, and on the pesticide content of certain foods.
STOP also began to campaign for safe drinking water (Pascoe 1971b; Seligson 1973). The
group published position papers on ail these issues.
In 1972, new areas of concern were added to STOP's repertoire: cigarette smoking, the
James Bay hydroelectric development, and recycling (STOP 1972). An Air Pollution
Week was organized in February 1972 and STOP held a Sewage Treatment Week in May.
It printed 25,000 copies of its position paper on air pollution and distributed the flier at
information booths, as a press release, and as a poster. Severa! hundred more members
were recruited.
The society finanœd itselfin 1972 by fundraising, from a federaI Winter Works grant,
with money for a Local Initiatives project, from the White Owl Conservation Prize, and
through donations from schooIs. These monies enabIed STOP to open an office at McGill
university staffed by eight people researching the economic and environmental aspects of
the James Bay project, and to set up the Centre for Environmental Law, which was
coordinated by Sheila Shulman, STOPs one-time president, and which employed a lawyer
and three graduate students full time. The following year, a full time salaried executive
director was hired (STOP 1972; Pascoe 1973; STOP 1973).
A.·jvertising in one of its pamphlets, STOP declared itself to be "devoted to preserving
and improving the quality of the physical and human environment and to promoting rational
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utiIization of natura! resources". Its activities were constantly in the news. Reporters at

171e Montreal Star, such as Cynthia Gunn and Norman Pascoe, were particularly active in
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publishing letters from STOP members and in covering the group's activities. They were
also clearly supportive of its efforts. By the end of the 1970s, STOP had eamed the
"reputation for strideney and single-minded devotion to environmental issues" (Reynolds
1980,21-2). Il had been sueeessfui at drawing the publie's attention to environmental
problems and it had prodded the govemment into taking action on sorne Key issues.
Beeause of lobbying efforts undertaken by STOP and SVP for example, the Quebcc
Environmental Quality Act was signed into law in Deeember 1972 (Beai 1976).
ln 1973 STOP's membership had levelled off at 4,000. Il had fourteen full time
employees, it boasted twenty-two area ehapters in and around Montreal and in other parts
of the province, it had rcceived about $75,000 in Local Initiative Projeet grants, and had
raised sorne $21,000 from membership fees, donations, and aetivities.

As STOP

prospered, however, so its membership dropped: "[a]s STOP beeame more serviceoriented, it relaxed its eampaigns for membership" (Gunn 1974a, A3). By 1976 there were
only 400 members (Beai 1976). The area ehapters were also diseontinued as divisions
were now made according te specifie issues and members' interests (Buchanan 1976).
The society also faeed a finaneial erisis when a reguest for another grant of $60,000
was refused in January 1974. Monies had always been enough for one or two projects at a
lime "but no one ever knew where funds for the next one would come" (Gunn 1974b,
n.p.). With the failure of the grant request, STOP laid off its fourteen employees, sorne of
whom eontinued to work voluntarily while receiving unemployment insuranee. [t also
gave up its office on Saint Catherine Street. Activists tried to raise money from businesses,
with \ittle success. They also sponsored one night of a Place des Arts concert featuring
Harry Belafonte, which raised sorne money but caused the 'bum out' of several core
members.
The group's aclivities conlinued, however, and a coordinator or office manager
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provided at least a part-time presence. Il was supported by contributions, membership
dues, and occasional grants, and a tcam of volunteers whieh constantly changed held the
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core jobs. Bruce Walker, who has been with STOP for the past 21 years, was one of
fourteen people hired in 1973. He became researeh director and then president and the
group's single part-time manager. Since then Walker has been one of STOP's most active
and visible members as weil as one of Quebec's foremost environmentalists.

svp
Coordinated since the 1980s by Daniel Green, another of the provinee's most renowned
environmental activists, La Société pour vaincre la pollution (SVP) was also founded in
1970 and has beeome a mainstay of Quebee's environmental movement. 74 Hélène
Lajambe, a 'housewife' who later beeame one of the province's most respected
environmental activists75 , started a French equivalent of STOP in 1970 with the help of
Tony LcSauteur and Sheila Shulman. 76 The mandates of both groups were similar: to
inform and educate the public about pollution and to seek ways of stopping il. SVP's first
activi ty was a door-to-door and shopping centre campaign conducted by twenty students
armed with educational material about pollution and a petition asking that the govemment
set up a special environmentai department. The students were paid out of a donation from
Labatt Brewery. The group's early activities included the preparation and presentation of
briefs on water fiuoridation, on the treatment of used water, and on the east-west autoroute.
SVP began publishing a magazine called Environnement in 1982, which evolved out of it o
member's bulletin (Boileau 1976; Gignac 1982; Vaillancourt 1985a). Ils [jrst core
members were biochemists, chemists, economists, and other environmental specialists.
Membership reached about 1,000 by 1980 but the number of activists was always small,
amounting to sorne six workers (Gignac 1982).

•

74 Unable 10 interview Green, the following is largely based on infonnation obtained from Boileau (1975).
SVP is included in these case studies because it is one of Quebec's foremosl ENGOs. The Jack of more
detailed infonnation is made up for by the fact thal in ils early years SVPs goals and operation were very
similar to STOP's.
75 Lajarnbe since obtained a doctoral degree in economy at McGill and now works in Paris at the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). 1 was unable, therefore, to interview
her.
76 SVP was incorporated in 197I.
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The society received $4,000 for 1971 and $12,000 l'or thc ycars 1972-73 l'rom thc
Régie des eaux du Québec. lt set up sampling stations to lcst air pollution and to prcdict
atmospheric inversions, it analyzed the waters of about 100 lakes, and it produccd a whitc
paper on s01id waste. The group also conducted a market study of recyclcd producLs and it
manned information kiosks at conferences. ln 1974, SVP participated in the 'Un Flcuvc,
Un Parc' project, and produced an inventory of those groups working to protcCl thc
environment in Quebec, later published as Le citoyen protège son environnelllellI (Gignac
1982). Like STOP, SVP paid its workers from grants, especially thosc from the fcderal
government, and when these terminated many of the employees continued to work
voluntarily while they collected unemployment insurance.
Neither STOP nor SVP produced any documents that explicitly described thcir global
perception of ecological problems, nor the ideology that animated their actions. They
concentrated on finding solutions to pollution and the loss of natural resources. Both
groups had charters that defined the organizational structure and the role of the executive
committee. STOP had a tighter structure with titled positions and a central decision-making
body, whereas SVP was more loosely organized, its orientation dirccted largely by
members (Boileau 1976).
By the mid-'80s, both STOP and SVP were considered legitimate and crediblc
associations because of the quality of their scientific work and the pressures they had put
on institutions and industries. Vaillancourt (1982, 86) said that SVP remains one of the
most dynamic groups in Quebec's environmental movemenl. The significance of these two
ENGOs in the 1970s and the beginning of the '80s was summed up by Mattei and Moreau
(1983,28): "toute tentative de structuration politique ou autre du mouvement écologique
serait sans doute vouée à l'échec sans la participation effective de ces deux associations".
The following section examines in more detail the human and financial resources
available to ENGOs in Quebec between 1970 and 1985. As archives were incompletc for
the groups 1 researched, 1 also relied on secondary sources for sorne of this information.
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Resources
Membership
Newspaper articles from the 1970s indicated that STOP's membership grew rapidly from
its inccption in 1970 until it peaked at 4,000 members in 1973, after which membership
numbers rapidly declined (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1
STOP's Membership: 1970-1976

Year

Membership

1970
1971
1973
1974
1975
1976

a small core group
2000
4000
2000
800
400

Source: Pascoe 1971b; Gunn 1974a, Boileau 1976

Hamois (1986) conducted a study of 44 ENGOs that were founded in Quebec between
1929 and 1985 and whose mandates were directly related to actively protecting the
environment. He also analyzed the 437 groups in the Environment Ministry's 1985

Répertoire environnementale using the same criteria. His research concluded that ENGOs
in Quebec before 1985 had small memberships, with most groups counting less that 1,000
supporters.

Staff
The presence of a staff member acting as a secretary or coordinator was an important
element in the operation of groups that had lots of members, education projects,
documentation centres etc. Accounts from the individuals 1 interviewed indicate that
numbers and permanence of paid staff members during the 1970s fluctuated enormously
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depending on the funds available. The only time STOP had morc than onc full timc
worker, for example, was during a govemment-sponsored project that lastcd ten months in
1973. Except for when a grant enabled them to paya secretary, voluntecrs providcd somc
measure of permanency in the offices of most ENGOs. According to Harnois (1986),
three-quarters of the ENGOs had either a full- or part-lime secretary in 1984. Il is nol
stated whether these workers were salaried or not.
Finances
Table 4.2 combines figures 1 obtained from newspapers with those provided by Boileau
(1976) to illustrate STOP's financing from 1970 to 1974. Although the data is incompletc,
it is probably true that the groups obtained a relatively large amount of funding from
government grants, as indicated in the table.

Harnois' (1986) research focused on

documenting the sources of funding of the ENGOs in his study and he concluded that 44.1
percent received money from the federal government, which represented an average of 36
percent of their budgets. About 70 percent of the ENGOs received provincial government
grants, which represented an average of 45.3 percent of their global budgets. Seventeen
percent of the groups received more than eighty percent of ail their monies from this
source. Subsidies from municipal governments represented an average of 42.8 percent of
the global budget of those ENGOs that received funds from the city. These figures support
the finding that ENGOs obtained a large part of their funding from govemment grants.
In general, ENGOs financed but a small fraction of their operating budgets themselves
from membership fees and from various activities, such as the sale of recycled paper and
glass. A third of the groups received donations, but these accounted for but a smaIJ
proportion of the budget for most of the groups (Harnois 1976). Indeed, it appeared that
very few associations were funded in any significant measure by private organizations,
foundations, or large companies.
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Table 4.2
STOP's Financing: 1970-1974
1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

Total

Donations

4,058

3,000

14,697

6,971

755

29,481

Members

1,746

5,074

5,832

3,136

15,788
2,500

2,500

Prizes
25,000

Federal
Grants
Other

1,127

Total

5,916

33,867

33,867

92,734
5,425

28,000

56,138

46,670

9,316

Source: Pascoe 1971a; Seligson 1973; STOP 1972; Pascoe 1973.

MOTIVATION: DATA AT THE MICRO LEVEL

This section examines the social, psychological, and demographic information related to
individual environmentalists. As pointed out in chapter 1, the only environmentalists who
had been active in Quebec's environmental movement in the 1970s and early '80s and who
were easily contacted for this research were those who have since become Quebec's 'elite'
activists. The data examined here, therefore, pertain to leaders of the movement rather than
to a cross-section of militants, members, and adherents. Although twenty-four interviews
were conducted, only fourteen interviewees responded to Parts 1 and III of the
questionnaire (see appendix 2).77

77 Three interviews were done as a pilot study and are not included here; severa! respondents participated as
observers and answered Part IV only; and severa! others had their own agenda dnring the interview and their
contribution was not confmed to answering the prepared questions.

6.552
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Socio-Psychological Factors
Grievances
The primary data were obtained l'rom the fifteen Interviewees who responded to a question
regarding grievances they may have had for sorne aspects of society in the 1970s. First,
they were invited to suggest sorne of the things they felt were wrong with society as thcy
saw and experienced il at that time and then a prompt card was offered that listed twclvc
aspects of modem society that were being Critici7~d in the 1970s. Respondents werc askcd
to indicate which problems they thought were very serious, somewhat serious, or not
serious, naming as many as they felt inclined. Those problems deemed most serious werc
the rise in materialism and consumerism (73 percent), the destruction of the environment
(73 percent), inequalities between the rich and the poor (47 percent), and inequalities
between men and women (33 percent). Aspect l'ive, which cited undisciplined and
unmotivated youth, prompt eight, which was the rise in drug use, and prompt ten, which
named the breakdown of the traditional family, received interesting commentaries. One or
two respondents argued that not only did they consider these not to be problems, but
indeed, they were in favour of them. Similarly, several respondents stated that these issues
were not serious problems. In addition to the grievances listed on the prompt card,
violence, militarism, and colonialism were vo1unteered by three different respondents. ln
sum, it appears that environmental activists in the 1970s and '80s were most discontent
with the rise in consumerism in modern society, followed by the destruction of the
environment and inequalities between the rich and the poor.

Motivation
In response to the question about their motivation for joining or starting an ENGO, many
respondents insisted that they were not
~ump

~oiners':

they did not join groups or causes or

on bandwagons'. They explained that their choices were made out of personal

conviction rather than to be associated with a particular group, social movement, or
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Iifestyle. Indeed, of the fifteen respondents to questions in Part l, eleven volunteered
information that suggests they were somewhat rebellious. Words such as reactionary,
militant, black sheep, independent, rebeIlious, against the grain, argumentative, anarchist,
and anti-establishment were use<! to describe themselves.
Fourteen respondents attempted to analyze their motivation for becoming active in the
environmental movement. Eight of these (57 percent) said that one of the main factors that
infiuenced their decision was knowledge of environmental problems that they gained from
their education. Four of the seven were directly infiuenced by a mentor or teacher who
imparted knowledge to them. Michel Jurdant was that person for two of the four. Of the
others, one was inspired by the book Limits to Growth (Meadows et al. 1972). Two
others had grown up in the country (one in England and the other in Belgium) and felt
particularly close to nature. They went on to study biology and become knowledgeable
about environmental problems. On discovering Canada's vast and relatively unspoiled
'nature', they were motivated to act on its behalf, arguing that there was still a chance to
protect it from despoliation. Allother respondent was an architect and his education in
urban issues had shown him that pollution could be taken care of if urban problems were
addressed.
The discovery of objective problems (such as no facilities for bicycles, the high
mercury levels in fish, and the destruction of familiar, previously unsullied wooded areas)
prompted three of the fourteen to become involved. Two more gave the following reasons
"someone had to do it" and "1 was a university drop-out and had the time". Finally,
another participant beeame aware of environrnental problems and was motivated to aet
because of his involvement in the antinuclear movement.
ln sum, 57 percent of those that responded to this question felt that their involvement in
the environmental movement was inspired by knowledge and appreciation of the problems
associated with environmental degradation, whether this knowledge came from teachers,
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books, or education in general. Another 21 percent were innuenced to take action becausc

of first-hand exposure to environmental degradation or polluti0n.

Values and ideology
The interviewees showed a clear association with postmaterialist values, or those associated

11',::
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and self-aetualization needs as opposed to physiological ones. Values were

tested with Inglehart's battery of twelve materialist/postmaterialist questions (see appendix
2). Respondents were asked to answer as they would have done in the 1970s. The results
are the following:
Question 1 - which of the following four goals did you consider to be the most desirable in
the 1970s? Ali respondents chose the postmaterialist values on Cards A and B: seeing that
the people have more say in how things get deeided at work and in their communities;
ending war and working towards peaee amongst the world's nations; giving the people
more say in important government decisions; and protecting freedom of speech.
Postmaterialistaimsaeeounted for 87 percent of the answers to Card C: moving toward a
less impersonal, more humane society; and moving toward a society in whieh ideas are
more important than money. In sum, answers to the first question show that an average of
95.6 percent of the interviewees chose postmaterialist goals.
Question 2 - what would have been your second choice? Ninety-five percent of the answers
were postmaterialist values.
Question 3 - which of aIl the twelve goals do you consider to be most important?
Respondants indicated a preference for postmaterial values (93 percent).
Question 4 - which of all the aims on these cards would have been the lcast important from
your point of view? Predictably, aIl respondents chose materialist goals as the lcast
desirable. (Materialist goals include maintaining a high rate of economic growth; making
sure that this country has strong defense forces; maintaining order in the nation; fighting
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rising prices; and fighting crime.)
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Thus the leaders and activists of Quebec's environmental movement in the 1970s who
were part of this survey evidently adhered to postmaterialist values as did their counterparts
in Europe and the United States (see Inglehart 1990). They valued participatory
democracy, in which people have a say in the way their government, community, and work
place functions, and they strove for a more personal and humane society. These values
were deemed more important than economic and safety pursuits. Indeed, many of the
respondents volunteered that they were relatively poor in the 1970s and 80's but that this
state was merely a ref1ection of their philosophy of non-consumption. One respondent
remarked the following: "Even though l've never had more than $15,000 a year to live on,
l've never been poor and l've never needed that much money. l'm resourceful. When
you're weil educated and you have a good psychological background, you can be
independent". Another illustrated the strength of his ideology,
when you work for the environment, you can't think about it in terms of
earning your living by the environmental work you're doing. You have to
organize it so that you cao work at any old thing - and do environmental
action on the side. 1 think that's what makes the difference between ecolos
who work for the cause and those who work for a career.
Similarly,
we were almost ail volunteers and university graduates with ail sorts of
other experience. We weren't doing it for the money. None of us had
backgrounds in environmental issues or science, either. It was more
important to take action, the rest we could learn from reading.

Inspiration and Exposure to Environmental Writings
As mentioned above, several respondents were motivated to become environmental
activists in part because of mentors and teachers or due to the influence of a book. When
asked about their sources of inspiration, many of the Interviewees gave lists of authors: one
person named René Dumont, Murray Bookchin, Serge Mongeau, and Solange Vincent;
another was inspired by Buckminster Fuller, Frank Lloyd Wright, Krishnamurti, and Joël
de Rosnay; yet another gave this list: the Club of Rome, Ralph Nader, Donella Meadows,
René Dumont, E.F. Schumacher, René Dubos, and Rudolph Steiner. Other names that
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were mentioned include Ivan Illich, Michel Jurdant, Ernest Callenbach, Alvin Tomer,
Hugh Utis, Robert Rosen, Henri Laborit, Hubert Reeves, and David Suzuki.
Five of the fourteen respondees (36 percent) said that they read and were inl1uenced by
underground magazines such as Maillmise, La vie douce. Le Répér/oire des outils

plané/aire, Mo/her JOlies, Orgallic Gardellillg and The Whole Ear/h Ca/alog. Only two rcad
Si/ell/ Sprillg during the 1970s or '80s, aIthough many said they had read it more reccntly.
Indeed, it appears that sorne of the environmental activists became familiar with the books
by Carson, Commoner, Meadows e/ ai., etc. after becoming involved in an ENGO.
Another 36 percent obtained information about environmental matters l'rom the scientific
literature they read during their formai education in the sciences. When asked aboul lhe
inl1uence of the media, most respondents remarked that there was nothing in newspapers or
on television about the environment in the 19708 and that these were nol, therefore, sources
of information.

Socio-Demographic Factors
Age
ln my survey of environmental leaders, ten out of the sixteen (63 percent) who answered
the question regarding their date of birth were baby-boomers or born between 1945 and
1958. They were between eighteen and twenty-l'ive years old when lhey l'irsl became
involved in the environmental movement. Boileau's (1976) research found that members
of STOP in 1975 were between the ages of twenty and fifty.

Edueation
Sixteen interviewees in my research answered a question about their degree of education.
Nine of these (56 percent) had a university degree: two had BAs, four had Masler's
degrees, and three had doctorates. Four others had a high school diploma and three had
studied until grade ten. Three respondents volunteered that they obtained more education
l'rom the 'school of life' than formally. Six of the sixteen (38 percent) were educated in the
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scicnces (biology, ecology, agronomy, chemistry, sCience and human affairs 78 ,
biochemistry). Boileau (1976) noted that STOP members were often educated in the
sciences, such as chemistry and biology. Walker (interview 1994) said that when he joined
STOP in 1973, most of the core members were women with children, many of whom had
a university education - sorne with graduate degrees. Similarly, Van Leeuwen (interview
1993) said that most of Ecosense's volunteers were university graduates, although it
appears that they were not scientists. Harnois (1986) noted that the majority (84 percent)
of ENGO leaders in his study had a university education. Only 16 percent had less
schooling.
Nationality
The questionnaire used in this survey neglected to ask about nationality or birth place. 1
was able to determine, however, that five (of fifteen) were immigrants (33 percent): one
from East Germany, two from Belgium, one from England, and one from the United
States. Several early leaders whom 1 was unable to interview were also immigrants.
Jurdant (of AT) for example, was from Belgium and Farkas (from STOP) was American.
Boileau (1976) noted that many of STOP's members in 1975 had foreign-sounding names.
Walker (interview 1994) also remarked that in 1973 about half of the fourteen to eighteen
board members appeared to be non-Canadians.
Oeeupation
Most of the respondents to the questionnaire in this research were actively involved in an
ENGO in the 1970s or '80s, although only two of the fourteen were employed full time, a
situation that lasted a mere ten months. These two people had worked on projects funded
by federal government grants to STOP and SVP. During the period covered by the
research, the interviewees also worked at all sorts of jobs apart from volunteering or
working full or part-time for an ENGO. They were mostly young, single, and not worried
78 Science and Human AlTairs is a degree program al Concordia Universily, Montreal.
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about finding work.

When employment on a project finished, many went on

unemployment insurance and continued to volunteer at the ENGO, as these quotes testify:
"when 1was working for the environmental group, 1 was single, 1 had no car, my c10thes
were second hand and 1 lived on a micro-budget. When my job fi ni shed 1 went on
unemployment insurance", and "1 think one of the reasons 1 could get involved in these
issues was that 1 was never insecure about finding a job. 1 got jobs, then wcnt on
unemployment insurance for a while".
The majority of those STOP members who gave Boileau (1976) information abouttheir
occupations were professionals sueh as teachers, architects, doctors, nurses, lawyers, and
scientists. The rest were housewives except for several blue collar workers,

studenL~.

and

retired persons. As noted above, STOP was initiated and animated in the first few years by
educated 'housewives'.

Socioeconomic Background
Out of fifteen respondees, six said that when they were growing up they were part of the
middle to upper c1ass (40 percent); five were middle c1ass (33 percent); two were upper
c1ass (13 percent), and two were middle to low c1ass.

Participation in Outdoor Recreation
Out of sixteen respondents, seven environmentalists were brought up in the suburbs, five
in a village, threc in a city, and one in the country. Only one had belonged to a nature club,
two had participated in the Scouts, two had spent summers at cottages, two had moved
'back to the land', and five had vegetable gardens. Nine or 60 percent participated, either
'a lot' or 'sometimes', in sorne sort of outdoor aetivity. Just over half (53 percent) had
spent time in nature during their youth, not because they engaged in outdoor sports or spent
the summer at a cottage, but because they enjoyed nature and actively sought ta spend lime
there. They pursued activities such as walking, studying (in ecology, biology, agronomy),
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gardening, or a combination of these. The other half felt no overriding empathy with
'nature' and the outdoors.

Participation in Other Social Movements
Almost half (47 percent) of the interviewees identified with the counterculture - its
ideology, grievances, and lifestyle - at sorne point during the study period. As noted
earlier, however, these activists were not joiners'. The results of the question regarding
their involvement in other social movements or voluntary associations indicate that those
who belonged to sorne other organization prior to their involvement with an ENGO had
been leaders, not mere members or adherents. They were leaders in the anti-nuclear
movement, a horticultural society, student groups, a health food coop, and the human
rights movement.

This chapter provided detailed information with which to analyze how and why the
environmental movement emerged in Quebec in the 1970s and '80s. The following chapter
attempts te relate this data and the information presented in preceding chapters to the social
movement theories outlined in chapter 1.
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5: THE ANAL YSIS
INTRODUCTION

To answer the questions how and why environmentalism became a social movement in
Quebec, as weIl as to incorporate an examination of bath continuities and discontinuitics
with environmentalism of the past, sorne attempts were made at synthesizing the most
prevalent theories regarding new social movements. The perspectives outlined by resource
mobilization theory (RMT), new social movement theory (NSM), and lnglchart's
approach, offered variables that in combination and interaction with each other, help ta
explain the emergence of the environmental movement in Quebec. ln this chapter,
interpretation and analysis are undertaken in light of these theoretical constructs, and the
many variables that conspired to assist in the birth of Quebec's environmental movcment
are explored and weighed. The chapter also portrays the distinctive characteristics of
environmentalism in this province.
MACRO LEVEL OF ANALYSIS: STRUCTURAL CONDITIONS

Postindustrial Change
AIl three theoretical approaches examined in the first chapter acknowledge that the social
and structural changes brought about by postindustrialism in western nations created
conditions that were conducive to the rise of new forros of social protest characterized by
concerns for non-economic goals and by an absence of class consciousness.
Postindustrialism is characterized by a shift in international economy from an emphasis on
manufacturing and production toward service and knowledge-oriented industries and by a
risc in bureaucracy (see chapter 1). As demonstrated in the preceding chapter, by 1960 the
Quiet Revolution had brought Quebec postindustrial status: it was "déja carrément installée
ou en voie de l'être dans l'ère post-industrielle" (Julien et al. 1976, 27).

As in other

postindustrial nations, the new conditions gave rise to a proliferation of public interest
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groups. According to resource mobilization theory (RMT), the associated increased
amuence, leisure time, and organizational proficiency were the social changes that
prompted this new activity. New social movement theory (NSM) emphasizes the strain
and grievances caused by conditions of postindustrial life, and Inglehart maintains that
intergenerational value change was the fundamental variable. Thus RMT focuses "on the
meso-Ievel of organizational analysis" (Buechler 1993, 224) and NSM theory and
Inglehart's approach emphasize microprocesses and features. As suggested by Lowe and
Rüdig (1986), however, macro-Ievel variables, such as changes in the political and social
structure of society, may be influential as they can offer opportunities and constraints to the
development of social movements: there must be sorne concern "to emphasize the mutually
determining relationship between agency and structure whereby structure has both a
constraining and an enabling role in relation to action and the exercise of power" (ibid,
520).

As an analysis of the situation in Quebec in the 1960s and '70s shows,

postindustrial changes as weil as other structural factors specific to Canada and Quebec
played roles in the emergence of the environmental movement.

The politY
Until recently, only Smelser (1963) and Tilly (1978) had considered the influence of the
larger political environment. Tilly's approach to RMT pointed out that govemments wield
powerful resources that can determine the outcome of social protest. Before RMT had
become prominent, however, Smelser used the term 'structural conduciveness' to refer to
opportunities or restrictions that influence the emergence of protest groups. More recently,
in attempts to go beyond RMT Lowe and Rüdig (1986) and Jenkins (1987) suggested that,
given the presence of other determinants, social movements emerge when political
opportunities open up for excluded and aggrieved groups. Similarly, in their empirical
studies on specific social movements, Breton (1973), Perrow (1979), and McAdam and
Moore (1989) ail concluded that it is essential to examine the political structure of the
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society in which social movements arise. The polity's ability both to facilitate and to
repress the public's involvement in decision making is ret1ected in the risc of public intcrcst
groups like ENGOs in Canada and Quebec during the 1CJ70s.
As shown in the previous chapter, Canadian and Quebec society had becomc more
complex after the Second World War with, among other things, the growth of centralizcd
control and regulation. 79 More pressure groups arose to deal with poli tics as people
demanded a greater voice in their own governance (Pross 1975; Dubasak 1990). In
Quebec, the Quiet Revolution secularized society, diminishing the power and control of the
Church. Although sorne observers suggest that Quebecers transferred their dependence to
the State, Ricard (1992, 226) noted that there was an essential difference: the li beral State
represented the people, "[cl'était /ew État"; there was a conviction that "dans le politique sc
jouait un des sens profonds de la liberté". The public's new assertiveness during the 1960s
and 70s is ret1ected in the rise of the student movement, marxism and socialism, the
counterculture, and the environmental movement (Ricard 1992; Gauthier 1992).

In

Quebec's cities during the late 1960s and carly '70s, the most notable manifestation of the
rise in voluntary associations and grassroots action was the t10urishing of comités de

citoyens and groupes populaires. Political mobilization of a segment of Quebec's youth
focused on separation, an issue paraIleling the civil-rightsSO and anti-war protests in the
United States (Westhues 1975).
Breton's (1973) analysis of the October lCJ70 crisis showed that the redistribution of
power and int1uence that took place during the Quiet Revolution allowed for the rise of a
separatist movement. Normative channels of action, however, remained closed to its
demands because it challenged the legitimacy of Canadian politics. The radical fringe - the
Front de Iiberation du Québec (R..Q) - was a violent expression of primary collecti ve action

79 See Pross (1975) who diseusses the forces al work in poslwar Canada !hal relate directly ta the growth of
public pressure groups.
s0lndeed, someFrench-Canadiandissenters saw themselves as the equivalenl of 'niggers'. as demonslmled
in Vallières (1968) book Nègresb/tu>.csd'Amérique.
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in the presence of a political system that rejected il. The federal govemment's response to
the crisis was suppression, and the War Measures Act was a way to defend social order.
In a Iess coercive attempt to counteract tendencies toward fragmentation and to establish
social control after October 1970, the Canadian government took an active role in
redirecting youthful energies into goals that would marshall popular support and advance
national unity.81 For exampIe, it encouraged the creation and development of public
interest groups such as environmental organizations (Garigue 1980; Dubasak 1990).
Indeed, as noted in chapters 3 and 4, many ENGOs took advantage of the Local Initiative
Projects (LIP) and Opportunities for Youth (OFY) programs that were set up by the federal
govemment to provide direct financial support for public interest groups immediately after
the crisis. In this way the govemment co-opted the less threatening aspects of the youth
movement and absorbed them into conventional life (Gwyn 1972; Westhues 1975;
McGraw 1978; Raboy 1984): the programs were instituted "en fonction d'une réintégration
des marginaux à la société dominante" (Huston 1972, 277).
On the other hand, although ENGOs were facilitated by these govemment grants, the
associations had no input into the govemment's decision-making process and were
hindered by govemmental structures in severa! ways. Huston (1972), for example, noted
that those Local Initiatives and Opportunities for Youth project applications that sought to
attack structural and socioeconomic causes for society's problems were categorically
refused. Such was the case for Les Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québec (AT), a relatively radical
ENGO with écologiste goals to change society altogether. The job-creation projects were
also too short-lived to encourage collective action (ibid). Projects were funded for summer
or winter seasons after which ENGOs had to spend time and energy appIying for more
financing or cease pressure tactics while they focused on fund-raising. STOP, Ecosense,

81 Pross' (t975) ana1ysis involves an examination of how govemment stimuIates pressure group activity to
encourage certain lrends in society.
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and AQLPA ail experienced f1uctuating funding that prevented them from applying
consistent lobbying and pressure tactics.
One of the reasons for ENGO's lack of power and the difficulty in voicing public
concem for the environment, was that, like other public pressure groups, they were
insulated from members of govemment because of Canada's parliamentary system.
Dubasak (1990) noted that, unlike the American adversarial model, the British system of a
strong centralist govemment tends to keep the public at arm's length. As weil, efforts ta
protect the environment were often thwarted because Canada's responsibility for the
environment is split between the federal and provincial govemments. Dubasak (1990, 1723) maintained that this fact "precluded the development of a coordinatl'.d, rational approach"

by conservation and environmentai groups. Furthermore, until the formation of the Bureau
d'audience publique en environnement (BAPE) in 1978, there was no formai procedure for
the public to make complaints or recommendations regarding environmental matters in
Quebec. Indeed, it was pressure from ENGOs that prompted the eventual formation of
political bodies that would give the public a voice in decisions regarding the environment at
provincial and municipallevels.82
Canada's political system presented yet another restriction ta potential action to proteet
the environment. It constr"àined the development of federal and provincial green parties, a
situation that was similar to that in the United States.

A green party had difficulty

emerging in the U.S., partly because of the country's majority voting system and the fact
that minority parties cannot compete with the two main powerful ones (Vaillancourt 1985a;
Paehlke 1989; Bowlby & Lowe 1992).83 Quebec did not have a green party until 1985 and
it has remained fairly insignificant. On the other hand, European voting systems of

82 On the other band, once governmental bodies to enable public participation in decision-making werc set
up, some of the more radical ENGOs mistrusted them and hesitated or refused to participate (Sec Rogel
1981 for examples).
83 A Canadian green party was founded in 1983, however, and severa! provinces have since followed suit
(Gagnon 1993). A green party was founded in the United States in 1984 (Hawkins 1993).
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proportional representation enabled green parties to accede to various levels of power in
severa! European nations.

The Environment
One of the features of postindustrial society is the emergence of the public's general
awareness of environmental problems. This sensitivity is the result of many factors. The
relative significance of a real increase in objective problems, improved scientific bases for
evaluating environmental degradation, media coverage of ecological matters, increased
education of the public, and the work of the environmentallobby is impossible to gauge. It
remains a fact, however, that industrialization resuIted in severe and far-reaching
environmental probIems and that during the 1960s and 70s there was a rise in the number
and frequency of local and global environmental catastrophes. As a macro-IeveI factor in
the emergence of environmental movements, objective probIems must be considered.
Mitchell (1989, 107) argued that the environmental issue itself is the movement's most
important resource because of its "universal character, diversity, evocative symbolism, and
importance as a meaningful critique of modern society". As a social issue, environmental
problems have a universality that others, such as feminism and ethnie concerns, Iack.
Everyone is threatened in sorne way by pollution, diminished natural resources, and a

degraded environment (Downs 1972; Bowman 1975; Schnaiberg 1977). Indeed, it is often
assumed that increased aggression towards the natura! world is the cause of environmental
action (Désy et al 1980). According to many scholars, however, objective conditions
themselves are not enough to promote an awareness of social probIems, which are socialIydefined constructs (see Spector & Kitsuse 1977; Pepper 1984; YearIy 1991). Indeed,
social movement theories addressing contemporary protest movements do not consider a
rise in problems to be a causal factor: they agree "that the passage from condition to action
cannot be explained by the objective conditions themselves, because these conditions are
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mediated by discursive practices, ideologies, political processes, or resource management"
(Canel 1992,48).
Fuentes and Frank (1993), however, suggested that the environmental and peace
movements are the result of recent technological developments, which makes them 'new'
social movements. The increase in problems may have led to grievances, discontent, and
deprivation, and as such should be examined as a significant variable in the emergence of
the environmental movement. In his study of Gennany's movement, Dominick (1992,
213-14) argued that the RMr and NSM approaches,
omit one of the most basic causes for public concem: increasing damage to
the environment. Even if one accepts that only a certain proportion of the
population is predisposed by persona! values or political ideology to protest
the spoliation of the environment, specifie incidents still are needed to
launch the protests.
At the beginning of the 1970s Quebec was characterized as being a 'pollution paradise',
the result of the cumulative impact of few decades of industrialization. In several instances
highlighted in the vignettes in chapter 4, specifie issues appear to have triggered the
establishment of sorne ENGOs. The high content of heavy metals in the fish he consumed
prompted André Bélisle ta take action and fonn l'Association québécoise de lutte contre les
pluies acides (AQLPA); phosphates in detergents was the raison d'être for the beginning of
STOP; SVP formed ta address air and water pollution in the Montreal area; lack of facilities
for cyclists inspired Bob Silverman to start le Monde à bicyclette (MàB); and the problems
associated with nuclear power as weil as local environmenta1 issues in Quebec City brought
people tagether ta form Les Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québéc (AT). In short, in the presence
of other variables, objective problems are one of the causal factors of Quebec's
environmenta1 movement.

Social-Structural Changes
A macro-level analysis related to postindustrialism also includes questions of social
structure, such as educational attainment, changes in class and age composition, and
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labour·force participation. Buechler's (1993) research of the women's movement led him
to conclude that changes in social-structural factors such as these are essential to
understanding the origins of new social movements. These factors also played relatively
significant roles in the rise of the environmental movement in Quebec.
Eckersley (1989) remarked that one of the mest notable characteristics of environmental
activists is their high level of education. 84 The data 1 gathered for this research supports
this conclusion. Related to the presence of environmental issues, which alone cannot
account for the emergence of a social movement, is the fact that the postwar expansion of
higher education in industrialized nations gave the young generation tcols with which to
comprehend sorne of the more complex issues related to ecology and the environment
(Jasper & Nelkin 1992). Educational reform during Quebec's Quiet Revolution meant that
young people in this province were equipped to understand environmental problems,
especially since the sciences had been given more emphasis in schools and universities.
Apart from their comprehension of such matters, education gave activists the capacity to
formulate ideas for UP and OFY projects, to follow the necessary bureaucratic steps in
applying for funding, and to administer the programs.
Another structural change related to postindustrialism in Quebec and the associated
growth in public interest groups, such as environmental associations, was the rise of the
middle class. Barriers to mobility characteristic of the prewar and pre-Quiet Revolution
eras had broken down and large segments of the population that were formerly isolated
from mainstream Canadian life were now part of middle class society, especially since the
growth of urban populations and the expansion of communication networks. The province
was also more democratic, pluralist, and egalitarian and the new middle class had more
voice in shaping society because of the political, economic, and social gains they had

84 Sec Van Liere and Dun1ap (1980), Cotgrove (1982), and Monison and Dunlap (1986) for more eviden''''
of !his, and Gagnon (1993, SO), for a synthesis of four studies regarding the relationship between education
and environmental activism. See also Bakvis and Neville (1992) for the socio-structural bases of support
for environmentalism in Canada.
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acquired and because of the new openness of the Lesage government: they "became
involved in the problems and the affairs of the world at large" (Clark 1975,412).
Thirty-three percent of the activists interviewed were from middle class backgrounds
and forty percent said they were part of the upper-middle class. Sorne observers interpret
the high level of activism on the part of the upper-middle and middle classes to mean that
they have a greater concern for the environment than do 'upper' or 'lower' classes. 85 1t is
assumed that the upper-middle class is out to protect its own elitist interests. In fact,
studies in several different nations have shown that the socioeconomic makeup of core
environmentalists is very different from that of the concerned constituency of the
movement, which is drawn from across ail socioeconomic categories (see Buttel & Flinn
1978; Cotgrove & Duff 1980, 1981; Cotgrove 1982; and Milbrath 1984). Although this
study did not include research on the socioeconomic background of a representative sample
of Quebec's environmentai movement constituency during the 1970s and carly '80s, it is
safe to assume that the same was true in this province (Macdonald 1991). Furthermore,
Lowe and Rüdig (1986, 522) maintained that "the larger ecological problematic is not
amenable to such an interpretation" because the environmentai movement also acts on
behalf of working class people who are usually more exposed to environmentai hazards
than others. The class composition of members of the environmental movement, therefore,
is not related to elitist interests.
The fact that the emergence of environmentalism correlates with the rise of the middle
class is often associated with the growth in interest in outdoor recreation during the 1960s
in North America (McEvoy 1972; Schnaiberg 1977; McCorrnick 1989; Dunlap 1992;
Dunlap & Mertig 1992). More and more people were able to afford access to resorts,
parks, and wilderness areas that only a small wealthy group could once afford. As weil,
metropolitan decay and the expansion of urban areas created a new demand for wilderness
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recreation activities and spaces to which one could 'escape'; it is assumed that there was a
85 This approachis orien called new class theory.
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consequent rise in the concern for the deterioration of those spaceS. 86 Only one respondent
in this research mentioned that he was inspired to act because of the degradation of
wilderness areas with which he was familiar, although just over half of the interviewees
spent time engaged in outdoor activities during their youth. No pertinent conclusions can
be drawn from these observations, however. Perhaps the more significant variables
associated with the class composition of Quebec's environmental movement are related te
meso- and micro-Ievel variables, discussed further on. Indeed, Mohai's research (1985,
836-7) found that the reasons the upper-middle class participates more in leading
environmental groups is because that class has "greater access to resources and [a] greater
sense of personal efficacy".
There are two further observations regarding social-structural changes in Quebec that
may pertain to the rise in environmental activism. First, the increase in the relative numbers
of youth in the population provided a larger pool from which activists could emerge
(Pinard, personal communication 1994).

Westhues (1975, 398) asserted that

"[e]mpirically, one explanatory factor upon which ail scholars can agree is the quantitative
growth of youth during the 1960s. It was during this decade that the postwar baby boom
reached adolescence and young adulthood". The relatively high numbers of baby-boomers
gave this generation of conscientious young adults a position of relative strength regarding
their claims on society (Fréchet 1992b). Second, in 1960s and '70s Quebec, married
women had not yet made their spectacular entry into the labour force. An informed leader
of Quebec's environmental movement speculated that one of the reasons 'housewives'
initiated groups like STOP and SVP is because they were not employed in paid work. The
importance of this factor will be reexamined in the mesa level of analysis.
In sum, several macro-level changes in the social structure of Quebec society were
significant variables in the emergence of the environmental movement. First, a rise in the
middle class and in the percentage of young educated people in society meant that there was
86 Deterioration due ta Jogging, ranching, and mining activities, for exampJe.
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a larger pool of potentialleaders for social movements as weil as a public more motivated to
participate in its own well-being by becoming active in them. Second, higher levels of
education, especially arnong the youthful generation, meant that people were able to grapple
with ecological notions and were equipped to accept the challenge of running an
environmental group. Third, women had not yet entered the work force in large numbers
and presumably had the time to participate in voluntary social activism such as protecting
the environrnenl
Links with the Past
The historical roots of environmentalism were explored in this thesis in order to establish
any links with the pastthat might help to shed light on its recent emergence as a social
movement in Quebec. Research revealed that there is both continui ty and disconti nui ty
with the pasl. Although historical factors are not causal agents of social movements, they
caTI

be said to condition them (Eyerrnan & Jarnison 1991).
NSM theory tends to assume the 'newness' of the type of social movement that

emerged in the 1960s in industrialized countries, a point debated by sorne theorists (sec
chapter 1). The environrnental movement, however, appears to have a valid claim as a
'new' phenomenon. There are severa! reasons for this. First, as suggested by Fuentes and
Frank (1993) and Pinard (personal communication 1994), the environmental and peaee
movements may be 'new' because they are the result of the use of new technology,
whereas religious, ethnie, and women's movements, for example, have existed before.
Indeed, as pointed out above, industrialization increased the frequency and severity of
objective environrnenta1 problems and can be considered to be one of the many causes of
environmentalism.
Second, links with its precedents are more tenuous than once thoughl. Traditionally,
the environrnenta1 movement in the United States was linked directly to the conservation
movemenl. Recently, however, this assumption has been contradicted. Hay and Haward
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(1988) and Hays (1989), for example, pointed out that there is more discontinuity and
change than direct linkages. 87 One reason is that conservation was largely initiated by
professionals, scientists, and administrators, whereas the environmentai movement was
fueled by the public. This difference is particularly pronounced in Canada and Quebec,
where there were no strong wildemess preservation organizations pressing for the
establishment of parks and reserves in the nineteenth century as there were in the United
States. As weil, conservation measures were taken by civil servants and by a government
commission in Canada and were inl1uenced by the experience in the United States.
Another reason to doubt the strong link is that conservation was concemed with efficient
production whereas environmentalism was against production and consumption.
Conservation in Canada and Quebec was undertaken for utilitarian motives rather than for
altruistic preservation: "[p]reservation in Canada, in contrast to the United States, did not
have much of a constituency" (Dubasak 1990, 103) until the advent of environmentaiism.
Furthermore, the environmentai movement coalesced around new interests in pollution and
the viability of the whole planet, not just in wildemess protection. The large national
conservation groups in the United States transformed themselves into ENGOs by
broadening their mandates to inc1ude pollution issues, but, with a few exceptions 88, the
same was not true in Canada and Quebec. Indeed, most groups pressing for pollution
control in Quebec were new ones with no constituency carried over from older
conservation organizations.
Other differences between the conservation and environmentai movements further
highlight the lack of historical links between the two: unlike previous group efforts to
protect nature, the contemporary movement was part of a larger upsurge of social protest.
87 For points of comparison see Morrison et al. (1972); Schnaiberg (1977); Pepper (1984); Hays (1989);
and Paeblke (1981; 1989).
88 A major exception is The Canadian Nature Federation, which evolved into an ENGO rather !han a
narrowly defined conservation association. As it broadened ils mandate to include a wide range of
cnvironmental issues so its membership multiplied: "[m]embership grew to nearly five thousand in 1972,
doubled in 1973, and uearly doubled agaiu to eighteen thousand in 1974" (Dubasak 1990, 56). In Quebec,
the FQF also broadened its aims under the direction of LeSauteur and in the 1980s the 4H Clubs and the
UQCN expanded their objectives to include global environmental issues (Beauchemin 1994).
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The latter a1so had essential social movement characteristics its precedents lacked: its
activities were unconventional and non-routine and it was an agent of social changc. Thc
links between urban sanitation improvements and the environmental movement in Canada
and Quebec are as tenuous for most of the same rcasons. As weil, technological fixes,
such as 'end of pipe' solutions were advocated to curb pollution in the 1930s whcrcas
contemporary environmental thought stresses c1eaning up the sources. Thus, a1though thc
concern for the state of human surroundings is common to conservation, urban sanitation,
and environrnental protection, the emergence of the latter in Quebec was not a continuation
of the former.
It was suggested in chapter 2 that conservation and environrnentalism in North America
were linked by the science of ecology - a "crucial connection between the carly work of
preservation and conservation at the turn of the century and the environmental movement of
the 1960s" (Dunlap 1991, 145). This, however, was less true of Quebec than il was of thc
United States and federal Canada. Canadian national parks policy was influenced by thc
new role ecology took in U.S. wildlife protection in the 1930s. It was not until the 1970s,
however, that Quebec began to protect intact ecosystems in provincial parks. Similarly,
a1though Dansercau brought ecology to Quebec in the 194Os, it was not before the 1960s
that ecological notions were adopted by conservation agencies. The contemporary
environmental movement in Quebec, then, is new for several reasons, perhaps the major
one being the fact that for the first time in history it becarne a social movement involving a
large segment of society rather than merely episodes of isolated attempts at prcserving
nature or improving urban living conditions.
MESO LEVEL OF ANALYSIS: MOBILIZATION

Resource mobilization theory focuses not on the structural changes that facilitate or impedc
the rise of protest, nor on the discontinuity between previous and contemporary social
movements, but on the social movement organization (SMO) as an entity and how it
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organizes collective action. Its emphasis, unlike that of NSM theory, is on mesoprocesses
such as the mobilization of various kinds of resources and the skill with which they are
used.

New social movements are assumed to arise because of the following: the

availability of financial resources; the ability of professional SMO leaders; the flexible time
schedules of core members; the organized structure of the group and its networks; and the
new technologies available to the mass media. Participation is viewed as a cost-effective
means for collective actors to share tangible benefits.

Financial resources
According to RMf, the rise in new social movements can be accounted for largely by the
financial contributions made by foundations, govemments, industry, churches, and the
affluent middle class public. Indeed, as shown above, when the first ENGOs were
forming in Quebec, both federa! and provincial govemments were making funds available
to public interest groups. Ecosense, for example, got started simply because its founder
knew that there was money available. It appears that the other groups 1 researched,
however, were founded before they applied for govemment funding; Les Ami(e)s de la
Terre de Québec did not receive such financial aid until severa! years after its formation, for
example.
The money,

how(~Vf;r,

enabled the new groups to establish themselves with offices,

phones, and paid personnel (a1beit temporarily, in sorne cases), to stimulate an interest in
environmental issues among the public, to lobby governments, to pressure industries, and
to make their cause known to the press. But the money was a1so short-term and cyclical
and ENGOs were far from wealthy. Contributions from other sources were minimal.
Most groups received less than ten percent of their budget from membership fees and few
were funded in any significant measure by private donors or organizations, by foundations,
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or by industries or large comparties. This is in contrast to organizations in the United
States, many of which were supported by wealthy foundations.

In many cases,
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community organizations, schools, and churches did help by providing seed money or by
lending facilities to the l1edging groups. Such was the case for le Monde à bicyclettc,
Ecosense, and STOP. But the existence of most ENGOs was precarious at bcst duc to thc
insecurity of financial income. Many ENGO projects were thwartcd or ended bccausc a
grant ran out.

Vaillancourt (1981, 90) recognized that "[I]e grand problème des

associations écologiques québécoises demeure toujours celui du financemcnt dc Icurs
activités ...." It is a moot point whether these ENGOs would have succccded in their initial
activities without govemment funding, but the money certainly gave a 'kick-start' to thc
environmenta! movement in this province.

Time Availability, Volunteers, and Leaders
According to RMf, new social movements were facilitated by the ability of core membcrs
to juggle schedules and devote time to SMOs. The fact that several ENGO initiators and
activists in Quebcc in the 1970s were 'housewives' supports this assumption. Studcnts arc
also able to organize their own time, and many of SVP and STOP's activities in the first
two years were undertaken by students hired for summer jobs on federal grants. Workers
whose employment ended due to the termination of a grant also had 'time', if they werc so
inclined, to devote to volunteer work once they went on unemployment insurance.
American studies on the sociodemographic characteristics of participants in the
environmenta! movement round that in general, core environmentalists are collegceducated, have professional jobs, and incomes that are" moderatel y skewed upscalc"
(Morrison & Dunlap 1986, 582). The environmenta!ists 1 interviewed, however, did not
hold professional jobs with upscale salaries when they were bcginning their involvement in
ENGOs. A couple were 'drop-outs', sorne were newly-graduated from university, others
were returning from travels abroad, and yet others were students, housewives, or
unemployment insurance recipients.

e

Perhaps the possibility of a salary from the

govemment grants altracted sorne well-educated activists, since opportunities in Quebec's
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economic sector had not expanded as rapidly as education and many graduates' aspirations
may weil have been frustrated (McRoberts 1988).
ln most cases the leaders and core workers were young, well-educated idealists who
ran the organizations on tight, erratic budgets and were willing to continue working without
salaries or by supporting themselves on often less-than-adequate unemployment insurance.
Furthermore, volunteers supplied much of the labour and enthusiasm that enabled the
groups to pursue their activities. As shown further on, micro-level factors, such as
ideological and moral convictions, rather than high salaries and status may weil have
provided the necessary incentives for well-educated activists to initiate environmental
groups. The govemment grants, however, appear to have fostered the emergence of a new
type of job - that of social movement organization (SMO) worker or, to use Staggenborg's
(1988) term, 'entrepreneur'. These monies cultivated "un nouveau mode d'engagement et
de militantisme en la 'profession' de permanent-e de groupe populaire, permettant
d'instituer celle de travailleur-se d'organisation sans but lucratif" (Alsène 1983,52).
One of the most important elements in any SMO is its leader: "among those
contingencies the ability of 'movement intellectuals' to formulate the knowledge interest of
the emergent social movement is particularly crucial" (Eyerman & Jamison 1991, 56). As
shown above, the high education of ENGO leaders increased their capacity to acquire,
assess, and pass on ecological information as weil as to administer projects.

Such

appeared to be the case of the ENGO leaders 1 interviewed. Their organizational abilities
were certainly an asset to the environmental movement

Organization
RMT emphasizes how formai organization facilitates mobilization. Staggenborg (1988)
classified SMOs inta formai and informai ones. In the former there is a division of labour,
bureaucratie procedures, and professionalization of leadership. InformaI SMOs have few
established procedures, operate in a flexible and ad hoc manner, and are associated with a
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non-professional, largely votunteer leadership. Professional leadership and formalized
SMOs, she maintained, are valuable to organizations, but usually become incorporated into
the movement as it intensifies. Contrary to RMT assumptions, my research found that the
organizational characteristics of the ENGOs forming at the inception of Quebec's
environmental movement were those of informai SMOs, or those described by NSM
theorisls as being typical of new social movemenls: they were informal and deœntralized,
preferring non-hierarchical structures and spontaneity. They were what WibJn (1992,
112) called "benign open oligarchies". Structure it appears, was not a factor in the rise of
ENGOs; rather ils absence was of significance. Perhaps there were advantages to thc
informai arrangements.

One can speculate that unencumbered by insti tu li onali zed

procedures, ENGOs may have been more flexible, adaptable, and able to develop quiekly,
becoming vehicles for generating immediate action.
RMT also emphasizes the importance of formally-organized networks. There is sorne
consensus, however, regarding the significant role of dense informai networks of all lypes
of organizations in a society to social movement activity. Buechler (1993), for instance, in
a study of women's movemenls, found that informally-organized networks of aclivisls
were critical in all the stages of mobilization, while the more formal networks were orten
non-existent or marginal. Both Von Eschen el al. (1971) and Pinard (1975) found thal
informal social organizations contributed to the socialization of people (lo a shared
dissatisfaction with society, for example), were channels of communication for new idcas
(about social dysfunction), and contributed to the developmenl of leadership and olher
skills. Informal networks also provided solidarity and social cohesion lo SMOs (Useem
1980).
I suggest that the counterculture movement of the 1960s and '70s provided the
environmental movement with informal social networks that enhanced its emergencc as a
social force in Quebec. One of the respondents in this research offered the following
observation:
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1 think it's important to recognize that the movement in Quebec, like
elsewhere in North America, grew out of the counterculture movement.
BefOTe 1973 it was a sort of new age, granola movcment, but within it there
was the fleeing of polluting, inhumane society ....
Boismenu el al. (1986) noted that it was the environmental strand of the counterculture that
endured into the 1980s as the popular movement lost its dynamism. There remained a solid
core of people who did not leave behind one of the tenets of countercultural thought, that of
environmental consciousness (ibid). This awareness was spread throughout Quebec's
counterculture by underground literature and it also diffused to mainstream society. The
counterculure was also a milieu in which feelings of discontent with modern society and its
negative relationship with nature flourished and were transmitted with ease.
Health-food coops were infonnal networks that helped in the diffusion of ideas through
the magazine and the stores themselves where people congregated. They were a source of
members to the environrnental movement (Vaillancourt 1982). The antinuclear movement
was another forum for new ecological ideas and was very influential in Quebec as it
provided the emergentenvironmental movement with ideologies as weil as with members.
As Vaillancourt (1992, 796) made clear, after several victories on the part of the antinuclear movement, "il n'est pas surprenant qu'un certain nombre de ses militants aient
décidé de passer à autre chose". Indeed, several antinuclear leaders became active in
ENGOs after the Lac St-Joseph event in 1978. Thus infonnal networks within society
contributed ideas, members, and cohesion to the fledging movement. On the other hand,
the more fonnal networks of coalitions and umbrella groups of environmental and
sympathetic organizations were not one of the movements strengths. Indeed, because of
the schisms within them, they failed to provide the movement with a sense of solidarity and
cohesion.
The Mass Media
According to RMf, a significant detenninant of social action on behalf of the environrnent
was the advance in communication technologies that enabled the media to put the
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environment at the forefront of public consciousness. Maloney and Slovonsky (1971), in a
study using the measurement of column-inches and the number of stories devoted to the
environment, documented a six-fold increase in the United States media and editorial
reporting of environmental issues between 1955 and 1963. Similarly, the results of a
content analysis undertaken by McEvoy (1972) showed an increase of more than 330
percent in environmental content of selected periodicals from the 1957-59 period to the
1967-69 period. The author not only noted that tbis study is an index of the media-attentive
public's growing interest in environmental issues, but he pointed out that the literature
"serves to activate concern" (ibid, 217). In sum, there is a consensus that the news media

was influential in broadening the public's awareness of environmental problems (Lowe &
Morrison 1984; Foster 1993).89
No doubt such was the case in Quebec as weil, but it did not occur until well into the
1980s and there was a significant dearth of material in French. Interviewees were adamant
about the lack of infonnation relating to ecological issues in the Quebec media in the 1960s
and '70s. Several English-language journalists were sympathetic to the cause and
published articles relating to LeSauteur's and STOP's activities, but generally-speaking, the
media was not a significant detenninant in the emergence of the environmental movement in
Quebec.
More important, perhaps, was the environmentalliterature, both countercultural and
mainstream, being read by the educated and ecologically-aware young people. Most of the
respondents had been influenced by the neo-malthusian depiction of the future, by the
approach taken by the '60s social critics, by scientific knowledge, and by the hope of
alternative technology in the literature diffusing from the United States and France. If the
public was not influenced by the media directly, leaders of ENGOs were certainly wellinfonned by the sophisticated material to which they had access and, in turn, they

89 One observer suggested !hat it may he weil have been !hat a new generation of joumalists was just as
significant as the new technology they use<\.
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transmitted its message to group memOOrs and the public in newsletters, fact sheets, and
bulletins.
ln sum, the resources available to fledging ENGOs in QueOOc were not on the same
order of magnitude as suggested by RMT: financial aid was available but it was never
enough and leaders, while well-educated and hard working, were not paid the salaries of
professionals. ENGO activists were social movement entrepreneurs. Furthermore, formal
organization was shunned, ENGO networks were not very successful, and the French
media was slow in showing an interest in environmental matters. The following are
probably the resources that oost explain how the environmental movement was born: the
availability of cyclical funding from government grants; the work of young energetic
volunteers with time to devote to social work; the dedication of militant but under- or
unpaid leaders; the informal social networks such as the counterculture, the health food
coops, and the antinuclear movement; and the literature available to educated and aware
young activists.
ln focusing on how SMOs mobilize their resources, RMT fails to address the role of
microprocesses that help to answer the question 'why' social movements arise. A costbenefit analysis of core-memOOr participation in Quebec's first ENGOs would find, no
doubt, that tangible incentives were lacking except, perhaps, for the collective good of an
improved environment. Internai or intangible incentives, however, examined in the
following analysis of micro-Ievel factors, may have provided the significant motivating
forces for the initiation of, and participation in, Quebec's ENGOs.
MICRO LEVEL OF ANALYSIS: MOTIVATION

With the risc of RMT and NSM approaches to the study of social movements, the role of
social-psychological factors emphasized by the classical theories was discounted.
Recently, however, severa! scholars have called for the integration of the social-psychology
of mobilization (sec Jenkins 1983; KIandermans 1984; Ferree & Miller 1985; Hannigan
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1985; and Buechler 1993). Values, ideology, moral convictions, and grievances may be
important variables in the rise of the environmentaI movement.

Values
Inglehart's approach emphasized the role of changed values. He maintained that children
raised in times of economic well-being tend to have needs that are 'higher' on Maslow's
hierarchy. As adults, theyare not as preoccupied with materialist needs, such as satisfying
physiological and safety requirements, but seek postmaterialist goals such as quality of lire
at bath individual and societaIlevels.
Many other observers of environmental movements also suggested that post-World
War 11 affluence lowered the concem with materialism amongst the youth and generated a
greater desire for 'quality of life' values such as liberty, equality, peace, and environmentaI
protection (see Bowman 1975; Frankell987; Yearly 1991; Dunlap & Mertig 1992; Jasper
& Nelkin 1992; Shabecoff 1993). Macdonald (1991, 90) asserted that the generation

reaching adulthood in Canada during the 1960s was the "first in a half-century that could
afford the luxury of disinterested social involvement".
As reported in chapter 4, results of the materialist/postmaterialist battery of questions in
this research show that the environmentaI leaders 1 questioned valued ideas more than
money, and that they strove for a less impersonal and more humane society, an end to the
arms race, and more say for people in the way society works. They were not preoccupied
with the amount of their salaries but motivated by a desire to do something for a larger
cause. As one interviewee said, "those who have sorne higher quality of life are going to
beinterested in doing altruistic things". It was "important to take action"; "someone's got
to do it", they said.
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Moral and Ideological Convictions
ln general, the ENGO leaders had a well-articulated ideology and this is what motivated
them. Disinterested motives, selfless ideals, and moral obligation moved them to act rather
than material incentives. Although RMT acknowledges the contribution of SMO leaders, it
focuses on their organizational abilities, neglecting the value of their inspirational qualities.
Staggenborg (1988) maintained that voluntary entrepreneurs initiate informai SMOs
because of ideology. ENGO leaders were efficient but they were also ideological,
individualistic, charismatic people with streaks of rebelliousness that made them dynamic
and rousing leaders. They were inspired by their own sense of justice, and the strength of
their convictions was an attribute that certainly enhanced the environmental movement and
contributes to the reasons for ils emergence. On the other hand, their personalities also
made them somewhat intransigent regarding cooperation and consensus with other ENGO
ideologies, causing rifts and schisms between the radical and reform strands of the
movement.

Grievances
NSM theory accords significance to the role of grievances. Part of the leader's motivation
was fueled by a discontent for the way modem society functioned and for ils domineering
relationship with nature and ils resources. Environmental leaders in Quebec protested
against consumerism and materialism, inequality, unbridled production and growth, and
the destruction of the environment.

As shown in chapter 4, more than half of the

interviewees were inspired to act because of their awareness of environmental degradation.
In sum, this research shows that ENGO leaders were driven primarily by ideological
and moral convictions. Grievances and discontent, emphasized by NSM theory but
discarded by RMT, were also significant factors in the emergence of Quebec's
environmental movement. Although not conclusive, these resuils support the suggestion
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that social-psychological factors and grievances should be integrated into a new model for
social movement emergence.
THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF QUEBEC'S ENVIRONMENTAL
MOVEMENT

The environmental movement, like other new social movements, "transcended national
boundaries" (Westhues 1975,388). The emergence and development of envircnmental
awareness and action in industrialized nations occurred at relatively the same time and in
relatively the same manner. Differences in history, culture, polity, social structure, and
geography, however, meant that each nation's environmental movement evolved in its own
particular way. Generally-speaking, the Canadian experience resembled that of the United
States. Quebec, however, was also influenced by environmentalism in Europe (Gagnon
1993). Moreover, as part of Canada, sorne of the characteristics of Quebec's story are the
same as the country of which it is a part, but others are typical of the distinct society that is
Quebec's.

Wilderness Preservation Versus Social Equity
Sorne comparisons between the European and North Ameriean environmenLai movements
help in recognizing Quebee's distinctiveness. Bakvis and Nevitte (1992) pointed out that
~

the 'green' backlash in Europe was motivated largely by deep and extensive
industrialization and fuelled by opposition to nuclear power.

On the other hand,

environmentalism in the United States was driven by "the frontier experience and the
perceived need to preserve wildemess" (ibid, 145).

Hay and Haward (1988, 438)

suggested that the impulse ta "defend the existential rights of wildemess in precedence over
human-use rights" was instrumental in providing the North American movement with the
ethical base of biocentrism or deep ecology. They noted that "[a]lmost ail the major
'eeophilosophers' ... have worked out their positions in non-European intellectual
environments" (ibid).
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ln contrast, the antinuclear debate in Europe furnished green parties with new social
principles focusing on the human condition. This approach provided a basis with which to
criticize industrial society. The research for this thesis found that there appeared to be no
wilderness movement in Quebec during the study period nor a deep ecology ethic within
the environmental movement. 90 Rather, the radical faction of Quebec environmentalism
was represented by ecologisme, which focuses on human development and social justice.
Activists and leaders of Quebec's ENGOs were motivated more by a social conscience than
by the need to defend nature's rights. It was not the writings of Thoreau or Leopold (or
any Francophone 'equivalents' such as Frère Marie-Victorin) that inspired them, for
example, but rather the ideas of social cri tics such as Jurdant, Illich, Bookchin, and
Dumont. In this sense, environmental philosophy in Quebec largely resembled the
European approach more than the North American. Like the European movement, it was
inspired by the anti-nuclear impulse and it developed social rather than wildernessprotection principles. The antinuclear movement called J.ifestyles, modes of development,
and energy use into question and sought another type of social organization - a projet de

société (Fréchet 1992a).
Dansereau (interview 1994) offered another explanation for the lack of a wildernessprotection ethic in Quebec. He suggested that the 'sentiment de la nature' is largely absent
in Latin culture and artistic expression, such as French, Spanish, Portuguese, and Latinamerican literature and painting. Nature in French landscape painting, for instance, is
decorative and does not express the empathy with leaves, trees, and flowers that is so
evident in English, American, German, and Scandinavian literature and art. Thus,
according to Dansereau (ibid), "the emotional, cultural background in Quebec is simply not
very hospitahle to the modern and now not-so-modern naturalist movement". Further,
Dansereau added that in the past, preservation ethics may have been forced upon Quebecers

90 A1though there were Datura! bistory and conservation organizations, they hardly amounted to a
'wildemess movement', nor did they become integrated into the new wave of modem environmental
thought.
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by the federal government. When sorne lands were transferred from the control of the
ciergy to the government, for example, protection and access came under the jurisdiction of
what was viewed as a foreign power. Hence there was sorne concern about imposed
environmentalism, which may have dampened the acceptance of preservationisl ethics in
Quebec.
Perhaps wilderness preservation was a less pressing issue in Quebec because of thc
abundant resources and the vastness of the province's forested interior. Dubasak (1990,
206) suggested that,
Canadian historical tradition does not contain the same degree of romantic
veneration of land as a component of national character. ln Canada, the vast
northern wilderness and the perception of being a small population group
dwarfed by a huge land mass makes it more difficult to credit the need to
preserve wildemess.
Indeed, Foster (1978) also maintained that a preservation ethic in Canada was slow

In

appearing because of the tenacity of the myth of abundance, the promise of an ever-new
frontier, as weil as the importance of resource extraction.

ProbIems Specifie to Quebee
Both the conservation and environmental movements in Canada and Quebec were
influenced by the role resource extraction and exploitation played in public and privale
interests. Wilson (1992,110) summed up this tendency:
[M]uch of the history of the Canadian environmental movement has
revolved around struggles against coalitions such as those which draw
forest companies, govemment forestry agencies, and their allies together in
support of long-term plans to liquidate old-growth forests, or those which
linked various industries and development-oriented govemment departments
in opposition to measures that would disrupt long-standing waste disposai
practices.
In Quebec, however, forestry was not one of the first issues ENGOs addressed.
Vaillancourt's (1981) analysis of the distinctiveness of Quebec's environmental movement
stressed the specificity of titis province's environmental problems. Quebec's firsl ENGOs
emerged in cilies and focused on issues that were pertinent to its own geography,
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resources, and pollution problems and unlike British Columbia, for example, forestry was
not an issue. The struggles most characteristic of the province between 1970 and 1985
were energy questions, air and water pollution, acid rain, and household and hazardous
waste, among others.

Regionalization
Geography accounts for another of the characteristics of environmental politics in Canada:
its intense regionalization (Brooks 1993). Because of the great distances, the smaller
population base and its greater dispersion, national ENGOs and umbrella organizations had
(and have) more difficulty forming in Canada than in the United States and had much
smaller membership numbers (Mowat 1990; Gagnon 1993). They also lacked the funding
from foundations that American organizations had.
One of the problems was the cost of communication between regions (Brooks 1993).
It was easier for environmentalists in isolated areas to begin local or regional groups than il

was for them to join associations in distant towns and cities (Gagnon 1993). Furthermore,
provincial organizations were suspicious of national groups that might attempt to control
local initiatives (Brooks 1993). Francophone groups in Quebec also tended to keep ta
themselves regionally and evenlocally, because of, among other things, a desire to relain
their own identily and because they were isolated from anglophone Canada by language
difference. Even those that had ties with international ENGOs remained autonomous. Les
Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québéc, for instance, was very independent and distinctive relative
to other Friends of the Earth groups. Quebec's ENGOs arose within the province; they
were not branches of larger national organizations. Gagnon (1993, 85) found that the
province's groups are only weakly integrated into the national network of ENGOs and that
the majority of members of national associations are from Ontario. Dansereau (interview
1994) added that sometimes he felt that national groups invited Quebec participants almost
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as an afterthought, as tokens or "québécois de service": once a pan-Canadian society was
founded, a member would say "Oh, we should have someone from Quebec".
The difficulty in linking up with other groups also meant that, generally-speaking, local
rural associations often took on the broad interests of whole regions. Urban ENGOs, on
the other hand, tended to divide environmental interests between them, concentrating on
specific issues, such as recyc1ing, pollution, or energy. The vignettes reflect this fact: SVP
and STOP focused on pollution and energy, l'Association québécois de lutte contre les
pluies acides (AQLPA) on acid rain, Ecosense on recycling, and le Monde à bicyclette on
transportation. These factors contributed to the great diversity of ENGOs in bath Canada
and Quebec91 and to the lack of unity at the nationallevel.

Diversity, Schisms, and the Radical Wing
Diversity also meant that Quebec's ENGOs were not able to unite effectively al a provincial
level (Vaillancourt 1985a). Despite this fact, Corriveau and Foucault (1990, 29-30) felt
that diversity was a positive aspect of Quebec's environmenta1 movement: "[c]'est le signe
que la population québécoise a réagi de façon ponctuelle et avec une grande vigilance race
aux menaces qui pesaient sur elle".
The lack of unity within the Quebec movement was not only related to diversity and
geography but to the ract that there appeared to be very !ittle middle ground between the
radical écologiste wing and the establishment or rerorrn elements or the movement.
Conflicts between the two approaches hindered attempts at unification in Quebec. Les
Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québéc, for example, discontinued its association with AQLPA,
accusing the latter of rerusing to question dominant lifestyles and to search for nontechnologica1 solutions to acid rain (Jurdant 1984b). As one participant expressed it: "Ir the
vision is too extremist or utopian, weil, there is too much of a conflict".

91 Walsh's (1981) slUdy of citizen protest in communities around Three Mile Island also found that the
dispersed settlcment pattern accounted for the local antinuclear rnovcment's great diversity.
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Indeed, one of the interesting characteristics of QueOOc's environmental movement
OOtwcen 1970 and 1985 was the evidence of a strong radical or 'utopian'92 segment that
urged the establishment of an ecological projet de société, which often included the desire
for a separate QueOOc. This radical wing of the movement, whether nationalist or not, put
the fundamental structure of society into question and the strength and pervasiveness of this
strand of the movement is distinctive ta QueOOc. An informed observer made this remark,
the ethos ... has always OOen that there is sorne kind of ultimate objective
that goes right across the political spectrum, whether it's social movements
or the nationalists, the oost of them have always had a projet de société
interest".
Furthermore, this aspect is a continuation of the approach taken by groupes populaires

In

the 1960s:
that's one of the interesting features of social change in Quebec - there's
al ways this objective, this dream of a projet de société. In other words
we're not interested in a string of reforms that would ameliorate the
situation. We want to change the situation and that is a pretty constant
thing.

Diffusion From the V.S. and the Lag Effect
Both conservation and environmental protection in the U.S. had a significant influence on
practices in Canada and QueOOc. During the Progressive Conservation era in the Uni ted
States (1890-1920), American ideas were picked up by Canadian civil servants (Foster
1978; Dubasak 1990). QueOOc, however, was tardier in its adoption of preservation ideals
than was the national government: it was not until 1977 that park policy took an ecological
orientation in this province. There was also a spill-over of environmental awareness and
interest in pollution problems from their southem neighbour to Canada and Quebec:
information on ecology and alternative technology diffused [rom the U.S.
Sorne observers critidzed QueOOc's environmental movement for a weakness related to
its 'lateness' in relation to the United States (Julien et al. 1976). There was a difference of

92 Jurdanl (\984b) counlered tbal il is far more ulopian la believe tbal sociely can continue ils pace of
exploiting Ibe planel's resources and fou1ing ils life-sustaining environmenl wilboul serious repercussions.
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about eight to ten years in the rise of public interest in the cnvironment in this country
compared to the U.S.93 Similarly, the wave of new ENGOs, which signalcd the arrivaI of
environmentalism as a social movement in the industrialized world, carne to Canada and
Quebec severa! years later than it did to the U.S. lt is interesting to note that in Qucbcc it
began during economic depression, high unemployment, and the oil crisis, the very
rcasons for a pronounced dip in coneem for the environment arnong the American public al
the sarne time.
The specifie reasons for the lag in Quebec arc assumed to be its preoccupation wilh
economic expansion during the Quiet Revolution, the fact that it was culturally isolated for
so long, and worries over the problem of Quebec sovereignty (Vaillancourl 1981). A
joumalist writing in 1970 called Quebec "a reluctant Oower in the environmental field"
(Winslow 1970, n.p.). He blamed the government for failing to inforrn the public, via the
news media, of the "real story of pollution" (ibid) as weil as the media's own inertia, and
on the faet that the English press was more 'hip' to pollution than was the French media.

The Impact of the Separatist Movement
There is sorne debate about whether Quebec's nationalist movement hampered the risc of
environmentalism. Vaillancourt (1985a) felt that cleavages within the environ mental
movement regarding nationalism affected ils efficiency, and Gagnon (1993) stated that
linguistic divisions and the debate about Quebec's status were obstacles for
environmentalists. Similarly, in 1971 LeSauteur (cited in Windeyer 1971, 2) said that "a
lot of energy that the English are putting into cleaning up the environment is absorbed in the
French communi ty by the nationalist movement". One observer noted that the passionate,
intelligent peopk - the professional joumalisls, media manipulators, and lobbyisls - got
involved in the national issue to the neglect of the environrnental one. This same sentiment

•

93 Il was not tmtil the end of the 198Os!hat Canadians began to perceive 'the environment' as a problem,
whereas in 1970 it was voltmteered as a national problem in polIs donc in the United States (sec Wood
1982; Dubasak 1990; Greg & Posner 1990; Bakvis & Neville 1992).
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was voiced by several respondents to my questionnaire. On the other hand, six of the
eleven who answered this question maintained that the separatist movement did not take
any energy away from the environmental movement. Many Quebecois écologistes felt that
sovereignty will give them more power to solve environmental problems because it is a
move towards greater decentralization. They explained, however, that their energies
remained devoted to the environmental cause whether that involved fighting for separation
or not. They pointed out that the environment has no political boundaries and that the
separatist issue was not discussed much within the environmental movement.

Language
The presence of two language groups in Quebec adds to the distinctiveness of its
environmental movement. Observers noted that anglophone groups tended to be better
connected to other ENGOs outside the province while Montreal-based francophone groups
cultivated links within Quebec. Furthermore, because there was less French literature
about ecological matters available in Quebec, and because material translated from English
took longer to appear, unilingual francophone environ-mentalists or potential activists were
disadvantaged. Sorne observers noted that anglophone groups were more methodical and
structured than francophone ones. 94 Two respondees speculated that this may be a cultural
difference, one of them musing that he thought the Anglo-Saxon sense of citizenship,
especially toward the environment, is more developed.
Another distinctive characteristic of Quebec's francophone ENGOs is that, unlike
anglophone ones, they were reluctant to criticize hydroelectric development. ln 1973,
ninety percent of the memoirs against the James Bay Project were written by anglophones.
Severa! observers remarked that Hydro-Québec was viewed with pride by Quebecers; it
was a symbol of Quebec's entrepreneurial and financial accomplishment. lt had done a lot
of public service in communities and it gave out university scholarships. For a Quebecer to
94 Note !hal STOP was more structured !hal SVP.
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speak out against Hydro-Quebec, therefore, was unpatriotic and seen as pmctically trcason.
Francophone ENGOs, it appears, were slow to criticize hydroelcctric dcvclopmcnt on
environmental grounds during the 1970s and early '80s for this reason.

Immigrant Activists
According to Mowat (1990), one of the characteristics of the Canadian cnvironmcnlal
movement is the fact that many of its leaders were immigrants. 95 Thc same may bc truc of
Quebec. Out of the ENGO leaders 1 interviewed, thirty-three percent were immigrants
from Europe or Britain. One environmental activist offered an explanation for the interest
new immigrants appear to have for environmental protection in their adopted country:
speaking from her own experience as an immigrant to Canada she speculaled that bccause
Europeans are aware of the levels of pollution and population density in lheir homelands,
on arriving in Canada they say to themselves "we're in a new country and hcre wc have thc
chance to save it, we can't make the same mistakes here".

95 Mowat (1990) introduced Canada's foremost environmenlal and animal rigbts activists by presenting his
conversations with them. They are Monte Hummel, Gerry Glazier, Paul Griss, Roo BurcheU, Vicki
Miller, Michael O'SlÙlivan, Brian Davies, David Suzuki, Elizabeth May, Michael Bloomfield, Stephell
Best, and John livingston.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

New social rnovernenls emerged because of the enormous changes that occurred at all
levels of society in industrialized countries after World War Il. Samual Hays (1989, 21),
an authority on the environmental movement in the United States96 , believed that the
environmental movement grew out of "the vast social and economic changes that took place
in the United States after World War II'': the advanced consumer economy; the rise in
incomes, standards of living and levels of education; changing values; and "a desire for a
higher standard of living and 'quality of life'" (ibid, 25). Quebec was no less affected by
these changes. Reasons for the rise of the environmental movement in this province are
largely the same as those that explain ils birth elsewhere. The development of each
country's movement differed, however, depending on the structures of opportunity, the
timing, and the amount of available resources, among other things. Schnaiberg (1977)
suggested that the movement in the U.S.A. was propelled by the information made
available in books such as Rachel Carson's Silent Spring, by the media's increased
coverage of environmental issues, and by the work of groups engaged in spearheading and
shaping the environmental message and in organizing people to act. Van der Heijden et al.
(1992) said that the combination of environmental catastrophes, publications by scientisls,
and the actions of organized protest groups were the preconditions for the emergence of the
environmental movement in western Europe. In order to identify the most significant
variables in the emergence of Quebec's environmental movement, 1 turned to RMT, NSM
theory, and Inglehart's mode!.
Tilly's approach to RMT suggested the significance of the politYand Smelser's focus
on structural conduciveness prompted the study of Quebec culture and society. An analysis
of these macro factors showed how ENGOs were facilitated by changes in political and
social structures that opened up opportunities for public interest groups. RMT's emphasis
96 See Hayes (1959, 1981, 1985, 1987).
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on resources suggested the need to look at meso-level changes. Their access to, and use of
resources, explained how Quebec's ENGOs were able to become establishcd. Micro-Icvcl
variables, the focus of N8M theory and Inglehart's approach, suggested an exarnination of
ideology, values, and grievances. These factors showed why individuals were motivatcd
to take action on behalf of the environment. A subjective review of the results of this
research lead me to propose that a combination of the following factors inOuenccd when,
why, and how organized action on behalf of the environment began in Quebec.
1. Without objective ecological problems, the environmental movemenl would nol have

emerged. The increase in severity and distribution of pollution in the province as a resull of
its industrialization, urbanization, and technological advances made it a 'pollulion
paradise', astate that could not go unnoticed nor be allowed to continue.
2. The enormous social changes that occurred during the Quiet Revolution broughl Quebec
into line with other postindustrial nations and made it party to the same rise in public
interest groups and social movement activity. Quebec society's new pluralism, secularism,
and liberalism gave the rising middle class and the large proportion of educated youth a
greater say in decisions; changes, such as those on behalf of the environment, began to be
initiated from the 'bottom up'.
3. Although political conditions in Quebec and Canada restricted the growth of the
environmental movement in sorne ways, il facilitated il in others so thal despile the
recession and worry about separatism, ENGOs started to galvanize around pollution issues
in 1970. Opportunities for the physical establishment of such associations were largely the
result of the Local Initiatives Projects and Opportunities For Youth grants that became
available to public interest groups after the October crisis. These monies enabled ENGOs
to begin their activities with the minimum facilities required, as weil as with salaries, al beit
short-term, for core workers. How these groups would have fared without the grants
remains a moot point.
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4. The fact that students and 'housewives' had flexible schedules and could devote time to
voluntary social activism, such as the protection of the environment, may have contributed
to the rise of environmentalism.
5. Informai networks of Iike-minded people, such as the counterculture, the antinuclear
movement, and health food coops, provided the movement with members, communication
networks, and solidarity.
6. Leaders and core members of the movement were well-educated and dedicated to the
environmental cause. They were aware of and discontent about the state of the province's
environment as weil as with the way society functioned, especially regarding consumerism.
As part of a well-educated generation that professed postindustrial values, they had selfless
ideals and felt a moral obligation to work towards improving the quality of Iife for
themselves and their fellow human beings. Money was of little consequence. They were
young, rebeilious, motivated, and equipped to organize and administer SMOs. These
leaders were a significant determinant in the rise of environmentalism in this province.
Quebec is a distinct society within Canada and North America. It is not surprising,
therefore, that the environmental movement developed in a distinctive manner, nor that it
exhibits many characteristics that are particular to this province. For example, efforts at
conserving Quebec's natural resources and improving urban sanitation preceded and
conditioned the contemporary environmental movement, but unlike the situation in the
United States, there was a pronounced discontinuity between them in Quebec. The
environmental movement in this province was a phenomenon new to the 1970s. As weil,
in contrast to American environmentalism, there was no wilderness or deep ecology
movement. Rather, the goal of many francophone environmentalleaders was a projet de

société, based on an ideology akin to social ecology which e~phasized the links between
environmental issues and social problems. The environmental movement in Quebec was
also distinctive because of the specific problems resulting from its geography and the
perception of those problems mediated by its particular culture: hydoelectric development
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by Hydra-Québec for example, was not an issue for francophones, nor was wildemess
preservation a tenet of their brand of environmentalism. Air and water pollution, however,
so evident in Montreal where the first ENGOs were established, were issues the groups
fought energetieally.
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EPILOGUE
Nous ne sommes plus ou début de ce mouvement un peu idéaliste, celui des
écolos qui criaient dans le désert. On a dépassé le niveau de la revendication
idéaliste pour viser le pouvoir réel en travaillant sur des politiques concrètes,
en demandant d'être écouté par les hommes politiques avant qu'ils ne
décident. C'est ça ('évolution qui donne de l'espoir puisqu'elle montre
qu'on commence à entendre partout l'appel au secours de la Terre. (Hubert
Reeves cited in Corriveau & Foucault 1990,20)

If the first half of the 1980s was not the golden age of environmentalism in Quebec, the end
of the decade may have been the peak of enthusiasm to date. Severallocal ecological
disasters involving PCBs and burning tires, as well as Hydro-Québec's Great Whale
project in the James Bay, stirred up public concern for health, safety, and environmental
quality. ENGOs were growing in numbers and size, recycling had become normal daily
routine for most conscientious citizens, and environmental activists controlled the debate in
the press by their memoires and their participation in public forums. Founded in 1985, by
1989 Quebec's Green Party was able to present 46 candidates in the provincial election.
Environmentalism was no longer the concern of a small minority of 'granolas', but a value
of mainstream Quebec society. As the quote above notes, the time when environmentalists
were preaching in the desert had ended.
Severa! years later, however, ENGO membership, government funding, volunteers,
programs, and donations declined.

A recession gave people new preoccupations.

Furthermore, the institution-a1ization of environmentalism that its legitimacy engendered in
the late 1980s and early '90s in Quebec meant that people thought that 'things were being
taken care or.
Although institutionalization meant that there were now political channels within which
action could be taken to prevent pollution and other assaults on the environment, it also
meant that government and industry could co-opt environmental ideals to promote their
own interests. ENGO leaders began to be tom between a wish for autonomy, which cut
them off from the decision-making power, and the wish to participate in political and
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economic decisions, with all the risks of co-option that such a choice entails (Yaillancourt
1992).
Though there are fewer activists and volunteers involved in the movement in the mid'90s, it appears that they are more profoundly implicated in their work and their actions
have more substance. Environmental activists recognize the need for morc cooperation
among the different ENGOs as weil as for coalition-forming with other social forces so that
resources can be shared and so that cohesion and solidarity can enhance their actions. As
weil, in the event of the separation of Quebec from Canada, many québécois
environmentalists envisage greater chances for the establishment of a projet de société that
incorporates écologiste goals and that would make Quebec a model ecological society.
ENVOI

The CUITent popular concern for the capacity of our planet to continue to sustain us is the
most recent expression of the ancient human interest in, and appreciation of the natural
world and of our desire to improve the sUIToundings in which we live. This concern for
the quality of the environment reached significant proportions in the 1960s and '70s
throughout North America and Europe as other new social movements were emerging.
Unlike sorne of the others, environmentalism has endured as a vital and major social
phenomenon, one that has reoriented human perceptions, attitudes, and behaviour.

Nisbet

(1982, 10) declared that "[w]hen the history of the twentieth century is finally written, the
single most important social movement of the period will be judged to be
environmentalism".

Indeed, several scholars view the phenomenon as no less than a

revolution (sec Nicholson 1970; Pearce 1991; and Sale 1993). In Canada, only the
separatist movement eclipsed it as a progressive politieal tendency (Paehlkc 1981).
Whcthcr environmentalism remains the work of non-govcrnmcntal organizations or it
becomes completely integrated into conventional politics, it is likely to continue to be one of
society's most pressing concems.
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APPENDIX 1
INTERVIEWEES

Name

ENGO

Date of
Interview
04105/94

1. Anonymous
2. ASlbury, Janice*

Canadian Environmenlal Nelwork (CEN)

03/02/94

3. Belisle, André

Association québécoise de lutte
contre les pluies acides (AQLPA)

10/05/94

4. Biron, Reine

Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québec (AT)

21/04/94

5. Boutin, Marc

Ami(e)sde la Terre de Québec (AT)

21/04/94

6. Dansereau, Pierre

08/02/94

7. Edwards, Gordon

Canadian Coation for Nuclear
Responsibility (CCNR)
Survival

24/04/94

8. Fontaine, Gilles

Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québec (AT)

21/04/94

9. Girard, Michel*

Friends of the Earth, Ottawa (FoE)

15/08/93

10. Hill, Stewart

23103194

Il. Hilton, Suzanne

Temagami WildemessSociety

19/04/94

12. Jacob, Henri

Réseau québécois des groupes
écologistes

04102/94

13. Lacombe, Pierre

Société pour vaincre la pollution (SVP)

25/04/94

14. LeSauteur, Tony

Fédération des associations pour
la protection des lacs (FAPEL)

07/04/94

15. Ouimet, Jean

Parti vert du québec

31/03/94

16. Robillard, Monique

Fédération des associations pour
la protection des lacs (FAPEL)

25/08/94

17. Rousopoulos, Dimitri

Ecology Montreal

01/06/94

18. Silverrnan, Robert

Le monde à bicyclette (MàB)

12/04f94

18. Smeethers, Edith

Nature-Action

07/04/94
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19. Tanguay, François

Ami(e)s de la terre de Québec (AT)
Greenpeace

29/03/94

20. Waldron, Eva

Nature-Action

13/04/94

21. Van Leeuwen, Phil *

Ecosense

10/08/93

22. Veronneau, Pierre

Association québécoise de lutte
contre les pluies acides (AQLPA)

15/04/94

23. Waaub, Jean-Philippe

Les ami(e)s de la Terre de Québec (AT)

11/04/94

24. Walker, Bruce

Society to Overcome Pollution (STOP)

19/04/94

*Pilot Interviews
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APPENDIX 2
QUESTIONNAIRE

(Guidelines for a semi-structured in-depth interview)
l'm interested in finding out about the early days of the ecology or environmental
movement in Quebec. Perhaps you could try to imagine yourself back in the 1970s. l'd
like you to recreate sorne of the feelings you had about society in generaI, and to try to
remember what your goals were and what activities you were involved in at that time. The
information is part of the research for my master's thesis but your answers will remain
anonymous.

PART 1
1 would like you to imagine that it is the early 1970s. Please try to answer the following set
of questions as you wouid have done back then.
There was a lot of talk about what the aims of this country should be. On this card
(CARD A) are sorne of the goals that different people would have given top priority.
Would you please say which one of these you, yourself, considered most important in the
early 70s?
CARDA:
1. Maintaining a high rate of economic growth.
2. Making sure that this country has strong defense forces.
3. Seeing that the people have more say in how things get decided at work and in their
communities.
4. Ending war and working towards peace amongst the world's nations.
And which would have been the next most important?
Again, imagining that you are answering as you would have done in the 1970s, which
one of the things on this card (CARD B) would you have said was most desirable?
CARDB:
1. Maintaining order in the nation.
2. Giving the people more say in important govemment decisions.
3. Fighting rising prices.
4. Protecting freedom of speech.
And what would have been your second choice?
Here is another lis!. (CARD C) ln your opinion, which one of these was the most
important to you back in the 70s.
CARDC:
1. Maintaining a stable economy.
2. Moving toward a less impersonal, more humane society.
3. The fight against crime.
4. Moving toward a society in which ideas are more important than money.
And what would you have said cornes next?
Now wouid you please look again at ail of the goals listed on these three cards together
and tell me which one you would have considered the most desirable of ail?
And which would have been the next most desirable?
And which one of ail the aims on these cards would have been the least important from
your point of view?
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PART Il
1. Do you consider yourself to have been part of the 'counterculture' of the late 1%Os and
the 1970s? (Le., were you a 'hippie', or part of the student movement).
If so, what behaviour made you a part of that movement?

2. Did you feel there were sorne things wrong with society at that lime?
If so, what were sorne of the grievances you had with society as you saw and experienccd
it then?
On this card (CARD D) are sorne aspects of modem society that were being crilicized in the
1970s.
Please tell me, from the outiook you had back then, which problems you thought were the
most serious. You can answer by indicating which of the following you saw as very
serious, somewhat serious, or not serious.
CARDD:
1. inequalities between the rieh and the poor
2. rise in the cost of living
3. increasing govemment bureaucraey
4. corruption of sorne major institutions
5. undisciplined and unmotivated youth
6. destruction of the environment
7. society's increasing faith in science and technology
8. rise in drug trafficking
9. rise in materialism and consumerism
10. breakdown of the traditional family
Il. intrusiveness of govemment in private life
12. inequalities between men and women
3. Were you a member of any of the following:
-a conservation or wildlife and wildemess protection society,
-a naturaI history club,
-a bird watching society,
-a hunter's or
-fishermen's organization?
If so, which one(s)?
4. Did you pursue any of the following outdoor activities. Please answer with 'often',
'sometimes', or 'never':
-hiking,
-camping,
-cross-country skiing or
-other wildemess recreation?
5. Did you 'retum to the land'
-or star! a garden?
6. Did you or your parents own a cottage where you spent weekends and holidays?
7. When did you first become concemed about environmentai problems?
What prompted that concem?
Which environmentai problems were you particularly aware of?
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-Did the problem affect you personally?
-If so, in what way(s)?
8. Were you, in the 1970s, in any way involved with what is now called the
'environmental' or the 'ecology' movement'?
Did you, for instance, belong to sorne club or organization (perhaps on a university
campus) that saught to make the public more aware of pollution, to recycle, or to press for
legislation to protect the environment? (If not, skip to #10)
1f so, what was its name
and where was it situated?
What environmental issue(s) was the group involved with? (i.e., urban pollution, waste
management, wildlife conservation etc.)
What form of commi ttment did you make to the group?
-Did you paya membership fee?
-Did you donate money?
-Did you work for the organization on a voluntary basis
-and if sa about how many hours of work did you do a month?
-Were you a paid employee and if so,
-what was your position?
Which of the following reasons influenced your decision to become involved in an
environmentalorganization:
1. 1 had sorne free time
2. A l'riend encouraged me to join in
3. 1 wanted ta do something worthwhile
4.0ther?
9. Were you, in the 1970s or earlier, part of any other social movement that was actively
trying to change oociety or its institutions and activities?
(For instance, the movement against the Vietnam war, movements for peace, nuclear
disarmament, feminist, gay or animal rights, civil rights, student's or poor people's rights,
the separatist movement, urban groups (groupes communautaires)
If so, what protest movement were you involved in?
What was your level of participation?
-Were you a paying member of a non-govemmental organization (NGO) that was active in
that social movement?
-If so, which one?
-or were you an employee of an NGO?
-Did you participate in any demonstrations, such as sit-ins, or rallies to support the group
or the movement? - or was your raie more that of a sympathetic observer?
10. Do you remember Earth Day 1970?
Did you participate in any celebration of the event?
Il. How often did you obtain information about environmental problems l'rom the
following sources? - please answer with 'never', 'sometimes', or 'often'
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newspapers, magazines
television
radio
discussion wi th people at work
discussion with friends, family
discussion with fellow students
books, journals
lectures, meetings
special publicity by interested groups
12. Did you read any of the writings of Henry David Thoreau or John Muir or \Vere you
familiarwith their or any other naturalist's or early environmentalist's ideals? (Grey Owl?
Aldo Leopold? Ralph Waldo Emerson?).
What about French Canadian figures such as Frère Marie-Victorin and Pierre Dansereau?
If so, what or whose philosophy most inspired you?
13. Did you read any of the following in the 1970s or 80s
-Rachel Carson's Si/ent Spring,
-Barry Commoner's The Closing Circle,
-Ehrlich's The Population Bomb,
-Shumaker's Smalt is Beautiful and/or
-Frances Moore-Lappé's Dietfor a Smalt Planet
If so, how did these writings influence you?
14. Were you familiar with any of the following magazines? Please answer by indieating
whether you read them often, sometimes or never:

Mainmise,
le Répertoire québécois des outils planétaires,
Transitions,
le Noyau,
Informations (Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québéc),
Biosphère,
Harrowsmith,
OrganicGardening?
PART III
1. In what year were you born?
2. Are you the first born of your parent's children?

3. Were you still living with your parents in the early 70s?
4. Was your home
-in a city,
-a suburb,
-a small town or
-in the country?
5. What was your father's occupation at that time?
6. Was your mother employed full time
employed part time
ahousewife
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If employed, what was her occupation?
7. What level of education did your parents have?
Mother
Father
8. Were either of you parents activists? If so, for what cause?
9. In the 1970s, which bracket would you put your family in?
-working class,
-Iower middle class,
-upper middle class,
- or upper class?
10. Were you attending university in the early 70s? (If not, skip to #12)
If so, what were you studying?
11. Did your parents pay for your university education?
12. How many years of schooling did you have by 1980?
13. If you were working, what was your job?
14. What was your general political leaning?
15. Were you actively involved in any political party (at any level of government)?
16. Do you remember how the Cold War affected you?
17. Do you remember how the 1973 energy crisis affected you?
That completes this section of the interview. Would you be able to give me the names of
some other people who were active in the environmental movement in the 70s whom 1
might interview?

PART IV The following questions are to be asked of staff members of environmentaI
groups that were active in the 1970s:
1 am interested in obtaining some data pertaining to your environmental group as il
existed when it was founded and in its early years. Does your group have any archiva!
material you would be willing to let me look at? Perhaps you, or someone else who was
'there' at the beginning could answer the few remaining questions.
1. In what year was the group founded?
Who initiated it?
2. How was the group funded?
Did it have any financial support from outside institutions such as
-the government (grants),
-businesses,
-churches or
-corporate foundations?
Did il receive any charitable donations?
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Was it mostly funded by member's contributions?
3. Who did the work
-volunteers,
-paid staff, or
-both

4. About how many core members did it start out with?
1am interested in finding out about the rate of increase in membership or thc organization
over the 1970s and 80s. Do you have any statistics regarding membership numbcrs lhall
could see?
5. How were members recruited?
6. Did members pay a fee and if so, how much was it?
7. Were members expected to participate in any way?
- did they attend meetings,
- do any voluntary work,
- recruit more members?
8. What benefits did members receive by belonging to the group, apart rrom a bclier lhal
their environmental concems were going te be addrssed by your organizalion?
-Did they receive any publications,
-were there any social activities organized that might have attracted them?
-were there any other 'tangible' incentives to join?
9. On a scale of 1 - 10, could you say how weil organized the group was in its firsl few
years?
Did it operate democratically?
Did it have a board of direetors?
Who made the decisions?

10. Did your group belong to any umbrella group or coalitions? If so, which one(s)?

PART V Questions to be addressed to those activists who are willing to sharc sorne or
their insights and opinions about the rise of Quebec's environmental rnovemenl:

1. How, and how much was the movement's emergence in Quebec infiuenced by the
environmentaI movements in the United States and in the rest of Canada?
2. In what ways do you think Quebec's movernent was distinctive or unique?

3. Did the movernent here begin 'later' in eomparison to the ones in the United States, in
British Columbia or in Ontario? If you had to indicate the year in which Quebec's
environmentaI movement was at its peak, when would that have been?
Wny?

•

4. Do you think that the emergenee of a protest movement to proteet the environment in
Quebec was hampered by the existence of the separatist movernent?
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Did both movements compete for the same support base (among the student and youth
population, for instance)?
4. How much did the language issue affect the movement?
How much did French and English speaking environmentalleaders mingle and share their
concerns, their knowledge, and their resources?
Did French and English speaking environmental groups work together or did they go their
separate ways?
Were the issues both language groups addressed the same or was there sorne sort of
division of interests?
Did the two language groups divide the issues they addressed on a geographical basis?
5. Could you comment on the significance of Hydro-Quebec to the environmental
movement in this province?
6. Do you think that Quebec's preoccupation with industrializing and 'catching up' with the
rest of North America during the Quiet Revolution accounts in part for environmental
concerns coming 'late' to this province?
7. Are there any other comments you would like to make about the emergence of Quebec's
environmental movement?
Thank you for your cooperation and for your time.

•
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APPENDIX 3
SUGGESTED READING

The Environmental Movement Worldwide
For a comprehensive history focusing on the western world see Nicholson (1970; 1987).
Pearce (1991) portrayed of the world's foremost environmentalists and their causes. Sec
also Van der Heijden et al. (1992).
Environmental Philosophy and Ethics
See, forexample, Glacken (1956; 1%7); Leiss (1972); Merchant (1980); Thomas (1983);
Pepper (1984); Hargrove (1989); Oelschlaeger (1991); and Wall (1994). Davis (1989)
compiled a bibliography of literature pertaining to environmental philosophy.
Attitudes Towards Nature and Wilderness in North America
For works that examine the history of changing attitudes towards wilderness in North
America (culminating in modem environmental thought) sec Huth (1972); Eki rch ( 1963);
Schmitt (1%9); Nash (1973); and Marx (1981).
The Conservation Movement
See Bates (1957); Hays (1959); Udall (1%3); Worster (1973); Moneyhon (1980); and
Stegner (1992). See also McCloskey (1972); Fox (1981) and Koppes (1988). Burton
(1972); Foster (1978); and Dubasak (1990) provide histories of conservation in Canada
and Hébert (1991) has portrayed conservation efforts in Quebec.
The Contemporary Environmental Movement in North America
See Petulla (1980); Kuzmiak (1991); and Dunlap and Mertig (1992). There has been a
recent spate of literature - Gottlieb (1993); Merchant (1993); Mowrey and Redmond
(1993); Sale (1993); and Shabecoff (1993). As yet, there is a dearth of material about the
history of the Canadian environmental movement. Articles by Macdonald (1991) and
Wilson (1992) sketchitsevolution. Valllancourt(1979; 1981; 1982; 1985a; 1985b; 1987a;
1987b; and 1992) has examined Quebec's environmental movement since its beginning and
Mattei and Moreau (1983) and Corriveau and Foucault (1990) provide brief descriptions of
its characteristics. Boileau (1976), Gignac (1982), and Hamois (1986) researched differcnt
ascpects of Quebec ENGOs.
The Contemporary Environmental Movement in Europe
Sec Van der Heijden etal. (1992) for a sketch of the development of the environmental
movement in France, Germany, the Netherlands, and Switzerland. Sec also lamison
(1990) who compared the environmental movements in Sweden, Denmark, and the
Netherlands. Sec Capra and Spretnak (1984) and Frankland and Schoonmaker (1992) for
the history, beliefs, goals, actions, and influence of Germany's Green Party. Dominick
(1992) documented the historical roots of Germany's environmental movement, exploring,
among other things, the links between the nature protection movement and the Nazis.
Bennahmias and Roche (1992) chronicled the history of the Ecology Party in France. Sec
Pronier and le Seigneur (1992) for a history of the French environmental movement
focusing on ils foremost activisls.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
AT-

Les Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québec

BAPE-

Bureau d'audience publique

CARC-

Canadian Arctic Resources Committee

CCNR-

Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility

CEGEP- Colléges d'education générale et professionel
CEN-

Canadian Environmental Network

CQDP-

Coalition québécoise pour la désarmement et la paix

CQE-

Conseil québécois de l'environnement

CSN -

Confédération des syndicats nationaux

ENGO-

Environmental Non-Govemmental Organization

ENJEU - ENvironnement JEunesse
FAPEL-

Fédération des associations pour la protection de l'environnement des lacs

FCAN-

Front commun antinucléaire

FCAR-

Fonds pour la formation de chercheurs et l'aide à la recherche

FLQ-

Front de liberation du Québec

FoE-

Friends of the Earth

FRAP-

Front d'action politique des salariés

FQF-

Fédération québécoise de la faune

IUCN -

International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources

LIP-

Local Initiatives Project

MàB-

Le Monde à bicyclette

MAB-

Mouvement pour une agriculture biologique

MRPDQ- Mouvement régional pour la paix et le désarmement, région de Québec.

e

NGO-

Non-Govemmental Organization

NPPA-

National and Provincial Parks Association of Canada

NSM-

New Social Movement Theory
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OFY-

Opportunities for Youth

PAEQ-

Programme d'assainissement des eaux du Québec

PIL-

Project d'initiative local

Pl -

Perspectives jeunesse

REQ-

Regroupement écd ogique québécois

RMT-

Resource Mobilization Theory

RQPE-

Regroupement québécois pour l'environnement

SMO-

Social Movement Organization

SPE-

Services de protection de l'environnement

STCUM- Société de transport de la communauté urbaine de Montréal
STOP-

Society ta Overcome Pollution

SVP-

Société pour vaincre la pollution

UQCN-

Union québécois pour la conservation de la nature

WWF-

World Wildlife Fund
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GLOSSARY OF FRENCH TERMS
(as applied in thi:; thesis)
Écologie: the science of ecology.
Écologisme: a politicized approach to environmentalism that derives its inspiration from
ecology: it is a "holistic kind of poli tics" (Ami(e)s de la Terre de Québec 1986, 140). Il is
the theory and practice of those environmentalists who try to bring about concrete but
radical solutions to environmental problems by changing political, social, economic,
cultural, and environmental aspects of society (Chamberland 1983; Vaillancourt 1985a;
Gagnon 1991). In short, "L'écologisme, c'est la conséquence social et politique de
l'écologie" (Gagnon 1991, 97).
Écologiste: a person who promotes écologisme: s/he is an adherent to, or activist in the
political and social movement dedicated to protecting the environment and to changing
society (Académie française 1992). Thus the English term ecologist is not the equivalent of
écologiste and scientists of ecology are not necessarily écologistes and vice versa
(Vaillancourt 1985a, 37).
Écologue: an ecologist, a scientist who studies ecology (Collin & Schuwer 1992).
Environnementalisme: a term probably derived from the English word. There is sorne
controversy over its meaning (Gagnon 1991). Usually it refers to a more moderate and
conservative approach to environmental protection than the raàical and politically-oriented
écologisme (Vaillancourt 1985a). Many écologistes
dislike being called
environmentalistes because they associate environmentalism with technocentrism (see
ChapterTwo).
Écolos: the diminutive of écologistes. Il is used by both insiders and observers of the
movemenl. Critics employ the term in a pejorative sense: it has the connotation that
écologistes are unrealistic fanatics, 'freaks', 'tree-huggers' or oiseaulogues who are
totally disconnected from reality (Vaillancourt 1985b, 8). One joumalist noted that écolos
are sometimes thought of as "une bande de marginaux farfelus, inoffensif, brouteurs de
nuages et poétiques marchands d'utopies" (Lussier 1984, A7).
Mouvement écologiste: the term most frequently used to refer to Quebec's
environmental movemenl. This is difficult to translate into English; it cannot be rendered
'the ecology' or 'ecological' movement, which would translate as mouvement écologique.
To simplify matters, this thesis uses the word environmentalism to coyer the broad range of
environmental ideologies and the term environmental movement to include all ENGOs,
whether écologiste, environnementaliste, or vert in their approach.
Projet de société: literally means 'social project'. This term refers to the goal of
écologisme: a restructured society, an écosocieté. The exact nature of the new society
varies according to the individual or the ENGO that advocates il. Les Ami(e)s de la Terre
de Québec, inlluenced by the more-or-less socialist vision of Michel Jurdant, formulated a
coherent idea of the features of their projet de société. It is based on the principles of
diversity, self-discipline, moderation, and equality. Two of its fundamental tenets are that
science and technology cannot solve humanity's problems - only new ways of living can and that 'to be' is more important than 'to have' (see Jurdant 1984b; Ami(e)s de la Terre de
Québec 1986).

15ï
Verts: usually signifies a political party although vert ('green') can simply allude to
environmental consciousness or to the fact that something is benign to the environment.
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